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OBut World Embraces Democratic Values and Free Markets
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I The Pew Global Attitudes Projectsurveyed:
x 16,000 people in 20 
countries and the 
Palestinian Authority 
in May, 2003 
x more than 38,000 
people in 44 nations 
in 2002 
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Confidence in World Figures to Do the Right Thing 
 First Second Third
0#;7#$4/-% D.-3-2%^_`ab% D9;-55-+%^__ab% bin Laden (58%)
!7.;-#% L+/.-6%^_cab% bin Laden (55%) D9;-55-+%^U(ab%
T",-/2% D9;-55-+%^`Uab% Z"4+%^_(ab% Z5-/.%^X`ab%
]$9-#7#% L+/.-6%^`cab% D##-#%^&`ab% D9;-55-+%^&Xab%
:7.7667% L+/.-6%^_Xab% bin Laden (49%) D.-3-2%^U&ab%
E/8$./-% D##-#%^X(ab% Z5-/.%^X)ab% Z"4+%^X)ab%
P->/42-#% D9;-55-+%^_)ab% bin Laden (45%) D.-3-2%^U(ab%
P-5$42@%D"2+@% bin Laden (71%) D.-3-2%^_Wab% L+/.-6%^&(ab%
*".>$C% D.-3-2%^&(ab% D9;-55-+%^(cab% D##-#%^c`ab%
P$.6$#2%4-C/#8%2+$C%+-?$%J-%572N%7.%J47=$N%67#3/;$#6$%/#%$-6+%5$-;$.d4%-9/5/2C%27%;7%2+$%
./8+2%2+/#8%.$8-.;/#8%,7.5;%-33-/.4@%*+.$$%+/8+$42%.-2$;%^73%`%,7.5;%5$-;$.4b%4+7,#%+$.$@
cD2-%( /!./&4( 0/#'( 0/%4( $2( 837/*( I/%( B-%7!$%'0( #&72( -#':7( 7&!./0&4(
,%/!'$(8&#!-(!'(0/%(a'!0%$(90#0%7C(D270&4($3%(02(B2&!0!5#&(B#-0!7#'7/!B*(
;%#-&4(#&&(L%B3,&!5#'7( dTPhe(%\B-%77(52'M!$%'5%( !'(837/C( 52DB#-%$(
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War Views Entrenched 
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0/%(1#-C( B%2B&%( 2F%-1/%&D!'.&4( ,%&!%F%( 0/%!-( .2F%-'D%'07(D#$%( 0/%(
-!./0($%5!7!2'( 02(70#4(230(2M( 0/%(52'M&!50*( 6'(523'0-!%7( 0/#0(,#5:%$( 0/%(
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'21(0/#0(H377%!'(/#7(,%%'($%B27%$*
I/%( B2701#-( 3B$#0%( 7/217( &!D!0%$( 2B0!D!7D( M2-( #( 73-.%( 2M(
$%D25-#0!5( -%M2-D( !'( 0/%( "!$$&%( =#70*( 93,70#'0!#&(
D!'2-!0!%7( 2M( "37&!D7( !'( D#'4( 523'0-!%7( 7#4( 0/%(
-%.!2'( 1!&&( ,%52D%( somewhat D2-%( $%D25-#0!5C( ,30(
2'&4(!'()31#!0($2(#7(D#'4(#7(/#&M(B-%$!50(0/%("!$$&%(
=#70( 1!&&( ,%52D%( much D2-%( $%D25-#0!5*(
=\B%50#0!2'7(2M(D#`2-(B2&!0!5#&(5/#'.%7(!'(0/%("!$$&%(
=#70( #-%( D2$%70( !'( 523'0-!%7( 0/#0( B#-0!5!B#0%$( !'( 0/%(
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B2B3&#0!2'7( 73-F%4%$( g( +D%-!5#'7( #-%( 0/%( 2'&4(
%\5%B0!2'(g(B&3-#&!0!%7(2-(D#`2-!0!%7(,%&!%F%(0/%(a'!0%$(
90#0%7( M#F2-7( 67-#%&( 2F%-( 0/%( E#&%70!'!#'7( 022( D35/*(
I/!7( 2B!'!2'( !7( 7/#-%$( !'( 67-#%&k( cUh( 2M( 67-#%&!7(
,%&!%F%( 0/#0( 0/%( a*9*( M#F2-7( 67-#%&( 022( D35/C( 1/!&%(
WRh( 7#4( 0/%( B2&!54( !7( M#!-( #'$( OOh( 0/!':( 0/%( a*9*(
M#F2-7(0/%(E#&%70!'!#'7(022(D35/*((
830( 67-#%&( !7( 0/%( 2'&4( 523'0-4C( #7!$%( M-2D( 0/%( a*9*C( !'( 1/!5/( #(
D#`2-!04( 7#47( 0/#0( a*9*( B2&!5!%7( &%#$( 02(D2-%( 70#,!&!04( !'( 0/%( -%.!2'*(
A Way for Israeli State and 
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2B!'!2'*( 830(+-#,7( !'( 67-#%&C( 1/2( F2!5%( 0/%( 7#D%( 5-!0!5!7D7( 2M(a*9*(
B2&!54(!'(0/%("!$$&%(=#70(#7($2(20/%-("37&!D7C(.%'%-#&&4(,%&!%F%(0/#0(#(
1#4( 5#'( ,%( M23'$( M2-( 0/%( 70#0%( 2M( 67-#%&( 02( %\!70( 72( 0/#0( E#&%70!'!#'(
-!./07( #'$('%%$7( #-%( #$$-%77%$*( 6'( M#50C(+-#,7( !'( 67-#%&( #-%( '%#-&4( #7(
&!:%&4(#7(<%17(02(/2&$(0/#0(2B!'!2'(dXVh(2M(+-#,7C(XRh(2M(<%17e*
G307!$%(2M(0/%("37&!D(12-&$C(0/%-%(!7(.%'%-#&(#.-%%D%'0(0/#0(0/%-%(
!7( #( 1#4( 02( %'73-%( 67-#%&_7( %\!70%'5%( #'$( D%%0( 0/%( '%%$7( 2M(
E#&%70!'!#'7*( I/!7( F!%1( !7( 1!$%&4( 7/#-%$( !'( ;2-0/( +D%-!5#( #'$(
S%70%-'(=3-2B%*
+7( B%2B&%( #-23'$( 0/%( 12-&$( 52'0%DB&#0%( %D%-.!'.( 7%53-!04(
0/-%#07C(523'0-!%7(!'(0/%("!$$&%(=#70(g(6-#'(#'$(94-!#(g(#-%(F!%1%$(#7(
&%77( 2M( #( $#'.%-( 0/#'(;2-0/()2-%#*("#`2-!0!%7( !'(D270( 523'0-!%7( 7%%(
;2-0/()2-%#(#7(#0(&%#70(#(D2$%-#0%(0/-%#0(02(+7!#'(70#,!&!04(#'$(12-&$(







Democracy Can Work Here 
A%7B!0%( 72#-!'.( #'0!Z+D%-!5#'!7D( #'$( 73,70#'0!#&( 73BB2-0( M2-(
G7#D#(,!'(J#$%'C(0/%-%(!7(52'7!$%-#,&%(#BB%0!0%(!'(0/%("37&!D(12-&$(
M2-( $%D25-#0!5( M-%%$2D7*( I/%( ,-2#$%-C( ccZ'#0!2'( 73-F%4( 7/217( 0/#0(
B%2B&%( !'( "37&!D( 523'0-!%7( B&#5%( #( /!./( F#&3%( 2'( M-%%$2D( 2M(
%\B-%77!2'C( M-%%$2D( 2M( 0/%( B-%77C( D3&0!ZB#-04( 7470%D7( #'$( %b3#&(
0-%#0D%'0(3'$%-(0/%(&#1*(I/!7(!'5&3$%7(B%2B&%(&!F!'.(!'(:!'.$2D7(735/(
The poll taken amid 
extensive news 
coverage of the SARS 
outbreak found 
modest worries about 
the disease in the U.S. 
and Western Europe. 
But people are very 
worried about 
exposure in Nigeria 
(82%), Kuwait (62%), 
Russia (59%), and 
Brazil (59%).
U#7( <2-$#'( #'$( )31#!0C( #7( 1%&&( #7( 0/27%( !'( #30/2-!0#-!#'( 70#0%7( &!:%(






&!:%( )31#!0( dRWhe( #'$( 8#'.&#$%7/( dPUheC( ,30( #&72( !'( -%&!.!237&4(
$!F%-7%( 523'0-!%7( &!:%( ;!.%-!#( dUPhe*( I/%-%( #-%( '2( 73,70#'0!F%(
$!MM%-%'5%7( ,%01%%'( "37&!D7( #'$( '2'Z"37&!D7( !'( ;!.%-!#( 2'( 0/!7(





B2&!0!5#&( &!M%( 2M( 0/%!-( 523'0-!%7*( l%0( 0/#0( 2B!'!2'( $2%7( '20( $!D!'!7/(
"37&!D( 73BB2-0( M2-( #( 7470%D( 2M( .2F%-'#'5%( 0/#0( %'73-%7( 0/%( 7#D%(
5!F!&(&!,%-0!%7(#'$(B2&!0!5#&(-!./07(%'`24%$(,4($%D25-#5!%7*
6'( -%&!.!237&4($!F%-7%( 523'0-!%7C("37&!D7(.%'%-#&&4( M#F2-(:%%B!'.(
-%&!.!2'(#(B-!F#0%(D#00%-(#0(0/%(7#D%(-#0%7(#7('2'Z"37&!D7*(6'(;!.%-!#C(
M2-( %\#DB&%C( 7!\Z!'Z0%'( "37&!D7( #'$( 0/%( 7#D%( B-2B2-0!2'( 2M( '2'Z
"37&!D7(52DB&%0%&4(#.-%%( 0/#0( -%&!.!2'(7/23&$(,%(:%B0( 7%B#-#0%( M-2D(
.2F%-'D%'0(B2&!54*(6'(J%,#'2'C( 0/%-%(#-%(2'&4(D2$%70($!MM%-%'5%7(2'(
0/!7(B2!'0(,%01%%'("37&!D7(#'$('2'Z"37&!D7*(
U.S. Ideals Backed – Mostly 
I/%( ,-2#$( $%7!-%( M2-( $%D25-#54( !'( "37&!D( 523'0-!%7( #'$(
%&7%1/%-%( !7(,30(2'%( !'$!5#0!2'(2M( 0/%(.&2,#&(#55%B0#'5%(2M( !$%#7(#'$(
B-!'5!B&%7(%7B237%$(,4(0/%(a'!0%$(90#0%7*(I/%(D#`2-(73-F%4(#&72(7/217(
0/#0( 0/%( M-%%( D#-:%0( D2$%&( /#7( ,%%'( %D,-#5%$( ,4( B%2B&%( #&D270(
;GI=Y([2-(0/%(+B-!&Z"#4(VQQW(73-F%4(52'$350%$(#D2'.(VO(B2B3&#0!2'7C('#0!2'1!$%(-#'$2D(
7#DB&%7( 1%-%( !'0%-F!%1%$( !'( OP( '#0!2'7( #'$( 0/%( E#&%70!'!#'( +30/2-!04*( E-%$2D!'#'0&4( 2-(
%\5&37!F%&4( 3-,#'( 7#DB&%7(1%-%( 37%$( !'( 8-#>!&C( 6'$2'%7!#C("2-2552C(;!.%-!#C( #'$( E#:!70#'*(
I/%(ccZ523'0-4(703$4(52'$350%$( !'(VQQV(!7(,#7%$(2'('#0!2'1!$%( -#'$2D(7#DB&%7(%\5%B0( M2-(
+'.2&#( #'$( =.4B0( d0/%( 5#B!0#&( 5!0!%7( #'$( %'F!-2'7( 2M( J3#'$#( #'$( @#!-2C( -%7B%50!F%&4eC( #'$(




























#.#!'70( .&2,#&!>#0!2'( #'$( +D%-!5#_7( -2&%( !'( M270%-!'.( !0C( B%2B&%( #-%(
73-B-!7!'.&4(#55%B0!'.(2M(0/%(!'5-%#7%$(!'0%-52''%50%$'%77(0/#0($%M!'%7(
.&2,#&!>#0!2'*
I/!7( !7( '20( 02( 7#4( 0/#0( 0/%4( #55%B0( $%D25-#54( #'$( 5#B!0#&!7D(
1!0/230(b3#&!M!5#0!2'C(2-(0/#0(0/%4(#-%('20(52'5%-'%$(#,230(D#'4(2M(0/%(
B-2,&%D7( 2M( D2$%-'( &!M%*( 84( #'$( &#-.%C( /21%F%-C( 0/%( B%2B&%( 2M( 0/%(
12-&$( #55%B0( 0/%( 52'5%B07( #'$( F#&3%7( 0/#0( 3'$%-&!%( 0/%( +D%-!5#'(
#BB-2#5/(02(.2F%-'#'5%(#'$(,37!'%77*(
l%0( 0/%-%( #-%( B-2M23'$( $!MM%-%'5%7( !'( 0/%( 1#4( +D%-!5#'7( #'$(
B%2B&%(!'(20/%-(523'0-!%7(g(%7B%5!#&&4(S%70%-'(=3-2B%#'7(g(F!%1(735/(
M3'$#D%'0#&( !773%7( #7( 0/%( &!D!07( 2M( B%-72'#&( M-%%$2D(#'$( 0/%( -2&%( 2M(
.2F%-'D%'0( !'( /%&B!'.( 0/%( B22-*( +D%-!5#'7( #-%(D2-%( !'$!F!$3#&!70!5(
#'$( M#F2-( #( &%77( 52DB#77!2'#0%( .2F%-'D%'0( 0/#'( $2( =3-2B%#'7( #'$(
20/%-7*(;%#-&4( 012Z0/!-$7( 2M(+D%-!5#'7( dXPhe( ,%&!%F%( 7355%77( !7(not




+552-$!'.&4C( +D%-!5#'7( 5#-%( D2-%( #,230( B%-72'#&( M-%%$2D( 0/#'(
.2F%-'D%'0(#773-#'5%7(2M(725!#&(`370!5%*([3&&4(PRh(2M(+D%-!5#'7(7#4(
!0( !7( D2-%( !DB2-0#'0( 02( /#F%( 0/%( M-%%$2D( 02( B3-73%( B%-72'#&( .2#&7(




0/#'( 20/%-( B%2B&%7( 02( 0/%!-( .2F%-'D%'0( 0#:!'.( 5#-%( 2M( 5!0!>%'7( 1/2(
5#''20(0#:%(5#-%(2M(0/%D7%&F%7*((




much more likely 
than Europeans to 
believe that most 
people who fail in 
life have them-
selves to blame, 
rather than society. 
TM#!-( `3$!5!#-4( !7( 7%%'( #7( %7B%5!#&&4( !DB2-0#'0k( !'(D270( 523'0-!%7( !0( !7(
D2-%(/!./&4(F#&3%$(0/#'(M-%%(%&%50!2'7*
l%0( 0/%-%( !7( #(1!$%7B-%#$( 7%'7%( 0/#0( 0/%7%( $%D25-#0!5( #7B!-#0!2'7(
#-%('20(,%!'.(M3&M!&&%$*(6'(=#70%-'(=3-2B%C(2'&4(!'(0/%(@>%5/(L%B3,&!5(
$2%7( #(D#`2-!04( dPRhe( 7#4( 0/%4(/#F%(/2'%70C(D3&0!B#-04( %&%50!2'7*( 6'(
L377!#(#'$(a:-#!'%C(2'&4(7D#&&(D!'2-!0!%7(M%%&(0/%4(/#F%(M-%%(%&%50!2'7(
dOPh( !'(L377!#C( VOh( !'(a:-#!'%e*(9:%B0!5!7D(#,230( /2'%70( %&%50!2'7(






&#5:(7%F%-#&( M3'$#D%'0#&( -!./07Y( M-%%$2D(2M( 7B%%5/C(#( M-%%(B-%77C( M#!-(
%&%50!2'7(#'$(#'(!DB#-0!#&(`3$!5!#-4*((
Soviet Hangover
6'( D35/( 2M( =#70%-'( =3-2B%C( 0/%-%( !7( '21( .-%#0%-( #55%B0#'5%( 2M(
B270Z52DD3'!70( B2&!0!5#&( 5/#'.%7( 52DB#-%$( 1!0/( Pulse of Europe 
73-F%47(52'$350%$(,4(0/%(0/%'ZI!D%7("!--2-(@%'0%-(M2-(0/%(E%2B&%(N(
0/%( E-%77( !'( OTTOC( #7( 0/%( 92F!%0(a'!2'(1#7( 52&&#B7!'.*( =F%'( 72C( 0/%(
&%.#54( 2M( 52DD3'!7D( !7( #BB#-%'0( !'( 0/%(
#00!03$%7(2M(D#'4(=#70%-'(=3-2B%#'(B3,&!57*(
G'&4( #,230( /#&M( 2M( 0/27%( !'( a:-#!'%( #'$(
L377!#(#BB-2F%(2M( 0/%(B2&!0!5#&(5/#'.%7( 0/#0(
/#F%( 2553--%$( 7!'5%( 0/%( 52&&#B7%( 2M( 0/%(
92F!%0(a'!2'*
"2-%( .%'%-#&&4C( L377!#'7( #'$(
a:-#!'!#'7C( #7( 1%&&( #7( D270( 20/%-( =#70%-'(





Approval of Post-Communist Political 





















I/%-%( !7C( /21%F%-C( #( &#-.%( .%'%-#0!2'( .#B( 2'( F!%17( 2M(
$%D25-#54( !'( =#70%-'( =3-2B%*( 6'( D270( =#70%-'( =3-2B%#'(
523'0-!%7(73-F%4%$C(B%2B&%(#.%(XQ(#'$(2&$%-(#-%(D35/(D2-%(
&!:%&4( 02( $!7#BB-2F%( 2M( B270Z52DD3'!70( B2&!0!5#&( 5/#'.%7(
0/#'(#-%(B%2B&%(3'$%-(0/%(#.%(2M(WP*
“Yes” to A Smaller World 
8%42'$( 0/%!-( 52DD2'( $%7!-%( M2-( $%D25-#54( #'$( M-%%(
D#-:%07C( B%2B&%( !'( %D%-.!'.( '#0!2'7( #&72( .%'%-#&&4(
#5:'21&%$.%( #'$( #55%B0( .&2,#&!>#0!2'*( E%2B&%( 12-&$1!$%(
/#F%( ,%52D%( #1#-%( 2M( 0/%( !DB#50( 2M( !'5-%#7!'.(
!'0%-52''%50%$'%77( 2'( 0/%!-( 523'0-!%7( #'$( 0/%!-( 21'( &!F%7*(
"#`2-!0!%7( !'( cO( 2M( cc( 523'0-!%7( 73-F%4%$( 7#4( 0/#0(
!'0%-'#0!2'#&( 0-#$%( #'$( ,37!'%77( 52'0#507( /#F%( !'5-%#7%$( !'(
0/%(B#70(P(4%#-7*
I/%( 73-F%4( M!'$7( ,-2#$( #55%B0#'5%( 2M( 0/%( !'5-%#7!'.(
!'0%-52''%50%$'%77(2M( 0/%(12-&$*(I/-%%Zb3#-0%-7(2-(D2-%(2M(
0/27%( !'0%-F!%1%$( !'( #&D270( %F%-4( 523'0-4( 0/!':( 5/!&$-%'(
'%%$(02(&%#-'(='.&!7/(02(7355%%$(!'(0/%(12-&$(02$#4*(E%2B&%(
.%'%-#&&4( F!%1( 0/%( .-210/( !'( M2-%!.'( 0-#$%C( .&2,#&(
52DD3'!5#0!2'(#'$(!'0%-'#0!2'#&(B2B3&#-(53&03-%(#7(.22$(M2-(
0/%D(#'$(0/%!-( M#D!&!%7(#7(1%&&(#7( 0/%!-(523'0-!%7*([2-(D270(
2M( 0/%( 12-&$_7( B%2B&%C( /21%F%-C( 0/!7( #BB-2F#&( !7( .3#-$%$*(
6'5-%#7%$( 0-#$%( #'$( ,37!'%77( 0!%7( #'$( 20/%-( 5/#'.%7( #-%(
F!%1%$(#7(somewhat B27!0!F%C('20(very B27!0!F%*
A%7B!0%( 0/%( 1!$%7B-%#$( 73BB2-0( M2-( 0/%( .&2,#&!>#0!2'(
B-25%77C(B%2B&%(#-23'$(0/%(12-&$(0/!':(D#'4(#7B%507(2M(0/%!-(
&!F%7( g( !'5&3$!'.( 72D%( #MM%50%$( ,4( .&2,#&!>#0!2'( g( #-%(
.%00!'.(12-7%*("#`2-!0!%7(!'(Wc(2M(cc(523'0-!%7(73-F%4%$(7#4(
0/%( #F#!&#,!&!04( 2M( .22$ZB#4!'.( `2,7( /#7( .200%'( 12-7%(
52DB#-%$( 1!0/( M!F%( 4%#-7( #.2*( I/%4( #&72( 7%%( 0/%( .#B(
,%01%%'( -!5/( #'$( B22-C( 0/%( #MM2-$#,!&!04( 2M( /%#&0/( 5#-%( #'$(
0/%( #,!&!04( 02( 7#F%( M2-( 2'%_7( 2&$( #.%( #7( .%00!'.(12-7%*( 830(
B%2B&%($2('20(,&#D%(#(D2-%( !'0%-52''%50%$(12-&$(M2-( 0/%7%(

















































































































































#( &277( 2M( 53&03-#&( !$%'0!04*( J#-.%( D#`2-!0!%7( !'( cV( 2M( cc( 523'0-!%7(
,%&!%F%(0/#0(0/%!-(0-#$!0!2'#&(1#4(2M(&!M%(!7(.%00!'.(&270(#'$(D270(B%2B&%(
M%%&(0/#0(0/%!-(1#4(2M(&!M%(/#7(02(,%(B-20%50%$(#.#!'70(M2-%!.'(!'M&3%'5%*(
I/%-%( !7( &%77( #.-%%D%'0( 0/#0( 52'73D%-!7D( #'$( 52DD%-5!#&!7D(
-%B-%7%'0( #( 0/-%#0( 02( 2'%_7( 53&03-%*( H21%F%-C( 0/#0( B2!'0( 2M( F!%1( !7(
B-%F#&%'0(!'(S%70%-'(=3-2B%(#'$(J#0!'(+D%-!5#*((
I/%( B2&&!'.( M!'$7C( /21%F%-C( 0/#0( 0/%( !$%#( 2M( i.&2,#&j( M2-5%7( !7(
72D%0/!'.(2M(#(-%$(M&#.(02(B%2B&%(#-23'$(0/%(12-&$*(i?&2,#&(%52'2D4j(
!7( 7%%'(#7(D2-%( 0/-%#0%'!'.( 0/#'(i0-#$%(1!0/(20/%-(523'0-!%7*j(E%2B&%(
12--4( #,230( 0/%( !DB#50( 2M( .&2,#&( 0-#$%( 2'( 0/%D7%&F%7( #'$( 0/%!-(
M#D!&!%7(%F%'(0/23./(0/%4(,%&!%F%(0/#0(.&2,#&(0-#$%(!7(B-2,#,&4(#(.22$(
0/!'.(M2-(0/%!-(523'0-4(#7(#(1/2&%*(
Globalization Foes Fail to Get Through 
E%2B&%( #-23'$( 0/%( 12-&$( .%'%-#&&4( /#F%( #( B27!0!F%( F!%1( 2M( 0/%(
74D,2&7(2M(.&2,#&!>#0!2'*(J#-.%(52-B2-#0!2'7(M-2D(20/%-(523'0-!%7(.%0(
#( M#F2-#,&%( -%F!%1( !'( D35/( 2M( 0/%( 12-&$C( #7( $2( !'0%-'#0!2'#&(
2-.#'!>#0!2'7*
6'( +M-!5#C( B%2B&%( %\B-%77( /!./&4( M#F2-#,&%( 2B!'!2'7( 2M( M2-%!.'(
52-B2-#0!2'7C(1/!&%(0/%("!$$&%(=#70(!7(D2-%($!F!$%$*(A!7&!:%(2M(M2-%!.'(
M!-D7(!7(D270&4(&!D!0%$(02(B%2B&%(!'(0/%(D#`2-(#$F#'5%$(%52'2D!%7(2M(
S%70%-'( =3-2B%C( 0/%( a*9*( #'$( @#'#$#*( =F%'( !'( 0/%7%( 523'0-!%7C(
/21%F%-C( B27!0!F%( %F#&3#0!2'7( 2M( D3&0!'#0!2'#&7( 2301%!./( '%.#0!F%(
#77%77D%'07*((
9!D!&#-&4C( 0/%( !DB#50(2M( !'0%-'#0!2'#&( M!'#'5!#&(2-.#'!>#0!2'7(735/(
#7(0/%(S2-&$(8#':C(0/%(6"[(#'$(0/%(S2-&$(I-#$%(G-.#'!>#0!2'(!7(7%%'(
#7(D35/(D2-%(B27!0!F%(0/#'('%.#0!F%(!'(D270(B#-07(2M(0/%(12-&$*(I/!7(!7(
2F%-1/%&D!'.&4( 0/%( 5#7%( !'( +M-!5#*( +-.%'0!'#C( 8-#>!&C( <2-$#'( #'$(
I3-:%4(70#'$(230(M2-(0/%!-(/!./&4(5-!0!5#&(F!%1(2M(0/%7%(!'70!030!2'7*(
People around the 
world credit 
globalization for 
conditions they see 
as improving, but do 
not blame growing 
economic and 
social problems on 
globalization.
OV
6'( 52'0-#70C( B%2B&%( .%'%-#&&4( /#F%( #( '%.#0!F%( F!%1( 2M( #'0!Z
.&2,#&!>#0!2'( B-20%70%-7*( I/%( [-%'5/( .!F%( /!./%-( -#0!'.7( 02(
D3&0!'#0!2'#&(52-B2-#0!2'7(0/#'(02(0/%(B-20%70%-7*(+'$(!'(60#&4C(7!0%(
2M( #( D#`2-( 5&#7/( !'( VQQO( ,%01%%'( B2&!5%( #'$( #'0!Z.&2,#&!>#0!2'(
M2-5%7(!'(?%'2#C(0/%(B3,&!5(,4('%#-&4(012Z02Z2'%(dPOhZVUhe(7#47(
0/%(B-20%70%-7(#-%(/#F!'.(#(,#$(!'M&3%'5%(2'(0/%(523'0-4*(60(7/23&$(




But “Foreign” Still a Negative  
"270(B%2B&%(!'(0/%(12-&$(M%%&(0/%!-(1#4(2M(&!M%('%%$7(B-20%50!2'(









6'( 0/#0( 52'0%\0C( S%70%-'( =3-2B%#'7( 0#:%( #( D35/( $!DD%-(
F!%1( 2M( M2-%!.'( 12-:%-7( M-2D( =#70%-'( =3-2B%C( #7( 1%&&( #7( 0/%(
"!$$&%(=#70(#'$(;2-0/(+M-!5#C( 0/#'( 0/%4($2(2M( M2-%!.'(12-:%-7(
M-2D(20/%-(=3-2B%#'(a'!2'(523'0-!%7*(I/!7(!7(%7B%5!#&&4(0/%(5#7%(
!'( ?%-D#'4C( 1/%-%( PTh( 7#4( "!$$&%( =#70%-'%-7( #'$( ;2-0/(
+M-!5#'7(1/2(52D%(02(12-:(!'(?%-D#'4(#-%(,#$(M2-(0/%(523'0-4k(
PWh(7#4(0/#0(#,230(M2-%!.'(12-:%-7(M-2D(=#70%-'(=3-2B%*((
I/!7( =3-2B%#'( 52'5%-'( #,230( M2-%!.'( !'M&3%'5%( #'$(
72F%-%!.'04( #&72( !7( 7%%'( !'( 20/%-( 1#47*( I/%-%( #-%( 70!&&( 7!>#,&%(
D!'2-!0!%7(2M(B%2B&%(!'(?-%#0(8-!0#!'C([-#'5%C(?%-D#'4(#'$(60#&4(
1/2( 0/!':( 0/#0( 0/%-%( #-%( B#-07( 2M( 20/%-( 523'0-!%7( 0/#0( -%#&&4(
,%&2'.(02(0/%D*(I/!7(7%'0!D%'0(/#7('20($!D!'!7/%$(g(#'$(!'(72D%(
5#7%7( /#7( -!7%'( $-#D#0!5#&&4( g( 7!'5%( 0/%( %'$( 2M( 0/%( @2&$(S#-*(
[3&&4( XWh( 2M( L377!#'7( ,%&!%F%( 0/#0( i0/%-%( #-%( B#-07( 2M( '%!./,2-!'.(
523'0-!%7(0/#0(-%#&&4(,%&2'.(02(L377!#*j(6'(OTTOC(`370(VVh(#.-%%$(1!0/(


















How Minority Groups 
Are Seen 
% %%%%%%%%Influence on 
           nation fTk
% Y77;% Z-;% Q$3
% a% a% a%
United States 
Blacks V`% c(% W
Hispanics _V% (c% cc
Great Britain 
Blacks/Asians% _&% (_% cc
Germany
Turks UV% Uc% c(
France
North Africans U&% Xc% _
Italy
Albanians cU% `)% _
OW
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Pew Global Attitudes Project 
Countries and sample sizes 
(Summer/Fall 2002 survey unless otherwise noted) 
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7#4( 0/%4( M%%&( 72D%1/#0( 2-( F%-4( 3'M#F2-#,&4( 021#-$(
+D%-!5#'7*(6'(<2-$#'C(/270!&!04(021#-$(+D%-!5#'7(!7(2'(
0/%( -!7%k( &#70( 73DD%-C( M3&&4( /#&M( 2M( <2-$#'!#'7( dPWhe(
/#$( #( B27!0!F%( F!%1( 2M( +D%-!5#'7C( #( '3D,%-( 0/#0( /#7(
M#&&%'(02(ORh(!'(0/%(53--%'0(73-F%4*(
;%.#0!F%( F!%17( 2M( +D%-!5#'7( #-%( '20( &!D!0%$( 02(
"37&!D(B2B3&#0!2'7*([%1%-(0/#'(/#&M(2M( 0/27%(!'(9B#!'(
dcUheC( #( ;+IG( #&&4C( /#F%( #( B27!0!F%( !DB-%77!2'( 2M(




































































Most Blame Bush 
E%2B&%(1/2( /#F%( 3'M#F2-#,&%( F!%17( 2M( 0/%(a'!0%$( 90#0%7( M2-( 0/%(
D270(B#-0(,#7%(0/27%(2B!'!2'7(2'(0/%!-(M%%&!'.7(#,230(E-%7!$%'0(837/C(
'20(0/%(a'!0%$(90#0%7(.%'%-#&&4*(I/!7(F!%1(!7(%7B%5!#&&4(1!$%7B-%#$(!'(
72D%(S%70%-'( =3-2B%#'( 523'0-!%7*( 6'( [-#'5%(
#'$( ?%-D#'4C( '%#-&4( 0/-%%Zb3#-0%-7( 2M( 0/27%(
1/2(/#F%('%.#0!F%(F!%17(2M(0/%(a*9*(7#4(0/%!-(
2BB27!0!2'( !7( 02( 0/%( B-%7!$%'0C( -#0/%-( 0/#'(
+D%-!5#( .%'%-#&&4( dUch(%#5/e*(I12Z0/!-$7( 2M(
60#&!#'7( dXUhe( #'$( 7!\Z!'Z0%'( 8-!0!7/( dPThe(




B-2,&%D( 1!0/( 0/%( a*9*( ;%#-&4( 7%F%'Z!'Z0%'(
6'$2'%7!#'7( dXThe(1/2(/#F%( #( '%.#0!F%(F!%1(












#00-!,30%( 0/!7( '%.#0!F%( 2B!'!2'( 02( #( .%'%-#&( B-2,&%D( 1!0/( +D%-!5#C(
-#0/%-(0/#'(#(B-2,&%D(1!0/(0/%(B-%7!$%'0(dUVhZVQhe*
Boycotts Both Ways 
6'( 0/%( a'!0%$( 90#0%7C( #'.%-( 2F%-( [-#'5%_7( #'$( ?%-D#'4_7( #50!F%(
2BB27!0!2'( 02( 0/%( 1#-( 1!0/( 6-#b( 7B3--%$( /!./&4( F!7!,&%( B-20%707C(
!'5&3$!'.(#(D2F%(02(-%'#D%([-%'5/(M-!%7(iM-%%$2D(M-!%7Cj(#'$(5#&&7(M2-(
,2452007( 2M( [-%'5/( #'$(?%-D#'( B-2$3507*(G'%Zb3#-0%-( 2M(+D%-!5#'7(









% a% a% a% a% %
\.-#6$% VU% (c% U% j% ^El&)cb
Y$.=-#C% VU% ((% &% c% ^El(__b
0#;7#$4/-% _W% ()% V% U% ^ElVW`b
02-5C% _V% (U% W% )% ^ElcW)b
:7.7667% __% cU% c`% (% ^El__)b
P->/42-#% _(% &c% (% X% ^El`)`b
L-#-;-% _)% &(% _% (% ^ElcVXb
E/8$./-% _)% ((% c`% j% ^El&__b
Y.$-2%Z./2-/#% XW% &c% `% &% ^ElcX&b
Z.-H/5% X_% &_% _% (% ^El_)`b
D"42.-5/-% X&% U)% _% c% ^ElcW)b
*".>$C% X(% &&% c(% &% ^El`(Wb
]$9-#7#% Xc% &(% c_% c% ^ElVc)b
SA-/#% X)% &V% c(% (% ^El(`cb
T",-/2% UU% U(% `% _% ^ElcXWb
Q"44/-% U&% &(% cX% c)% ^El(`cb
!7.;-#% U(% (`% &)% j% ^ElW``b
04.-$5% &V% U(% cX% _% ^El&)Ub
P-5$42@%D"2+@% &c% &(% &_% c% ^ElV`Ub








5-!0!5!7D( !'( 0/27%( 523'0-!%7(2M( 0/%(a'!0%$(90#0%7( #'$( !07(
B2&!5!%7*(G'&4(#,230(2'%Z!'Z0%'( !'([-#'5%(#'$(?%-D#'4(
dOWh( #'$( OVhC( -%7B%50!F%&4e( 7#4( 0/%4( /#F%( 52'7!$%-%$(
'20( ,34!'.(+D%-!5#'( B-2$3507( 02( B-20%70( a*9*( B2&!5!%7*(
+,230(/#&M(0/#0('3D,%-(!'(%#5/(523'0-4(dRh(#'$(Xhe(7#4(
0/%4(#503#&&4(/#F%(702BB%$(,34!'.(a*9*(.22$7*(
830( #'0!Z+D%-!5#'(,2452007( #-%(D2-%(1!$%7B-%#$( !'(
20/%-(B#-07(2M( 0/%(12-&$*(H#&M(2M(E#&%70!'!#'7C( '%#-&4( #7(
D#'4(<2-$#'!#'7(dcRhe(#'$(D2-%(0/#'(M23-Z!'Z0%'(I3-:7(
dcWheC( 7#4( 0/%4( /#F%( 52'7!$%-%$( '20( ,34!'.( +D%-!5#'(
B-2$3507( 02( B-20%70( a*9*( B2&!5!%7C( #'$( #( 7!.'!M!5#'0(
B-2B2-0!2'(7#4(0/%4(/#F%(#503#&&4(M2&&21%$(0/-23./(1!0/(
0/#0(#50!2'(dWUh(2M(E#&%70!'!#'7C(WXh(2M(<2-$#'!#'7(#'$(
WVh( 2M( I3-:7e*( 93,70#'0!#&( D!'2-!0!%7( !'( 9230/( )2-%#(
dVTheC( )31#!0( dVPhe( #'$( 6'$2'%7!#( dVche( #&72( /#F%(
52'7!$%-%$(,245200!'.(+D%-!5#'(B-2$3507*((
Views of Things American 
I/%( B2701#-( 3B$#0%( 73-F%4( -%F!7!0%$( 2B!'!2'7( #,230( +D%-!5#'(
!$%#7C( ,37!'%77( B-#50!5%7C( #'$( 53&03-#&( B-2$3507C( M!-70( -%B2-0%$( !'( &#70(
4%#-_7 Global Attitudes 73-F%4(dWhat the World Thinks in 2002)*(I/%(
B3,&!57( 2M(D270( '#0!2'7( 52'0!'3%( 02( #$D!-%( 0/%( a'!0%$( 90#0%7( M2-( !07(
0%5/'2&2.!5#&(#'$(75!%'0!M!5(#$F#'5%7C(#'$(70-2'.(D#`2-!0!%7(!'(D#'4(2M(




73DD%-*( 92&!$( D#`2-!0!%7( !'( %F%-4( 523'0-4( %\5%B0( L377!#( 7#4( 0/%4(
#$D!-%(a*9*(75!%'0!M!5(#'$(0%5/'2&2.!5#&(:'21Z/21*(=F%'(E#&%70!'!#'7C(
1/2(1%-%('20(73-F%4%$(!'(VQQV(#'$(1/2(.%'%-#&&4(0#:%(#($!D(F!%1(2M(






































































#&&( 0/!'.7( +D%-!5#'C( /#F%( #( B27!0!F%( F!%1( 2M( a*9*( 75!%'5%( #'$(
0%5/'2&2.4(dXVh(M#F2-#,&%e*(
GB!'!2'7( #-%( D2-%( D!\%$( 2'( +D%-!5#'( ,37!'%77( B-#50!5%7( #'$(
+D%-!5#'(!$%#7(#,230($%D25-#54*(+7(1#7(0/%(5#7%(!'(&#70(4%#-C(B%2B&%(
#-23'$( 0/%( 12-&$( .%'%-#&&4( F!%1( 0/%( 7B-%#$( 2M( +D%-!5#'( !$%#7( #'$(
53702D7( #7( #( ,#$( 0/!'.*( 6'( #( /#'$M3&( 2M( 5#7%7C( 0/%7%( #00!03$%7( /#F%(
7/!M0%$( 7!'5%( &#70( 73DD%-( g( 72D%0!D%7( $-#D#0!5#&&4( g( ,30( 0/%-%( /#7(
,%%'('2(52'7!70%'0(B#00%-'(02(0/%7%(5/#'.%7*(
Few Second Thoughts about Iraq War 
[2-(0/%(D270(B#-0C(B%2B&%(!'(0/%(VQ('#0!2'7(73-F%4%$(7#4(0/%4(#.-%%(
1!0/(0/%(70#'5%(0/%!-(.2F%-'D%'07( 022:(2'(0/%(1#-(!'(6-#bC(1/%0/%-( !0(
1#7( 02( B#-0!5!B#0%( !'( D!&!0#-4( #50!2'( 2-( 02( 70#4( 230( 2M( 0/%( 52'M&!50*(
?%'%-#&&4( 0/%( 1#-( $!$( &!00&%( 02( 5/#'.%( B-%1#-( #00!03$%7( -%.#-$!'.(
D!&!0#-4(#50!2'C(%\5%B0(!'(0/%(a*9*(#'$(?-%#0(8-!0#!'C(1/%-%(0/%(7355%77(
2M( 0/%(1#-(,2&70%-%$(B3,&!5( 73BB2-0( M2-( 0/%(37%(2M( M2-5%( !'(
6-#b*
6'( #( B-%1#-( B2&&( 52'$350%$("#-5/( OcZOXC( `370( WTh( 2M(
8-!0!7/(73BB2-0%$( 0/%!-(523'0-4( `2!'!'.( 0/%(a*9*(#'$(20/%-7(
!'(0#:!'.(D!&!0#-4(#50!2'(#.#!'70(6-#b*(@3--%'0&4C(XOh(2M(0/%(
8-!0!7/(M%%&( 0/%(.2F%-'D%'0(D#$%( 0/%(-!./0($%5!7!2'( 02(37%(
D!&!0#-4(M2-5%(!'(6-#b*(I/%(B-%1#-(73-F%4(#&72(7/21%$(PTh(
2M(+D%-!5#'7(M#F2-!'.(D!&!0#-4(#50!2'k('21C(Uch(,%&!%F%(!0(
1#7( -!./0( 02( .2( 02( 1#-*( 9B#!'( !7( 0/%( '20#,&%( %\5%B0!2'(
#D2'.( 0/%( 72Z5#&&%$( i52#&!0!2'( 2M( 0/%( 1!&&!'.*j( S/!&%(
9B#'!7/( D!&!0#-4( M2-5%7( /#$( '2( 52D,#0( -2&%( !'( 6-#bC( 0/%(
9B#'!7/( B3,&!5C( ,4( 012Z02Z2'%C( ,%&!%F%7( 0/%!-( .2F%-'D%'0(
$!$( 0/%(1-2'.( 0/!'.( !'( B-2F!$!'.( %F%'( &!D!0%$( 73BB2-0( M2-(
0/%( 52#&!0!2'( %MM2-0( dXVh( 1-2'.( $%5!7!2'oWOh( -!./0(
$%5!7!2'e*
I/%( )31#!0!( B3,&!5( 2F%-1/%&D!'.&4( #.-%%7( 1!0/( 0/%!-(
.2F%-'D%'0_7($%5!7!2'(02(#&&21(0/%(a*9*(02(37%(,#7%7(!'(0/#0(
523'0-4( M2-( D!&!0#-4( #50!2'( !'( 6-#b*( [3&&4( %!./0Z!'Z0%'(
)31#!0!7(dRWhe(,#5:(0/#0($%5!7!2'C(1/!&%(`370(Th($!7#.-%%*((
E%2B&%( !'( 523'0-!%7( 0/#0( 70#4%$( 230( 2M( 0/%( 1#-(




































































2F%-1/%&D!'.&4( ,%&!%F%( 0/%!-( .2F%-'D%'07( D#$%( 0/%( -!./0( $%5!7!2'*(
[3&&4( '!'%Z!'Z0%'( 67-#%&!7( dTVhe( #'$( %!./0Z!'Z0%'( [-%'5/( dRWhe( #'$(
?%-D#'7(dRQhe(,%&!%F%(0/%!-(.2F%-'D%'07(D#$%(0/%(-!./0($%5!7!2'('20(
02(`2!'(0/%(#&&!%7*((
Seeing the War Differently 
?&2,#&&4C( B%2B&%( /#F%( F%-4( $!MM%-%'0( B%-5%B0!2'7( 2M( 1/%0/%-( 0/%(






#&&!%7( $!$(not( $2( %'23./( 02( #F2!$( 5!F!&!#'( 5#73#&0!%7*( I/!7( 2B!'!2'( !7(
F!-03#&&4( 3'#'!D237( !'( <2-$#'( dTUhe( #'$( 0/%( E#&%70!'!#'( +30/2-!04(
dTPhe( #'$( !7( 1!$%&4( 7/#-%$( !'( "2-2552( dTOheC( I3-:%4( dRRheC(
6'$2'%7!#(dRWhe(#'$(E#:!70#'(dROhe*(
I/%(!$%#(0/#0(0/%(a'!0%$(90#0%7(#'$(!07(#&&!%7($!$(
022( &!00&%( 02( #F2!$( 5!F!&!#'( 5#73#&0!%7( #&72( !7(
B-%F#&%'0( !'(S%70%-'( =3-2B%( g(1!0/( 0/%( %\5%B0!2'(
2M( 60#&4(g(L377!#C(9230/()2-%#(#'$(8-#>!&*( 6'( M#50C(
#7!$%( M-2D( 0/%( '#0!2'7( 0/#0( B#-0!5!B#0%$( !'( 0/%(
52'M&!50C( 72&!$(D#`2-!0!%7( !'( 2'&4( 0/-%%( 523'0-!%7( g(
67-#%&( dXTheC( @#'#$#( dXVhe( #'$( )31#!0( dPThe( g(
,%&!%F%(0/#0(0/%(a*9*(#'$(!07(#&&!%7($!$(#&&(0/%4(523&$(
02(#F2!$(5!F!&!#'(5#73#&0!%7*(
Are Iraqis Better Off?  
A%7B!0%(1!$%7B-%#$( 52'5%-'7( 2F%-( 0/%(1#4( 0/%(
1#-(1#7( 52'$350%$C(D#`2-!0!%7( !'(D270( 523'0-!%7(g(
1!0/(0/%(%\5%B0!2'(2M(7%F%-#&("37&!D('#0!2'7(g(M%%&(
0/%( 6-#b!( B%2B&%( 1!&&( ,%( ,%00%-( 2MM( ,%5#37%( 2M(
9#$$#D(H377%!'_7( -%D2F#&( M-2D(B21%-*(H21%F%-C(





 Without Saddam, Allied job 
 Iraqi people addressing needs
 will be… of Iraqi people 
% Z$22$.% M7.4$% <G6k% \-/.k%
% 733% 733% Y77;% P77.
% a% a% a% a%
[#/2$;%S2-2$4% `V% _% XW% &(%
D"42.-5/-% `X% _% U)% X&%
Y.$-2%Z./2-/#% `X% V% Uc% X)%
L-#-;-% `c% W% Uc% U_%
T",-/2% `)% c)% X&% U)%
04.-$5% V`% c)% (W% _)%
\.-#6$% V_% (c% UX% XU%
Y$.=-#C% V_% cX% (&% V)%
02-5C% V_% cc% &_% X(%
SA-/#% V)% cU% (_% _U%
S7"2+%T7.$-% _X% (U% c)% `U%
E/8$./-% _(% (X% XW% &U%
Z.-H/5% X)% &V% &c% XU%
]$9-#7#% X)% &V% (X% V)%
*".>$C% &V% UX% (&% _&%
Q"44/-% (V% (X% c)% V`%
:7.7667% (U% X&% cc% _V%
!7.;-#% cW% `)% cV% `)%
P->/42-#% cV% _)% cU% _)%
0#;7#$4/-% cV% _V% c(% `&%
P-5$42/#/-#%D"2+%U% `X% V% `V%
VX
"#`2-!0!%7( !'( %F%-4( S%70%-'( =3-2B%#'( 523'0-4( 73-F%4%$( g( %F%'(
0/27%(1/%-%(0/%-%(1#7(,-2#$(2BB27!0!2'(02(0/%(1#-(g(,%&!%F%(6-#b!7(1!&&(
,%( ,%00%-( 2MM( '21( 0/#0( H377%!'( /#7( ,%%'( $%B27%$*( I/-%%Zb3#-0%-7( !'(
[-#'5%( #'$(?%-D#'4( dUXh( !'( %#5/e( ,%&!%F%( 0/%( 6-#b!( B%2B&%(1!&&( ,%(
,%00%-(2MM(1!0/(H377%!'(2370%$C(#'$(7%F%'Z!'Z0%'(!'(9B#!'(#.-%%*
830( 7%F%-#&("37&!D( B3,&!57( ,%&!%F%( 0/#0( 0/%( 6-#b!( B%2B&%(1!&&( ,%(
12-7%(2MM('21(0/#0(H377%!'( !7('2( &2'.%-( !'(B21%-*(L23./&4(%!./0Z!'Z
0%'(E#&%70!'!#'7(dRPhe(#'$(<2-$#'!#'7(dRQhe(0/!':(B%2B&%(!'(6-#b(1!&&(
,%( !'( 12-7%( 7/#B%( 1!0/( H377%!'( 230( 2M( B21%-C( #'$( D#`2-!0!%7( !'(
6'$2'%7!#( dXUheC(E#:!70#'( dXQhe( #'$("2-2552( dPWhe( #.-%%*(+D2'.(
"37&!D( B3,&!57C( 2'&4( !'( )31#!0( #'$( ;!.%-!#( $2( 72&!$( D#`2-!0!%7(
,%&!%F%( 0/%( &20( 2M( 6-#b!( B%2B&%( 1!&&( !DB-2F%( !'( 0/%( B270ZH377%!'( %-#(
dRQh(#'$(XVh(-%7B%50!F%&4e*(
Rebuilding Effort Criticized 
"270(+D%-!5#'7(dPThe(M%%&(0/#0(!'(-%,3!&$!'.(6-#bC(0/%(a*9*(#'$(!07(
#&&!%7( #-%( $2!'.( #'( %\5%&&%'0( 2-( .22$( `2,( !'( 0#:!'.( !'02(
#5523'0(0/%('%%$7(2M(0/%(6-#b!(B%2B&%*(830(B%2B&%(!'(20/%-(
523'0-!%7( %\B-%77( 52'7!$%-#,&%( $23,0( #,230( /21(1%&&( 0/%(
#&&!%7( #-%($2!'.( !'( 0/#0( -%.#-$(g(#'$( 0/#0( !7( 0/%(5#7%(%F%'(
#D2'.(52#&!0!2'(#&&!%7*((
L23./&4( /#&M( 2M(+370-#&!#'7( dPWhe( #'$(8-!0!7/( dPQhe(
7#4(0/%(a*9*(#'$(!07(#&&!%7(#-%($2!'.(2'&4(#(M#!-(2-(B22-(`2,(
!'(#$$-%77!'.(0/%(!'0%-%707(2M(0/%(6-#b!(B%2B&%*(f!%17(2M(0/%(
-%52'70-350!2'( %MM2-0( #-%( %F%'( D2-%( '%.#0!F%( %&7%1/%-%*(




M#!-oB22-eC(1/%-%( B%2B&%( .!F%( 0/%(a*9*( #'$( !07( #&&!%7( /!./(
D#-:7(M2-(0/%!-(52'$350(2M(0/%(1#-*(
Mixed Outlook for Mideast Democracy 
I/%-%( !7(D2$%-#0%( 2B0!D!7D( 0/#0( 0/%(1#-( 2'( 6-#b(1!&&(
&%#$(02(,-2#$($%D25-#0!>#0!2'(!'(0/%("!$$&%(=#70C(#7(D#'4(
,%&!%F%( 0/%( -%.!2'( 1!&&( ,%52D%( somewhat( D2-%(
$%D25-#0!5*( "#`2-!0!%7( !'( 0/%( a*9*C( @#'#$#( #'$( D270( 2M(


































































S%70%-'(=3-2B%( M%%&( 0/%("!$$&%(=#70(1!&&( ,%52D%(#0( &%#70( 72D%1/#0(
D2-%($%D25-#0!5(1!0/(0/%(-%D2F#&(2M(H377%!'(M-2D(B21%-*(














,%52D%( &%77( -%&%F#'0C( 2F%-#&&( B27!0!F%( 2B!'!2'7( 2M( 0/%(
12-&$( ,2$4( /#F%( #&72( $%5-%#7%$*( I/%( B%-5%'0#.%( 2M(
B%2B&%(1/2( 7#4( 0/%(a*;*( /#7( #( .22$( !'M&3%'5%( 2'( 0/%!-(
523'0-4(/#7($%5&!'%$(!'('#0!2'7(0/#0(022:(D!&!0#-4(#50!2'(
#.#!'70( 6-#b(g( !'5&3$!'.(?-%#0(8-!0#!'(#'$( 0/%(a*9*(g(#7(
1%&&( #7( 0/27%( 0/#0( ,!00%-&4( 2BB27%$( 0/%( 1#-*( E27!0!F%(
F!%17( 2M( 0/%( a*;*( $-2BB%$( ,4( WU( B%-5%'0#.%( B2!'07( !'(






E#&%70!'!#'7e*("#`2-!0!%7( #-%( '%.#0!F%( #,230( 0/%(a*;*( !'(
<2-$#'C( I3-:%4C( J%,#'2'C( [-#'5%( #'$( 8-#>!&C( #'$(
B&3-#&!0!%7( #-%( '21( '%.#0!F%( !'( 0/%( a*9*C( ?-%#0( 8-!0#!'(
#'$(E#:!70#'*(
a*;*(9%5-%0#-4(?%'%-#&()2M!(+''#'( -%5%!F%7( #( F20%(





























































B2701#-( 3B$#0%C( 1!0/( 012Z0/!-$7( 2-( D2-%( 2M( 0/%( ?%-D#'7C( 8-!0!7/C(
+370-#&!#'7C(#'$(60#&!#'7(7#4!'.(0/%4(/#F%(#0(&%#70(72D%(52'M!$%'5%(!'(
/!D( 02( $2( 0/%( -!./0( 0/!'.( -%.#-$!'.( 12-&$( #MM#!-7*( 830( D#`2-!0!%7( !'(
6'$2'%7!#C( 67-#%&C( J%,#'2'C( I3-:%4C( 0/%( E#&%70!'!#'( +30/2-!04C( #'$(
<2-$#'(%\B-%77(&!00&%(2-('2(52'M!$%'5%(!'(0/%(a*;*(9%5-%0#-4(?%'%-#&*(
More Opposition to War on Terror
@2DB#-%$(1!0/(&#70(73DD%-C(7!.'!M!5#'0&4(M%1%-(B%2B&%(#-23'$(0/%(
12-&$(7#4(0/%4(73BB2-0(0/%(a*9*Z&%$(%MM2-07(02(M!./0(0%--2-!7D*(6'(OQ(2M(
0/%( Oc( 523'0-!%7( 1/%-%( 52DB#-!72'7( #-%( B277!,&%C( 0/%( B%-5%'0#.%(
M#F2-!'.(0/%(1#-(2'(0%--2-!7D(/#7($%5&!'%$*(+'$(!'(E#:!70#'C(0/%-%(1#7(
&!00&%(5/#'.%(!'(73BB2-0(,30(#(&#-.%(!'5-%#7%(!'(2BB27!0!2'*(
93BB2-0( M2-( 0/%( 1#-( 2'( 0%--2-!7D( -%D#!'7( .-%#0%70(
#D2'.( 0-#$!0!2'#&( a*9*( #&&!%7C( !'5&3$!'.( D#'4( '#0!2'7(
1/%-%( 0%--2-!70( #00#5:7( /#F%( 2553--%$( !'( -%5%'0( 4%#-7*(
93BB2-0( !7(70-2'.( !'( 67-#%&( dRPh(M#F2-( 0/%(a*9*(%MM2-07eC(
60#&4( dUQheC( +370-#&!#( #'$( @#'#$#( dXRh( %#5/eC( ?-%#0(
8-!0#!'( #'$( 9B#!'( dXWh( %#5/eC( ;!.%-!#C( [-#'5%( #'$(
?%-D#'4(dXQh(%#5/e*(830(73BB2-0(!7($21'(!'([-#'5%(#'$(
?%-D#'4( d,4( OP( #'$( OQ( B2!'07C( -%7B%50!F%&4e*( +'$( !'(
L377!#C( 0/%( B%-5%'0#.%( ,#5:!'.( 0/%( 1#-( 2'( 0%--2-( /#7(
M#&&%'(VV(B2!'07C(02(POh*
[%1%-(0/#'(#(b3#-0%-(73BB2-0(0/%(1#-(2'(0%--2-!7D(!'(
6'$2'%7!#C(I3-:%4C(E#:!70#'C( <2-$#'C( #'$( %F%'( !'(9230/(





-!./0( 2M( D!&!0#-4( B-%%DB0!2'( #.#!'70( B20%'0!#&&4( /270!&%(



































































Europeans Want Looser Ties to U.S. 
I/%( B3,&!57( 2M( D#'4( +D%-!5#_7( D270( !DB2-0#'0( #&&!%7( M#F2-(
S%70%-'(=3-2B%( 0#:!'.(#(D2-%( !'$%B%'$%'0( #BB-2#5/( 02( 7%53-!04( #'$(
$!B&2D#0!5( #MM#!-7( 0/#'( !'( 0/%( B#70*( 830( %F%'( !'( 0/%( a'!0%$( 90#0%7C( #(
&#-.%( D!'2-!04( g( WTh( g( #.-%%7( 1!0/( 0/%( !$%#( 2M( &227%'!'.( 0/%(
B#-0'%-7/!BC(#'$(cWh(2M(@#'#$!#'7(1#'0(0/%!-(523'0-4(02(/#F%(#(D2-%(
!'$%B%'$%'0(-%&#0!2'7/!B(1!0/(0/%(a*9*(
6'( [-#'5%( #'$( ?%-D#'4C( 0/!7( 7%'0!D%'0( !7( '20#,&4( /!./%-( 0/#'( !0(




PUh( 02$#4*(+,230( 7!\Z!'Z0%'( !'( I3-:%4C( 9B#!'( #'$( 60#&4(




+D%-!5#( !7( 7%%'( ,4( D270( B3,&!57( B2&&%$( #7( 7/21!'.(
&!00&%(-%.#-$(M2-(0/%(!'0%-%707(2M(20/%-(523'0-!%7(!'(D#:!'.(
!'0%-'#0!2'#&( B2&!54( $%5!7!2'7*( I/!7( 7%'0!D%'0( !7(
2F%-1/%&D!'.( !'(D270("37&!D(B3,&!57C( ,30( !7( 7/#-%$( ,4(
D#`2-!0!%7( !'(D#'4( 2M(+D%-!5#_7( 0-#$!0!2'#&( #&&!%7*("2-%(
0/#'( %!./0Z!'Z0%'( B%2B&%( !'( [-#'5%( dRPhe( 7#4( 0/%( a*9*(
$2%7( '20( 0#:%( [-%'5/( !'0%-%707( !'02( #5523'0( !'( D#:!'.(
B2&!54( $%5!7!2'7C( #'$( 73,70#'0!#&( D#`2-!0!%7( !'( 9230/(
)2-%#( dURhe(#'$(9B#!'( dUcheC(L377!#( dUOheC(@#'#$#( dUQhe(,%&!%F%(
0/%( a'!0%$( 90#0%7( $!7-%.#-$7( 0/%!-( 523'0-!%7_( !'0%-%707*( =\5%B0!2'7( 02(

































D#`2-!04(2M(+D%-!5#'7( dUWhe(,%&!%F%( 0/%(a*9*( 0#:%7( !'02(#5523'0( 0/%(
!'0%-%707(2M(20/%-(523'0-!%7(#0(&%#70(#(M#!-(#D23'0*(
Blair, Annan Get Vote of Confidence in the West 
8-!0!7/( E-!D%( "!'!70%-( I2'4( 8&#!-( #'$( a*;*( 9%5-%0#-4( ?%'%-#&(
)2M!( +''#'( #-%( 0/%( &%#$%-7( 1/2( 52DD#'$( 0/%( .-%#0%70( &%F%&( 2M(
52'M!$%'5%( M-2D( 0/%( B3,&!57( 2M( '2'Z"37&!D( '#0!2'7( 73-F%4%$*( 8&#!-(
&%#$7(!'(0/%(a'!0%$(90#0%7C(@#'#$#C(#'$(+370-#&!#*(+''#'(!7(0/%(/!./%70(











M!'!7/%$( !'( #( F!-03#&(
0!%( 1!0/( E-%7!$%'0(
<#5b3%7(@/!-#5(d95/-2%$%-(UXhC(@/!-#5(UPhek(,30(!'(?%-D#'4C(@/!-#5(




!'( #'4(20/%-( 523'0-4( 73-F%4%$*([3&&4(RWh(2M( 67-#%&!7( %\B-%77( #0( &%#70(
72D%(52'M!$%'5%(!'(/!7(#,!&!04(02(/#'$&%(12-&$(#MM#!-7C(#'$(POh(F2!5%(
a lot( 2M( 52'M!$%'5%( !'( /!D*(830(D#`2-!0!%7( %\B-%77( 52'M!$%'5%( !'( 0/%(
B-%7!$%'0( !'( 0/%( a*9*C( @#'#$#C( ?-%#0( 8-!0#!'( #'$( +370-#&!#*( 837/(




-!./0( 0/!'.( -%.#-$!'.( 12-&$( #MM#!-7*( ;%#-&4( #&&( 2M( 0/27%( B2&&%$( !'(
<2-$#'C( 0/%(E#&%70!'!#'(+30/2-!04C(J%,#'2'C("2-2552(#'$()31#!0(7#4(
Highly Rated World Leaders
 First Second Third Fourth
United States Z5-/.%^`&ab% Z"4+%^V`ab% S+-.7#%^UWab% D##-#%^UXab%
Canada Z5-/.%^VXab% Z"4+%^XWab% P"2/#%^XUab%% D##-#%^XUab%%
Great Britain D##-#%^V(ab% Z5-/.%^Vcab% P"2/#%^X&ab% Z"4+%^Xcab%
France  S6+.7$;$.%^V_ab% L+/.-6%^VXab% D##-#%^_Xab% P"2/#%^U`ab%
Germany  L+/.-6%^`Uab% P"2/#%^VXab% D##-#%^VUab% S6+.7$;$.%^_)ab
Italy  D##-#%^_Wab% Z5-/.%^XVab% L+/.-6%^U_ab% P"2/#%^UXab%
Spain D##-#%^XWab% L+/.-6%^Xcab% S6+.7$;$.%^U`ab Z5-/.%^U&ab%
Brazil D##-#%^&(ab% L+/.-6%^&cab% S6+.7$;$.%^((ab P"2/#%^((ab%
Australia  Z5-/.%^`)ab% D##-#%^_`ab% Z"4+%^XWab% S6+.7$;$.%^XUab
South Korea D##-#%^UVab% L+/.-6%^UVab% Z5-/.%^Ucab% S6+.7$;$.%^U)ab
Russia P"2/#%^V_ab% L+/.-6%^U(ab% S6+.7$;$.%^U)ab D##-#%^(_ab%





0/%4( /#F%( '2( 52'M!$%'5%( !'( 9/#-2'C( #'$( &#-.%( D#`2-!0!%7( !'( I3-:%4C(
E#:!70#'C(#'$(9B#!'(7/#-%(0/!7(F!%1*
Greatest Threats to Peace 




D2$%-#0%( $#'.%-( 02( 0/%( 70#,!&!04( 2M(+7!#( /#7( -!7%'( ,4( VQ(
B2!'07(!'(?%-D#'4C(OU(B2!'07(!'([-#'5%C(OW(B2!'07(!'(?-%#0(
8-!0#!'C(#'$(OV(B2!'07(!'(0/%(a'!0%$(90#0%7*(GF%-#&&C(#,230(
%!./0Z!'Z0%'( +370-#&!#'7( dUTheC( ?%-D#'7( dUUhe( #'$(
+D%-!5#'7(dUUhe(,%&!%F%(;2-0/()2-%#(B-%7%'07(#(.-%#0(2-(
D2$%-#0%($#'.%-(02(-%.!2'#&(70#,!&!04(#'$(12-&$(B%#5%*((
E%-5%B0!2'7( #-%( $!MM%-%'0( !'( 0/%( "37&!D( 12-&$*( ;2(
D2-%( 0/#'( /#&M( 2M( 0/%( -%7B2'$%'07( !'( #'4("37&!D( B3,&!5(
F!%17(;2-0/()2-%#( #7( #( .-%#0( 2-(D2$%-#0%( 0/-%#0*( +,230(
2'%Z0/!-$( 2-(D2-%( !'( E#:!70#'C( 0/%( E#&%70!'!#'(+30/2-!04C(
"2-2552(#'$(I3-:%4(7%%(;2-0/()2-%#(#7('2(0/-%#0(#0(#&&*(
I/%(a*9*(#'$(67-#%&(/#F%(72D%1/#0(7!D!&#-(B%-5%B0!2'7(






84( 52'0-#70C( &#-.%( D#`2-!0!%7( !'( <2-$#'C( J%,#'2'( #'$( 0/%(
E#&%70!'!#'( +30/2-!04( 7%%( &!00&%( $#'.%-( M-2D( 94-!#k( XQh( 2-( D2-%( !'(
<2-$#'C( 0/%( E#&%70!'!#'( +30/2-!04C( 6'$2'%7!#( #'$( J%,#'2'( #-%(
3'52'5%-'%$(#,230(6-#'C(#'$(PUh(!'(E#:!70#'(#&72(M%%&(0/!7(1#4*(




% a% a% a%
04.-$5% VX% _U% XW%
[#/2$;%S2-2$4% Vc% __% VV%
Y$.=-#C% _X% X_% VV%
D"42.-5/-% _(% XX% VW%
L-#-;-% _c% X`% V)%
Y.$-2%Z./2-/#% XU% X&% Vc%
02-5C% X(% U`% X(%
\.-#6$% U`% U(% X_%
S7"2+%T7.$-% UX% X)% _W%
Z.-H/5% UU% UU% UX%
SA-/#% U(% &&% U`%
E/8$./-% Uc% &W% &_%
T",-/2% Uc% &U% U`%
]$9-#7#% (W% c_% &(%
*".>$C% (`% (`% (c%
:7.7667% (V% &(% &U%
0#;7#$4/-% (V% &c% &W%
P-5$42@%D"2+@% (X% (&% &(%
Q"44/-% cV% c&% c`%
!7.;-#% c_% U% &`%






SARS: A Connected World’s Downside?
+'\!%04(#,230(B277!,&%(%\B273-%(02(9+L9(!7(73,70#'0!#&(!'(D#'4(2M(
0/%( '#0!2'7( B2&&%$( 0/!7( 7B-!'.*(S2--!%7( #-%( .-%#0%70( !'( ;!.%-!#( dRVh(
F%-4( 12--!%$eC( )31#!0( dXVhe( #'$( L377!#( dPThe*( +,230( /#&M( 2M(
6'$2'%7!#'7( #'$(I3-:7( #-%( #&72(F%-4(12--!%$*("#`2-!0!%7( !'(J%,#'2'C(
9B#!'C("2-2552C( 60#&4C( <2-$#'C( E#:!70#'( #'$([-#'5%( #-%( #0(
&%#70(72D%1/#0(12--!%$*(
830(0/%(&%F%&(2M(12--4(!7('20(52--%&#0%$(1!0/(0/%(#503#&(
-#0%7( 2M( -%B2-0%$( !'M%50!2'7( #-23'$( 0/%( 12-&$*( GM( 0/%( VO(
B3,&!57(B2&&%$C(@#'#$#(#'$(0/%(a'!0%$(90#0%7(/#F%(-%B2-0%$(
0/%(/!./%70('3D,%-(2M(5#7%7(2M(0/%($!7%#7%*(S2--!%7(!'(,20/(
523'0-!%7( #-%( F%-4( &21( dTh( iF%-4( 12--!%$j( !'( %#5/e*(
S2--!%7( #-%( #&72( F%-4( &21( !'( 9230/( )2-%#( #'$( +370-#&!#C(
$%7B!0%(0/%!-(B-2\!D!04(02(@/!'#(1/%-%(0/%(F#70(D#`2-!04(2M(
0/%(12-&$_7(5#7%7(/#F%(,%%'(-%B2-0%$*(
=F%'( 0/23./( 0/%( 52''%50%$( 12-&$( 2M( .&2,#&( #!-( 0-#F%&(
/#7( %'#,&%$( 9+L9( 02( 7B-%#$(D2-%( %#7!&4C( 2B!'!2'7( #,230(
52''%50%$'%77(#-%(D270&4(3'-%&#0%$(02(12--!%7(#,230(9+L9*(
6'(D270(523'0-!%7C( 0/27%(1/2(#-%(12--!%$(#,230(9+L9(#-%(
`370( #7( M#F2-#,&%( #,230( .-21!'.( !'0%-'#0!2'#&( 0-#$%( #'$(
M#70%-( 52DD3'!5#0!2'( #7( 0/27%(1/2( #-%( '20(12--!%$( #,230(
0/%($!7%#7%*(































































MUSLIM OPINION ON GOVERNMENT AND 
SOCIAL ISSUES 
37&!D7(73-F%4%$(!'(0/%(Pew Global Attitudes Project M#F2-
#(B-2D!'%'0(g(!'(D#'4(5#7%7(%\B#'$%$(g(-2&%(M2-(67&#D(#'$(
-%&!.!237(&%#$%-7(!'(0/%(B2&!0!5#&(&!M%(2M(0/%!-(523'0-!%7*(l%0(
0/#0( 2B!'!2'( $2%7( '20( $!D!'!7/( "37&!D( 73BB2-0( M2-( #( 7470%D( 2M(
.2F%-'#'5%( 0/#0( %'73-%7( 0/%( 7#D%( 5!F!&( &!,%-0!%7( #'$( B2&!0!5#&( -!./07(
%'`24%$(,4($%D25-#5!%7*(
"37&!D7(!'(Oc(523'0-!%7(g(-#'.!'.(M-2D(I3-:%4C(E#:!70#'(#'$(20/%-(
B-%$2D!'#'0&4( "37&!D( 523'0-!%7( 02( a.#'$#( #'$( ?/#'#( 1/%-%( 0/%(
"37&!D7(#-%( -%&#0!F%&4(7D#&&(D!'2-!04(g(1%-%(73-F%4%$(2'(#( -#'.%(2M(





73-F%4%$C( `370( 012( g( "#&!( #'$( 9%'%.#&( g( 1%-%( -#0%$( #7( iM-%%j( ,4(
[-%%$2D( H237%( !'( !07( D270( -%5%'0( -%B2-0( 2'( $%D25-#54( #-23'$( 0/%(
12-&$*(I/!7(-%#&!04(!7(-%M&%50%$(!'(0/%(,&%#:(#77%77D%'07(D#'4("37&!D7(
.!F%( 2M( B2&!0!5#&( M-%%$2D( !'( 0/%!-( 21'( 523'0-!%7*( E%-5%B0!2'7( 2M(
-%B-%77!2'(!'(72D%(B-%$2D!'#'0&4("37&!D(523'0-!%7(g('20#,&4(I3-:%4C(
8#'.&#$%7/( #'$( J%,#'2'( g( #-%( .-%#0%-( 0/#'( #'41/%-%( %&7%( !'( 0/%(
$%F%&2B!'.( 12-&$*( 830( !0( !7( !DB2-0#'0( 02( '20%( 0/#0( 0/!7( 73-F%4( 1#7(
52'$350%$( ,%M2-%( 0/%( I3-:!7/( .%'%-#&( %&%50!2'7( 2M( ;2F%D,%-( VQQVC(
1/%'( 0/%( 523'0-4_7( 3'B2B3&#-( B-!D%( D!'!70%-C( 83&%'0( =5%F!0C( 1#7(
-%B&#5%$( ,4( L%5%B( =-$2.#'( 2M( 0/%( 67&#D!70Z,#7%$( <370!5%( #'$(
A%F%&2BD%'0(E#-04*((
I: Islam and Governance 
"#`2-!0!%7(2M("37&!D7(!'('!'%('#0!2'7(M#F2-(#(&#-.%(-2&%(M2-(67&#D(
!'( 0/%( B2&!0!5#&( &!M%( 2M( 0/%!-( 523'0-!%7*( I/!7( F!%1( !7( 52DD2'( ,20/( !'(








#7( 1/%-%( "37&!D7( D#:%( 3B( #( D!'2-!04( da.#'$#C( 6F2-4( @2#70( #'$(
;!.%-!#e*
6'( M23-( 20/%-( '#0!2'7( dJ%,#'2'C( I3-:%4C( 9%'%.#&(
#'$(a>,%:!70#'eC(2B!'!2'(!7(7B&!0(2F%-(1/%0/%-(67&#D_7(
-2&%( !'(B2&!0!5#&( &!M%( 7/23&$(,%( &#-.%(2-( 7D#&&*(G'&4( !'(




5#'( ,%( 3'$%-7022$( !'( 0/%( 52'0%\0( 2M( /21( B%2B&%(
B%-5%!F%(!07(53--%'0(-2&%*([2-(%\#DB&%C(D270(6'$2'%7!#'(
"37&!D7(#-%(7#0!7M!%$(1!0/(1/#0(0/%4(7%%(#7(#(/!./(&%F%&(
2M( 67&#D!5( !'M&3%'5%( !'( B2&!0!57*( [3&&4( RXh( 7#4( 67&#D(
B&#47(#(F%-4(2-( M#!-&4( &#-.%( -2&%( !'( 0/%(B2&!0!5#&( &!M%(2M(
0/%!-( 523'0-4C( #'$( RVh( 0/!':( !0( should B&#4( #(
73,70#'0!#&( -2&%*( 6'( E#:!70#'C( a.#'$#C( <2-$#'C( #'$(
8#'.&#$%7/( D#'4( "37&!D7( 1#'0( 02( 7%%( 67&#D( B&#4( #(
.-%#0%-(-2&%(0/#'(0/%4(0/!':(!0(53--%'0&4($2%7*
6'( E#:!70#'C( 1/%-%( ?%'*( E%-%>( "37/#--#M_7( /#-$( &!'%( #.#!'70(
67&#D!5( %\0-%D!7D( /#7( B-2F2:%$( #( ,#5:&#7/( #D2'.( 72D%( "37&!D7C(
PXh(7#4( 67&#D(B&#47( #( &#-.%( -2&%(,30( M#-(D2-%( dRXhe( 0/!':( !0( 7/23&$(
B&#4( #( &#-.%( -2&%*("2-%2F%-C( `370( WPh( 0/!':( 67&#D( 53--%'0&4( B&#47( #(





0/!7( 7/23&$( ,%( 0/%( 5#7%*(;%#-&4( 012Z0/!-$7( 2M( 9%'%.#&%7%( 0/!':( 67&#D(
B&#47( #( D#`2-( -2&%( !'( B2&!0!57C( 1/!&%( `370( cVh( %'$2-7%( #( 7!.'!M!5#'0(
B2&!0!5#&( -2&%( M2-( 67&#D*( I/%( .#B( !7( '%#-&4( #7( &#-.%( !'( J%,#'2'( #'$(
72D%1/#0(7D#&&%-(!'(a>,%:!70#'(#'$(I#'>#'!#*((
6'( 20/%-( B#-07( 2M( 0/%( "37&!D( 12-&$( 0/%-%( !7( .%'%-#&( 7#0!7M#50!2'(
1!0/( 67&#D_7( B2&!0!5#&( !'M&3%'5%*( 6'$2'%7!#'7( #-%( .%'%-#&&4( 7#0!7M!%$(
Role of Islam in Political Life 
% L"..$#25C% S+7"5;%
% A5-C4%-% A5-C%-% %
% 5-.8$%.75$% 5-.8$%.75$ Diff.
% a% a% %
P->/42-#% X_% `_% +30
[8-#;-% &`% __% +28
!7.;-#% X)% V&% +23
Z-#85-;$4+% X_% VU% +18 
0?7.C%L7-42% UU% XU% +10
Y+-#-% U(% X(% +10
:-5/% _c% V)% +9
E/8$./-% _(% _c% -1
0#;7#$4/-% `_% `(% -4
*".>$C% U_% Uc% -5
*-#H-#/-% (`% cV% -11
[H9$>/42-#% XX% Uc% -14
]$9-#7#% Vc% UW% -22




1!0/( -%&!.!2'( B&#4!'.( #( F%-4( &#-.%( -2&%( !'( 0/%!-( '#0!2'_7( B2&!0!57*( 6'(
I3-:%4C("#&!(#'$(?/#'#C(D270(#-%(/#BB4(1!0/(1/#0(0/%4(7%%(#7(#(D2-%(
D2$%-#0%(67&#D!5(!'M&3%'5%(!'(%#5/('#0!2'_7(B2&!0!5#&(&!M%*((
Larger Role for Religious Leaders?
I/%(1!$%7B-%#$("37&!D( 73BB2-0( M2-( -%&!.!2'( B&#4!'.( #(
B-2D!'%'0( -2&%( !'( B2&!0!5#&( &!M%( !7( #&72( 7%%'( !'( 0/%( &#-.%(
'3D,%-( 2M( "37&!D( -%7B2'$%'07( 1/2( ,%&!%F%( -%&!.!237(
&%#$%-7( 7/23&$( ,%( D2-%( #50!F%( !'( B2&!0!57( $!-%50&4*( [3&&4(
'!'%Z!'Z0%'("37&!D7( !'(;!.%-!#( dTOhe(#'$( 72&!$(D#`2-!0!%7(
!'(7%F%'(20/%-(523'0-!%7(%'$2-7%(-%&!.!237(&%#$%-7(B&#4!'.(#(
&#-.%-(-2&%(!'(B2&!0!57*(
6'( 7%F%-#&( 2M( 0/%7%( 523'0-!%7( g( '20#,&4( 8#'.&#$%7/C(
<2-$#'( #'$("#&!( g( 73BB2-0( M2-( -%&!.!237( &%#$%-7( ,%52D!'.(
D2-%(#50!F%(!'(B2&!0!57(!7(#7725!#0%$(1!0/(0/%(F!%1(0/#0(67&#D(
7/23&$(/#F%(#(,!..%-(-2&%(!'(B2&!0!5#&(&!M%*(6'(20/%-(523'0-!%7C(
0/%(B#00%-'( !7( -%F%-7%$Y("37&!D7( !'(I#'>#'!#C(9%'%.#&( #'$(
a>,%:!70#'C(1/2(/#F%(D2-%(-%7%-F#0!2'7(#,230(#(70-2'.(-2&%(
M2-( 67&#D( !'( B2&!0!57C( 2BB27%( #( .-%#0%-( B2&!0!5#&( -2&%( M2-(
-%&!.!237(&%#$%-7*(
830( 0/%-%( #-%( 72D%( !'0%-%70!'.( 52'0-#707( !'( 0/%7%( F!%17( !'( 20/%-(








6'( 72D%( 20/%-( 523'0-!%7C( !0( !7( 0/%( $!-%50( B#-0!5!B#0!2'( 2M( -%&!.!237(
&%#$%-7( !'( B2&!0!57( 0/#0( !7( D2-%( 0-23,&!'.( 02( "37&!D7*( [2-( %\#DB&%C(
E#:!70#'!7(M%%&(D2-%(M#F2-#,&4(021#-$(67&#D(B&#4!'.(#(.%'%-#&(-2&%(!'(
B2&!0!5#&( &!M%( dRXh( M#F2-e( 0/#'( 0/%4($2( #,230( -%&!.!237( &%#$%-7( 0#:!'.(
B#-0(!'(B2&!0!57(dXWh(M#F2-e*
Religious Leaders Should Play 
a Larger Role in Politics 
% % % fTk%
% D8.$$% f/4-8.$$% Q$3
% a% a% a%
E/8$./-% Wc% `% c%
!7.;-#% VV% (&% )%
Z-#85-;$4+% V_% cU% c)
]$9-#7#% V(% (&% X%
:-5/% _U% &&% (%
P->/42-#% _&% cV% ()%
Y+-#-% _)% &_% U%
0?7.C%L7-42% XW% U)% )%
0#;7#$4/-% Xc% U`% c%
[8-#;-% UW% Uc% c)%
*".>$C% U)% X)% W%
[H9$>/42-#% U)% X(% `%
*-#H-#/-% &_% X&% cc%




Opinion Not Driven by Religious Commitment, Corruption Concerns  
"37&!D( #00!03$%7( 2'( 0/%( B-2B%-( -2&%( 2M( -%&!.!2'( !'( B2&!0!57( #'$(
B3,&!5( &!M%(#-%C( M2-( 0/%(D270(B#-0C(3'-%&#0%$( 02(B%2B&%_7(21'(-%&!.!237(
52DD!0D%'0*("37&!D7(1/2(B-#4(-%.3&#-&4C( M#70(2'(L#D#$#'C(#'$(7#4(
-%&!.!2'(B&#47(#'(!DB2-0#'0(-2&%(!'(0/%!-(&!F%7(#-%('2(D2-%(2-(&%77(&!:%&4(
02(73BB2-0(#(.-%#0%-( -2&%( M2-( 67&#D(!'(B2&!0!57( 0/#'( 0/27%(1/2(#-%( &%77(
-%&!.!237&4( 2-!%'0%$*( I/!7( 73..%707( 0/#0( 73BB2-0( M2-( -%&!.!237( &%#$%-7(
,%52D!'.(D2-%($%%B&4(!'F2&F%$(!'(B2&!0!57($2%7('20('%5%77#-!&4(!DB&4(




B3,&!5( &!M%( !7( $-!F%'( ,4( 52'5%-'7( #,230( 52--3B0!2'( !'( .2F%-'D%'0*(
S/!&%( 52--3B0!2'( 52'5%-'7( #-%( /!./( !'( D#'4( 2M( 0/%("37&!D( '#0!2'7(
73-F%4%$( d#7( 0/%4( #-%( #5-277(D35/( 2M( 0/%( $%F%&2B!'.(12-&$eC( B%2B&%(





!7( #( '20#,&%( %\5%B0!2'( g( 0/!7( 2B!'!2'( !7( '20( #7725!#0%$(
1!0/(73BB2-0(M2-(-%&!.!237(&%#$%-7(02(0#:%(#(D2-%(#50!F%(
-2&%(!'(B2&!0!57*(
Can Democracy Work? Most say Yes 
93BB2-0( M2-( #( -%&!.!237( -2&%( !'( B2&!0!5#&( &!M%( #D2'.(
"37&!D( B3,&!57( $2%7( '20( '%5%77#-!&4( 5#--4( 0/%( 7#D%(
!DB&!5#0!2'7( 0/#0( !0( D!./0( !'( #( '#0!2'( &!:%( 0/%( a'!0%$(
90#0%7C( 1/%-%( 0/%( 7%B#-#0!2'( 2M( 5/3-5/( #'$( 70#0%( /#7(
,%%'( 52$!M!%$( #'$( -%!'M2-5%$( 2F%-( 0/%( 4%#-7*( "270(
!DB2-0#'0&4C( 1/!&%( D#'4( "37&!D7( #-23'$( 0/%( 12-&$(
123&$( &!:%( 02( 7%%( D2-%( -%&!.!2'( !'( B2&!0!57C( 0/!7( F!%1(
$2%7('20( 52'0-#$!50(1!$%7B-%#$( 73BB2-0( M2-($%D25-#0!5(
!$%#&7( #D2'.( 0/%7%( B3,&!57*( 6'( M#50C( !'( #( '3D,%-( 2M(
523'0-!%7C("37&!D7(1/2(73BB2-0(#(.-%#0%-(-2&%(M2-(67&#D(
!'( B2&!0!57( B&#5%( 0/%( /!./%70( -%.#-$( 2'( M-%%$2D( 2M(
7B%%5/C(M-%%$2D(2M(0/%(B-%77(#'$(0/%(!DB2-0#'5%(2M(M-%%(
#'$(52'0%70%$(%&%50!2'7*


























































123&$( '20( 12-:( /%-%*j( 6'70%#$C( D#`2-!0!%7( !'( D270( B-%$2D!'#'0&4(
"37&!D( '#0!2'7( ,%&!%F%( $%D25-#54( !7( '20( `370( M2-( 0/%(S%70( #'$( 5#'(
12-:(!'(0/%!-(523'0-4*(L%7%-F#0!2'7(#,230(1%70%-'Z704&%($%D25-#54(#-%(
.-%#0%70( !'( 6'$2'%7!#( dPWhe( I3-:%4( dWUhe( #'$( 0/%( E#&%70!'!#'(
+30/2-!04( dWUhe*( I/!7( -%B-%7%'07( 7!.'!M!5#'0&4( &%77( 73BB2-0( M2-(
$%D25-#54(!'(6'$2'%7!#(0/#'(!'(VQQVC(1/%'(Xch(2M("37&!D7(0/23./0(#(
1%70%-'( D2$%&( 2M( $%D25-#54( 123&$( 12-:( !'( 0/%!-( 523'0-4( #'$( `370(
VPh($!$('20*(
Democratic Aspirations 
"#`2-!0!%7( !'(D270( B-%$2D!'#'0&4("37&!D( 523'0-!%7( B&#5%( #( /!./(
B-!2-!04(2'(/#F!'.(0/%(M-%%$2D(02(5-!0!5!>%(0/%(.2F%-'D%'0*(93BB2-0(M2-(
0/!7( -!./0( !7( B#-0!53&#-&4( B-%F#&%'0( #D2'.(
"37&!D7( !'( I3-:%4( dRWh( F%-4( !DB2-0#'0eC(
"#&!(dRQheC(8#'.&#$%7/(dUTheC(#7(1%&&(#7(!'(
;!.%-!#( dUVheC( 9%'%.#&( dUOhe( #'$(J%,#'2'(
dXXhe*
9!D!&#-&4C( D#`2-!0!%7( !'( D270(
B-%$2D!'#'0&4( "37&!D( 523'0!%7( ,%&!%F%(
D3&0!ZB#-04( %&%502-#&( 7470%D7( #'$( `3$!5!#&(
7470%D7(0/#0(0-%#0(%F%-42'%(0/%(7#D%(#-%(F%-4(
!DB2-0#'0*([-%%$2D(2M(0/%(B-%77(02(-%B2-0(2'(
0/%( .2F%-'D%'0( 1!0/230( 5%'72-7/!B( !7( #&72(
/!./&4(F#&3%$*
6'( #( '3D,%-( 2M( B-%$2D!'#'0&4( 67&#D!5(
'#0!2'7C( 0/%(%\0%'0( 02(1/!5/( 0/%7%(F#&3%7(#-%(
B-!>%$( !7( #7( 1!$%7B-%#$( #7( !0( !7( !'( '2'Z
"37&!D(523'0-!%7( !'(,20/( 0/%($%F%&2B%$(#'$(
$%F%&2B!'.( 12-&$*( 6'( 8#'.&#$%7/C( J%,#'2'C(
;!.%-!#( #'$( "#&!C( 0/%( F#70( D#`2-!04( 2M(
"37&!D7( 7!D3&0#'%237&4( 73BB2-0( -%&!.!237(
&%#$%-7( B&#4!'.( #( .-%#0%-( -2&%( !'( B2&!0!57( #7(
1%&&( #7( M-%%$2D( 2M( 7B%%5/( #'$( %&%502-#&(
52DB%0!0!2'k( 0/%!-( 73BB2-0( M2-( 0/%( &#00%-(
%\5%%$7( 0/#0( 2M(D#'4(=#70%-'(=3-2B%#'( #'$(
Commitment to Democratic Ideals 
                           Very important to 













medians a% a% a%
]-2/#%D=$./6-% Vc% __% _V%
S"9BS-+-.-#%
D3./6-j Vc% V&% _&%
<-42$.#%<".7A$% XV% _)% _)%
% % % %
Predominantly 
Muslim countries % % %
:-5/% VW% `(% _`%
*".>$C% `&% VX% _`%
Z-#85-;$4+% `c% Vc% _U%
S$#$8-5% Vc% `V% X&%
]$9-#7#% _V% Vc% XV%
P->/42-#% _&% 46 38 
0#;7#$4/-% X_% 40 40 
[H9$>/42-#% 42 42 44 
!7.;-# 32 28 35 
% % % %
Significant 
Muslim populations % % %
E/8$./-% _`% VX% _W%










830( "37&!D7( !'( 7%F%-#&( 523'0-!%7( F!%1( 0/%7%( M-%%$2D7( #7( &%77(
!DB2-0#'0*( 6'(E#:!70#'C( 6'$2'%7!#C(a>,%:!70#'(#'$(<2-$#'C( M%1%-( 0/#'(
/#&M(2M("37&!D7(73-F%4%$(-#0%(/2'%70(012ZB#-04(%&%50!2'7(#'$(M-%%$2D(




,%( D2-%( 73BB2-0!F%( 2M( $%D25-#0!5( M-%%$2D7C( #'$( '#0!F%( <2-$#'!#'7*(
L23./&4(#( 0/!-$(2M(E#&%70!'!#'("37&!D7(dWWhe(.!F%(#(/!./(B-!2-!04( 02(
/2'%70(%&%50!2'7C(52DB#-%$(1!0/(OTh(2M(<2-$#'!#'7*((
Religious Freedom Also Supported 




J%,#'2'( #'$(;!.%-!#C("37&!D7( #-%( #7( 73BB2-0!F%( #7( '2'Z"37&!D7( 2M(
0/%(-!./0(02(B-#50!5%(-%&!.!2'(M-%%&4*(
I/%(&2'%(%\5%B0!2'(02(0/!7(B#00%-'(!7(<2-$#'C(1/%-%(`370(M23-Z!'Z0%'(
7#4( !0( !7(F%-4( !DB2-0#'0( 0/#0(B%2B&%(5#'(B-#50!5%( 0/%!-( -%&!.!2'( M-%%&4*(
I/-%%Z!'Z0%'("37&!D(-%7B2'$%'07(!'(<2-$#'(-#0%(M-%%$2D(2M(-%&!.!2'(#7(
-%&#0!F%&4( 3'!DB2-0#'0( g( 0/%( /!./%70( B-2B2-0!2'( #D2'.( #&&( '#0!2'7(
73-F%4%$*( +.#!'C( E#&%70!'!#'7( #-%( D2-%( &!:%&4( 02( F#&3%( -%&!.!237(
M-%%$2D( 0/#'(20/%-( <2-$#'!#'7C(1!0/(cPh(7#4!'.( !0( !7( F%-4( !DB2-0#'0(
d52DB#-%$(1!0/(WVh(2M(<2-$#'!#'7e*(
=\B-%77!2'7( 2M( 73BB2-0( M2-( 0/%( $%D25-#0!5( !$%#&7( 2M( 52DB%0!0!2'(
#'$( M-%%$2D(2M(%\B-%77!2'($2('20(52'M&!50(1!0/(2B!'!2'( !'( M#F2-(2M(#(
-2&%(M2-(67&#D(!'(B3,&!5(&!M%(#'$(B2&!0!57*(6'(D270(523'0-!%7C(73BB2-0%-7(
2M( #'( #50!F%( -2&%( M2-( 67&#D( #-%( '2( D2-%( 2-( &%77( 52DD!00%$( 02( 0/%7%(





A Mosque - State Divide 
A%7B!0%( 0/%( ,-2#$( 73BB2-0( M2-( #( .-%#0%-( B2&!0!5#&(
-2&%( M2-( 67&#DC("37&!D( B3,&!57( #-%( .%'%-#&&4( '2( &%77(
73BB2-0!F%( 2M( :%%B!'.( -%&!.!2'( 7%B#-#0%( M-2D(
.2F%-'D%'0(B2&!54 0/#'(#-%(B%2B&%(!'(20/%-(523'0-!%7*(
6'( 523'0-!%7( 1!0/( D2-%( 7%53&#-( 0-#$!0!2'7C( 735/( #7(
I3-:%4C( 9%'%.#&( #'$( "#&!C( -23./&4( 7%F%'Z!'Z0%'(
52DB&%0%&4(#.-%%( 0/#0(-%&!.!2'(!7(#(D#00%-(2M(B%-72'#&(
M#!0/( #'$( 7/23&$( ,%( :%B0( 7%B#-#0%( M-2D( .2F%-'D%'0(
B2&!54*
6'$%%$C( B3,&!57( !'( 0/27%( 0/-%%( 523'0-!%7( #-%( %F%'(
D2-%( 73BB2-0!F%( 0/#'(+D%-!5#'7( 2M( :%%B!'.( -%&!.!2'(
7%B#-#0%( M-2D( .2F%-'D%'0( B2&!54*( <370( 2F%-( /#&M( 2M(
a*9*(-%7B2'$%'07(dPPhe(52DB&%0%&4(#.-%%(0/#0(-%&!.!2'(
!7( #(D#00%-( 2M( B%-72'#&( M#!0/C( '20( .2F%-'D%'0( B2&!54C(
52DB#-%$( 1!0/( UWh( 2M("37&!D7( !'( I3-:%4C( UOh( !'(
"#&!(#'$(XUh(!'(9%'%.#&*
6'( -%&!.!237&4( $!F%-7%( 523'0-!%7C( "37&!D7(
.%'%-#&&4(M#F2-(:%%B!'.(-%&!.!2'(#(B-!F#0%(D#00%-(#0(0/%(
7#D%( -#0%7( #7( '2'Z"37&!D7*( 6'(;!.%-!#C( M2-( %\#DB&%C(
7!\Z!'Z0%'("37&!D7( #'$( 0/%( 7#D%( B-2B2-0!2'( 2M( '2'Z
"37&!D7(52DB&%0%&4(#.-%%(0/#0(-%&!.!2'(7/23&$(,%(:%B0(
7%B#-#0%( M-2D( .2F%-'D%'0( B2&!54*( 6'( J%,#'2'C( 0/%-%(
#-%( 2'&4( D2$%70( $!MM%-%'5%7( 2'( 0/!7( B2!'0( ,%01%%'(
"37&!D7( #'$( '2'Z"37&!D7( dPTh( '2'Z"37&!D(
52DB&%0%&4(#.-%%k(PWh("37&!De*(
830("37&!D7(!'(<2-$#'(#'$(E#:!70#'(#-%($%5!$%$&4(
&%77( 73BB2-0!F%( 2M( :%%B!'.( -%&!.!2'( #'$( .2F%-'D%'0(
B2&!54( 7%B#-#0%*( <370( #( b3#-0%-( 2M("37&!D7( !'( <2-$#'(
#'$(2'&4( #,230( #( 0/!-$( !'(E#:!70#'( dWche( 52DB&%0%&4(
#.-%%( 1!0/( 0/%( B-!'5!B&%( 2M( D#!'0#!'!'.( #( 5&%#-(
$!F!7!2'( ,%01%%'( -%&!.!2'( #'$( B2&!54( g( 0/%( &21%70(
B%-5%'0#.%7(#D2'.(0/%(cW('#0!2'7(1/%-%(0/!7(b3%70!2'(
1#7( #7:%$*( <2-$#'( !7( 0/%( 2'&4( 523'0-4( !'( 1/!5/( #(
7!.'!M!5#'0( '3D,%-( 2M( "37&!D7( dcXhe( $!7#.-%%( 1!0/(
Religion is a Personal Matter 

























































































Reality Falls Short of Ideals 
A%7B!0%( 0/%( 1!$%7B-%#$( 73BB2-0( M2-( $%D25-#0!5( !$%#&7( !'( D270(
B-%$2D!'#'0&4( "37&!D( 523'0-!%7C( 0/%( 73-F%4( M!'$7( 52'7!$%-#,&%(
$!752'0%'0( 1!0/( B2&!0!5#&( -!./07( #'$( 5!F!&( &!,%-0!%7( #7( 0/%4( '21( %\!70*(
"#`2-!0!%7(2M("37&!D7(!'(J%,#'2'C(I3-:%4(#'$(<2-$#'(7#4(0/#0(0/%4($2(
'20(/#F%(/2'%70(%&%50!2'7(#'$(&#5:(0/%(M-%%$2D(02(2B%'&4(5-!0!5!>%(0/%(
.2F%-'D%'0*( I/%7%( B%-5%B0!2'7( #-%( #&72( 1!$%7B-%#$( !'( ;!.%-!#C(
a>,%:!70#'C( 6'$2'%7!#( #'$(8#'.&#$%7/*("#'4( #&72( 52DB&#!'( 0/#0( 0/%(
`3$!5!#&( 7470%D( $2%7( '20( 0-%#0( %F%-42'%( 0/%( 7#D%( #'$( 0/#0( '%17(
2-.#'!>#0!2'7(M#5%(.2F%-'D%'0(5%'72-7/!B*((
S/!&%(0/%7%(2,7%-F#0!2'7(#-%('20(!72&#0%$(
02( 0/%( '#0!2'7( &!70%$( #,2F%( g( D#'4( J#0!'(
+D%-!5#'( B3,&!57( 7#4( 0/%!-( 523'0-!%7( M#!&( 02(
&!F%(3B(02(0/%7%(!$%#&7C(#'$()%'4#'7(#&72(7#4(
0/%!-( 523'0-4( &#5:7( D#'4( 2M( 0/%7%( ,#7!5(
M-%%$2D7( g( #( B#00%-'( 2M( 73BB2-0( M2-(
$%D25-#0!5( B-!'5!B&%7( 52D,!'%$( 1!0/( 0/%(
B%-5%B0!2'( 0/#0( 0/%!-( '#0!2'( 53--%'0&4( !7(
&#5:!'.( !'( 0/%7%( #-%#7( !7( 5/#-#50%-!70!5( 2M(
D#'4("37&!D('#0!2'7*(GM(0/%("37&!D('#0!2'7(
73-F%4%$C("#&!C( 9%'%.#&C( #'$(E#:!70#'( 70#'$(
230( #7( 0/%( %\5%B0!2'7*( E3,&!57( !'( 0/%7%(
'#0!2'7( #-%( .%'%-#&&4( 7#0!7M!%$( 1!0/( 0/%(
%&%502-#&( B-25%77( #'$( -!./07( #&&21%$( 02(
`23-'#&!707(#'$(B-20%702-7*(
"270( "37&!D7( 73-F%4%$( g( %7B%5!#&&4(
0/27%( !'( +M-!5#'( 523'0-!%7( g( M%%&( 0/%4( /#F%(
M-%%$2D(02(B-#50!5%(0/%!-(-%&!.!2'*(;!'%Z!'Z0%'("37&!D7(!'(9%'%.#&(#'$(
-23./&4( 0/-%%Zb3#-0%-7( !'( "#&!( #'$( I#'>#'!#( ,%&!%F%( 0/%( 70#0%D%'0(
i423(5#'(B-#50!5%(423-(-%&!.!2'j($%75-!,%7( 0/%!-(523'0-4(F%-4(1%&&*( 6'(
;!.%-!#C( M#-( M%1%-("37&!D7( dPOhe( 7#4( 0/#0( 70#0%D%'0( $%75-!,%7( 0/%!-(
523'0-4( F%-4( 1%&&C( ,30( 7%F%'Z!'Z0%'( ,%&!%F%( 0/%4( /#F%( #0( &%#70( 72D%(
M-%%$2D( 02( B-#50!5%( 0/%!-( M#!0/*(+'$( 0/%-%( #-%( 2'&4( 7&!./0( $!MM%-%'5%7(
,%01%%'("37&!D7(!'(;!.%-!#(#'$('2'Z"37&!D7(dPXhe*(
Where Rights Are Seen As Lacking: 
Muslim Countries Predominate 
Percent saying country lacks… 
% \.$$;7=% \.$$;7=% \-/.% \-/.%
% 73%4A$$6+% 73%A.$44% <5$62/7#4% !";/6/-.C
% a% a% a% a%
Turkey 60 58 61 61 
Lebanon 57 54 68 60 
T$#C-% __% UW% X`% _U%
D.8$#2/#-% &U% &`% V)% `X%
Jordan 54 47 54 37 
Nigeria 44 36 52 59 
Z.-H/5% &X% &U% UX% V(%
Bangladesh 46 31 36 72 
Y"-2$=-5-% U`% &_% &_% _)%
P$."% &`% &V% &_% _)%
S57?->/-% &&% (W% ((% `)%








E%-5%B0!2'7(2M( -%&!.!237( M-%%$2D(#-%('20(b3!0%(#7(B-%F#&%'0( !'( 0/%(
"!$$&%( =#70o@2'M&!50( +-%#*( 90!&&C( D#`2-!0!%7( 2M( "37&!D7( !'( E#:!70#'(
dXWheC( 8#'.&#$%7/( dXQhe( #'$( a>,%:!70#'( dPRhe( 7#4( 0/#0( -%&!.!237(




72D%1/#0( 1%&&( dOXhe*( dI/!7( b3%70!2'( 1#7( '20( #7:%$( !'( <2-$#'( #'$(
J%,#'2'*e
Democracy Favored Over Strong Leader 
"37&!D(B3,&!57( 5&%#-&4( M#F2-( $%D25-#0!5( .2F%-'D%'0(
2F%-(#(70-2'.(#3025-#0!5(&%#$%-*(6'(.%'%-#&C(0/%-%(!7(.-%#0%-(
73BB2-0( M2-( #( $%D25-#0!5( .2F%-'D%'0( !'( 0/%( "37&!D(
523'0-!%7( 73-F%4%$( 0/#'( 0/%-%( !7( !'( D35/( 2M( =#70%-'(
=3-2B%*(I/%(5&%#-(%\5%B0!2'7(#-%(<2-$#'(#'$(a>,%:!70#'C(
012(523'0-!%7(1!0/(F%-4(70-2'.(&%#$%-7C(#'$(;!.%-!#*
6'( 0/#0( -%.#-$C( 0/%( B-%M%-%'5%( 2M( "37&!D7( !'(
a>,%:!70#'(M2-(#(70-2'.(&%#$%-(M!07(0/%(B#00%-'(2M(B3,&!57(!'(
0/%( M2-D%-( 92F!%0( a'!2'*( ;%#-&4( 7!\Z!'Z0%'( "37&!D(
-%7B2'$%'07( !'( a>,%:!70#'( dPRhe( M#F2-( #( 70-2'.( &%#$%-(
2F%-( #( $%D25-#0!5( .2F%-'D%'0C( 1/!5/( !7( 52'7!70%'0( 1!0/(
-%73&07( !'( L377!#( #'$( a:-#!'%C( 1/%-%( 012Z0/!-$7( ,%&!%F%(
0/%!-('#0!2'7(7/23&$(-%&4(2'(#(&%#$%-(1!0/(#(70-2'.(/#'$(02(
72&F%(0/%!-('#0!2'_7(B-2,&%D7*(6'(<2-$#'C(#(D2'#-5/4(1!0/(
#( &!D!0%$( B#-&!#D%'0C( "37&!D7( #-%( $!F!$%$C( 1!0/( /#&M(
M#F2-!'.(#(70-2'.(&%#$%-*(








% a% a% a%
S$#$8-5% W)% W% c%
0?7.C%L7-42% V_% ((% (%
*-#H-#/-% Vc% (c% `%
Z-#85-;$4+% V)% (U% _%
% % % %
Y+-#-% _W% (W% (%
[8-#;-% _`% &c% (%
0#;7#$4/-% _U% &&% &%
]$9-#7#% X`% U)% &%
*".>$C% XV% &V% _%
% % % %
P->/42-#% U(% &(% (_%
:-5/% X)% UV% &%
E/8$./-% U`% X)% c%
!7.;-#% UV% X)% &%




II: Social Attitudes: Tensions Over Women’s Roles 
"37&!D7( 73-F%4%$( !'( 0/%(Global Attitudes Project /#F%( 52DB&%\(
#00!03$%7( 021#-$( 0/%( -2&%( 2M( 67&#D( !'( $#!&4( &!M%*( I/%7%( 0%'7!2'7( #-%(
#BB#-%'0(!'(#00!03$%7(#,230(0/%(-2&%(2M(12D%'(!'(725!%04*(
"270( "37&!D7( %\B-%77( #0( &%#70( 72D%( 73BB2-0( M2-( #(
12D#'_7( -!./0( 02(12-:( 2307!$%( 0/%( /2D%*(830(D#`2-!0!%7( !'(
2'&4( 7!\( 2M( Oc( '#0!2'7( !'( 1/!5/( 0/%( b3%70!2'( 1#7( #7:%$(
completely agree 0/#0( 12D%'( 7/23&$( ,%( B%-D!00%$( 02( 12-:(
2307!$%( 0/%(/2D%*( 6'(E#:!70#'C( `370( #( 0/!-$(52DB&%0%&4 #.-%%
0/#0(12D%'(7/23&$(,%(M-%%(02(12-:(2307!$%(0/%(/2D%C(#'$(!'(





012( 523'0-!%7( !'( M#F2-( 2M( #( 0-#$!0!2'#&( $!F!7!2'( 2M( -2&%7(
-%.#-$!'.(12-:( #'$(D#--!#.%C( 1!0/( /37,#'$7( /2&$!'.( #( `2,(
#'$(0/%(1!F%7(D#!'0#!'!'.(0/%(/237%/2&$*(L23./&4(7!\Z!'Z0%'(
-%7B2'$%'07( !'( ,20/( 2M( 0/%7%( 523'0-!%7( ,%&!%F%( /37,#'$7(
7/23&$(12-:(#'$(1!F%7(7/23&$(70#4(/2D%C(#D2'.(0/%(/!./%70(
D%#73-%7(2M(73-F%4%$('#0!2'7*((






"#&!( dWRheC( 6F2-4(@2#70( dWXhe( #'$(;!.%-!#( dWXhe( 52DB&%0%&4( #.-%%(
0/#0(7%B#-#0!'.(D%'(#'$(12D%'(#0(12-:(!7(#BB-2B-!#0%*((
Gender Gap Over Women Working
6'( 7%F%-#&( 523'0-!%7C( 0/%-%( !7( #( 7!.'!M!5#'0( .%'$%-( .#B( #D2'.(
"37&!D7(2F%-(1/%0/%-(12D%'(7/23&$(,%(B%-D!00%$(02(12-:(2307!$%(0/%(
/2D%*( 6'( 8#'.&#$%7/C( '%#-&4( 7!\Z!'Z0%'( 12D%'( dPUhe( 52DB&%0%&4(
#.-%%( 0/#0( 0/%4( 7/23&$( ,%( #&&21%$( 02( 12-:C( 52DB#-%$( 1!0/( WXh( 2M(
D%'*( I/%( .#B( !7( '%#-&4( #7( 1!$%( !'( E#:!70#'C( 1/%-%( cOh( 2M( 12D%'(
Mixed Signals on 
Women’s Roles 

























D%'( dVche*( =F%'( !'( 523'0-!%7( 1/%-%( "37&!D7( ,-2#$&4( 73BB2-0(
12D%'_7( -!./0( 02(12-:( 2307!$%( 0/%( /2D%C( &!:%( J%,#'2'( #'$(I3-:%4C(
$!MM%-%'5%7(,%01%%'(D%'(#'$(12D%'(#-%(7!>#,&%*(
6'$2'%7!#( #'$( <2-$#'( #-%( '20#,&%( %\5%B0!2'7( 02( 0/!7(
B#00%-'*( 6'( 0/27%( 523'0-!%7C( 73BB2-0( M2-( 12D%'( 12-:!'.( !7(
%b3#&&4( 1%#:( #D2'.( D%D,%-7( 2M( ,20/( 7%\%7*( <370( Vch( 2M(
"37&!D( 12D%'( !'( 6'$2'%7!#C( #'$( VQh( 2M( D%'C( 70-2'.&4(
#.-%%(0/#0(12D%'(7/23&$(12-:(2307!$%(0/%(/2D%C(#'$(73BB2-0(
!7(%F%'(&21%-(!'(<2-$#'(dOXhC(OWhe*(






!'( 0/%( 12-:B&#5%*( "2-%( 0/#'( #( 0/!-$( 2M( "37&!D( 12D%'( !'(
8#'.&#$%7/( dWXhe( 52DB&%0%&4( #.-%%( 735/( -%70-!50!2'7( #-%(
#BB-2B-!#0%C(52DB#-%$(1!0/(VQh(2M("37&!D(D%'*((
Wearing Veils: Who Should Decide?
?%'%-#&&4C("37&!D7( ,%&!%F%( !0( 7/23&$( ,%( 3B( 02( 12D%'( 02( $%5!$%(
1/%0/%-( 2-( '20( 02( 1%#-( F%!&7*( "#`2-!0!%7( 2M( "37&!D7( !'( OO( 2M( Oc(
523'0-!%7(73BB2-0(0/%(-!./0(2M(12D%'(02($%5!$%(1/%0/%-(2-('20(02(1%#-(
F%!&7C( #'$( 0/!7( !7( 0/%( 2F%-1/%&D!'.( 2B!'!2'( !'( I3-:%4C( J%,#'2'C(
6'$2'%7!#(#'$(7%F%-#&(20/%-('#0!2'7*
I/%(!773%(2M(1/%0/%-(12D%'(7/23&$(/#F%(0/%(5/2!5%(02(1%#-(F%!&7(
2-( '20( !7( #( 7%'7!0!F%( 2'%( !'(D#'4("37&!D( 523'0-!%7*( 6'( -%5%'0( 4%#-7C(
7%53&#-( .2F%-'D%'07( !'( I3-:%4( /#F%( %'M2-5%$( &#17( prohibiting( 0/%(
1%#-!'.( 2M( F%!&7C( ,30( '!'%Z!'Z0%'( "37&!D7( 73-F%4%$( !'( 0/#0( 523'0-4(
dTOhe(7#4(!0(7/23&$(,%(M2-(12D%'(02($%5!$%(1/%0/%-(0/%4(1%#-(F%!&7(2-(
'20*
6'( 6'$2'%7!#C( ,4( 52'0-#70C( 0/%-%( /#F%( ,%%'( %MM2-07( !'( #0( &%#70( 2'%(
B-2F!'5%( 02( require( 12D%'( 02( 1%#-( F%!&7*( 830( ,4( 7!\Z02Z2'%( dRXhZ
OcheC("37&!D7( !'( 0/#0( 523'0-4( ,%&!%F%( !0( 7/23&$( ,%( 3B( 02(12D%'( 02(
Women Should Be Permitted 
to Work Outside the Home 
% :$#% M7=$# Diff.
% a% a% %
Z-#85-;$4+% &_% XV% +21
]$9-#7#% X`% VX% +17
P->/42-#% (U% Uc% +17
[H9$>/42-#% _U% VV% +13
[8-#;-% &)% U&% +13 
*".>$C% _)% V(% +12 
Y+-#-% &(% U)% +12 
0?7.C%L7-42% __% VU% +8 
S$#$8-5% _)% _`% +8 
E/8$./-% &(% &`% +6 
:-5/% Xc% X_% +5 
0#;7#$4/-% ()% (U% +4
!7.;-#% c&% c_% +3












!'( E#:!70#'( dPVhe( ,%&!%F%( 12D%'( 7/23&$( ,%( #&&21%$( 02(





6'( E#:!70#'C( D2-%( 0/#'( 7!\Z!'Z0%'( 12D%'( ,%&!%F%( 0/%4(
7/23&$( /#F%( 0/%( -!./0( 02( $%5!$%( 1/%0/%-( 02( 1%#-( F%!&7k(
,#-%&4( M23-Z!'Z0%'(D%'( dcOhe( #.-%%*( 6'( 8#'.&#$%7/C( PUh(
2M( 12D%'( 52DB&%0%&4( #.-%%( 0/#0( 0/%4( 7/23&$( 52'0-2&( $%5!7!2'7( 2'(
1%#-!'.(F%!&7C(52DB#-%$(1!0/(2'&4(#,230(/#&M(#7(D#'4(D%'(dWQhe*(
Divisions Over Religious Education 
"37&!D7( #-%( $!F!$%$(2F%-(1/%0/%-( 75/22&7( 7/23&$( M2537(D2-%(2'(
pB-#50!5#&_( 73,`%507( #0( 0/%( %\B%'7%( 2M( -%&!.!237( !'70-350!2'*( H#&M( 2-(
D2-%( 2M( -%7B2'$%'07( !'( 7%F%'("37&!D('#0!2'7( 73BB2-0( .!F!'.( .-%#0%-(
%DB/#7!7(02(B-#50!5#&(%$35#0!2'C(!'5&3$!'.(XWh(!'(I3-:%4*(l%0(B3,&!57(
!'( 7%F%-#&( 20/%-( '#0!2'7( g( '20#,&4( 6'$2'%7!#C( <2-$#'( #'$( E#:!70#'( g(
70-2'.&4($!77%'0(M-2D(0/!7(!$%#*(
I/%( $2D!'#'0( 2B!'!2'( !'( 0/27%( 0/-%%( 523'0-!%7( g( #7( 1%&&( #7( !'(
9%'%.#&( #'$( ;!.%-!#( g( #BB%#-7( 02( ,%( $-!F%'( #0( &%#70( !'( B#-0( ,4(
$!77#0!7M#50!2'(1!0/( 0/%(B3,&!5( %$35#0!2'( 7470%D7*(I/!7( !7(B#-0!53&#-&4(
0/%(5#7%(!'(6'$2'%7!#C(1/%-%("37&!D(75/22&7(/#F%(!'5-%#7!'.&4(M!&&%$(#(
F2!$( &%M0( ,4( 0/%( '#0!2'_7( B22-( B3,&!5( 75/22&( 7470%D*( ;!'%Z!'Z0%'(
"37&!D7( !'( 6'$2'%7!#( #-%( 2BB27%$( 02( M2537!'.( D2-%( 2'( B-#50!5#&(
73,`%507( #'$( &%77( 2'( -%&!.!237( %$35#0!2'( g( #'$( 012Z0/!-$7( 52DB&%0%&4(
-%`%50(0/%(!$%#*(
Women Should Decide  
On Veiling 
% % % fTk%
% D8.$$% f/4-8.$$% Q$3
% a% a% a%
*".>$C% Wc% _% &%
]$9-#7#% W)% `% (%
0#;7#$4/-% `_% cU% )
[H9$>/42-#% `U% c_% c%
0?7.C%L7-42% VW% ()% )%
:-5/% VX% (U% c%
S$#$8-5% Vc% (`% )%
!7.;-#% _c% &_% (%
Z-#85-;$4+% _)% U)% )%
*-#H-#/-% XX% U&% (%
P->/42-#% X(% UU% &%
Y+-#-% U`% X(% )%
[8-#;-% U_% U`% _%




6'( I3-:%4( #'$( 7%F%-#&( 20/%-( 523'0-!%7C( ,4(
52DB#-!72'C( 0/%-%( !7( 7!.'!M!5#'0&4( D2-%( 73BB2-0( M2-(




73,`%507C( 52DB#-%$( 1!0/( cOh( 2M( /!./&4( 2,7%-F#'0(
"37&!D7(!'(I3-:%4*((
Single Interpretation of Islam Favored 
[2-( 0/%(D270(B#-0C("37&!D(B3,&!57(,%&!%F%( 0/%-%( !7(
2'&4( 2'%( 0-3%( !'0%-B-%0#0!2'( 2M( 67&#D_7( 0%#5/!'.7*(
"#`2-!0!%7(2M("37&!D7C(!'(OQ(2M(0/%(OV('#0!2'7(!'(1/!5/(
0/!7( b3%70!2'( 1#7( #7:%$C( -%`%50( 0/%( !$%#( 0/#0( 67&#D(
7/23&$(02&%-#0%($!F%-7%(!'0%-B-%0#0!2'7(2M(!07(0%#5/!'.7*
"37&!D7( !'(9%'%.#&(#-%(D270( &!:%&4( 02(%\B-%77( 0/%(
F!%1( 0/#0( 0/%-%( !7( 2'&4( #( 7!'.&%( 0-3%( #BB-2#5/( 02( 67&#D!5( 0%#5/!'.7(
dRVhe*( 830( %F%'( !'( 7%53&#-( I3-:%4C( "37&!D7( 73,75-!,%( 02( 0/!7(
7%'0!D%'0(,4(D2-%(0/#'(0/-%%Z02Z2'%(dXUhZVQhe*(
6'$2'%7!#C( 1/%-%( "37&!D7( /#F%( &2'.( #55%B0%$( $!F%-7%(
!'0%-B-%0#0!2'7(2M(67&#DC(!7(0/%(2'&4(523'0-4(!'(1/!5/(#(D#`2-!04(dPche(
73BB2-07(0/#0(#BB-2#5/*(I/%(20/%-('#0!2'7(!'(1/!5/(#(7!.'!M!5#'0(7/#-%(
2M("37&!D7( ,%&!%F%7( 67&#D( 7/23&$( 02&%-#0%( $!F%-7%( !'0%-B-%0#0!2'7( #-%(
"#&!(dcRhe(#'$(6F2-4(@2#70(dcUhe*((
I/!7( b3%70!2'( !7( '20( #( D%#73-%( 2M( 67&#D!5( M3'$#D%'0#&!7D( 2-(
02&%-#'5%(021#-$(20/%-(-%&!.!2'7(#'$(M#!0/7*(60(#&72(!7(!DB2-0#'0(02('20%(
0/#0( 0/!7( b3%70!2'( 1#7( '20( B%-D!00%$( !'( =.4B0( #'$( 1#7( $%%D%$( 022(
7%'7!0!F%(02(#7:(!'(<2-$#'(#'$(J%,#'2'*(;%#-&4(M23-Z!'Z0%'(-%7B2'$%'07(
!'(E#:!70#'( dWUhe($%5&!'%$( 02(%\B-%77(#'(2B!'!2'*(+D2'.( 0/27%(1/2(
$!$C(01!5%(#7(D#'4(M#F2-%$(#(7!'.&%(!'0%-B-%0#0!2'(2M(67&#D(0/#'($!F%-7%(
!'0%-B-%0#0!2'7(2M(0/%(-%&!.!2'_7(B-%5%B07(dcWh(F7*(VQhe*(
Schools Should Focus Less On 
Religious Education 
% % % fTk%
% D8.$$% f/4-8.$$% Q$3
% a% a% a%
0?7.C%L7-42% VU% (_% )%
[H9$>/42-#% `c% c`% c%
:-5/% Vc% (`% c
*".>$C% _&% &(% X%
Y+-#-% X`% &W% &%
[8-#;-% X`% &V% U%
]$9-#7#% X)% U`% &%
*-#H-#/-% UX% X(% &%
Z-#85-;$4+% U&% Xc% V%
E/8$./-% &_% _&% c%
S$#$8-5% &_% _U% )%
P->/42-#% (V% _`% X%
!7.;-#% (_% _W% U%




Threats to Islam  
I/%( B%-5%B0!2'( 0/#0( 67&#D( M#5%7( 7%-!237( 0/-%#07( !7(
1!$%7B-%#$C( #'$(.-21!'.C( #D2'.("37&!D7( !'(D#'4(B#-07(2M(
0/%( 12-&$*("2-%( 0/#'( '!'%Z!'Z0%'( <2-$#'!#'( #'$( E#&%70!'!#'(
"37&!D7(7#4(0/%!-(-%&!.!2'(!7(0/-%#0%'%$C(#'$(0/-%%Zb3#-0%-7(!'(
J%,#'2'(#.-%%*(S/!&%(0/!7(F!%1(!7(72D%1/#0(&%77(3'!F%-7#&(!'(
E#:!70#'C( 6'$2'%7!#C( I3-:%4( #'$( ;!.%-!#C( 0/%( B-2B2-0!2'(




0/#0( 0!D%C( -%M%-%'5%7( 02( a*9*( M2-%!.'( B2&!54C( +D%-!5#_7(
73BB2-0(M2-(67-#%&C(#'$(0/%(.%'%-#&(2BB-%77!2'(2M("37&!D7(,4(
20/%-7(1%-%(52DD2'C(%7B%5!#&&4(!'(J%,#'2'(#'$(<2-$#'*(830(
!'( D270( B&#5%7( `370( #7( D#'4("37&!D7( -%M%--%$( 02( B-2,&%D7(
1!0/!'( 0/%( -%7B2'$%'0_7( 21'( 523'0-4( 2-( 1!0/!'( 67&#D( !07%&MC(
735/( #7( .2F%-'D%'0( !'0%-M%-%'5%( !'( -%&!.!2'C( &#5:(2M( 67&#D!5(
3'!04C( $!7#.-%%D%'07( ,%01%%'( "37&!D7( -%.#-$!'.( !773%7( 2M( -%&!.!237(
B-#50!5%C( #'$( -%M%-%'5%7( 02( -%&!.!237( %$35#0!2'( #'$(D2-#&( 52--3B0!2'*(
I/%( VQQW(B2&&C( 0#:%'( #M0%-( 0/%( 6-#b(1#-C( $!$( '20( %\B&2-%(1/%0/%-( 0/%(
723-5%(2M(0/%(0/-%#07(1#7(B%-5%!F%$(#7(!'0%-'#&(2-(%\0%-'#&*(
Most Feel Greater Solidarity 
"37&!D7( !'( '%#-&4( #&&( 2M( 0/%( 523'0-!%7( 73-F%4%$( 7#4(
0/%4( M%%&( D2-%( 72&!$#-!04( 0/%7%( $#47( 1!0/( 67&#D!5( B%2B&%(
&!F!'.( %&7%1/%-%*( I/!7( M%%&!'.( !7( #7( 1!$%7B-%#$( #D2'.(
"37&!D7( !'( +M-!5#( #'$( +7!#( #7( !0( !7( 1!0/!'( 0/%( "!$$&%(
=#70o@2'M&!50( +-%#*( "2-%2F%-C( !'( '#0!2'7( !'( 1/!5/( 0/%(
b3%70!2'(1#7( #7:%$(,20/( !'(VQQV(#'$(VQQWC( 0/%-%(1#7('2(
7!.'!M!5#'0( !'5-%#7%( !'( 0/!7( F!%1*( I3-:%4( !7( 0/%( 2'&4(
523'0-4(1/%-%("37&!D7(#-%($!F!$%$(2F%-(1/%0/%-(0/%4(M%%&(
#'4(.-%#0%-(7%'7%(2M(72&!$#-!04*(
Many Muslims See 






















Feel More Solidarity with 










































0/%( 523'0-!%7( 73-F%4%$( ,4( 0/%( E%1( ?&2,#&(
+00!03$%7( E-2`%50*( "270( =#70%-'( =3-2B%#'(
523'0-!%7( ,%.#'( 0/%!-( 0-#'7!0!2'( 02( $%D25-#54( 1!0/( 0/%(
52&&#B7%(2M( 0/%(8%-&!'(S#&&( !'(OTRT*(830(Oc(4%#-7( &#0%-C(
D#'4( B%2B&%( 70!&&( $2( '20( 52DB&%0%&4( %D,-#5%( D#'4(
#7B%507(2M($%D25-#54C(!'(B#-0(,%5#37%(0/%4(#7725!#0%(0/%(
0-#'7!0!2'(1!0/(%52'2D!5(03-D2!&*(
6'( J#0!'( +D%-!5#( #'$( +7!#C( D#'4( 523'0-!%7( /#F%(
D2F%$(02(M-%%&4(%&%50%$(.2F%-'D%'07(2'&4(!'(0/%(B#70(VQ(
4%#-7*( A%D25-#0!>#0!2'( !'( +M-!5#( /#7( 0#:%'( /2&$( %F%'(
D2-%( 7&21&4C( /!'$%-%$( ,4( #30/2-!0#-!#'( -%.!D%7C( 1#-7(
#'$( %'2-D237( 725!#&( B-2,&%D7*( +'$( !0( /#7( 4%0( 02( M3&&4(
%D%-.%(!'(D270(2M(0/%("!$$&%(=#70*(
S/#0( 3'!0%7( 0/%( B%2B&%( 2M( 0/%7%( -%.!2'7( !7( 0/#0C( M2-(
0/%(D270(B#-0C(0/%4(/!./&4(F#&3%(B2&!0!5#&(-!./07(#'$(5!F!&(
&!,%-0!%7*(830(0/%-%(!7(#($%M!'!0%($!752''%50(,%01%%'(0/%!-(
$%D25-#0!5( #7B!-#0!2'7( #'$( 0/%!-( B%-5%B0!2'7( 2M( $#4Z02Z
$#4( -%#&!04*( S/!&%( B%2B&%( %F%-41/%-%( 1#'0( /2'%70(
%&%50!2'7C( #( M#!-( `3$!5!#-4( #'$( #( M-%%( B-%77C( 0/%4( 2M0%'(
52DB&#!'( 0/#0( 0/%!-( 21'( 523'0-4( &#5:7( 0/%7%( ,3!&$!'.(
,&25:7(2M($%D25-#54*
H21%F%-C( .&2,#&( #00!03$%7( 2'( $%D25-#54( #'$( 5!F!&(
&!,%-0!%7(#-%(/#-$&4(3'!M2-D*("#`2-!0!%7(!'(D270(523'0-!%7(
7#4( !0( !7( F%-4( !DB2-0#'0( 02( &!F%( !'( #( 523'0-4( 0/#0( /#7(
/2'%70(D3&0!B#-04(%&%50!2'7*(830(0/%-%(#-%(7%F%-#&('20#,&%(
%\5%B0!2'7C( !'5&3$!'.( L377!#C( 9230/( )2-%#( #'$(
6'$2'%7!#*( +'$( !'( .%'%-#&C( B%2B&%( #-23'$( 0/%( 12-&$(












































































M2-D%$( $3-!'.( $%5#$%7( 2M( 52DD3'!70( -3&%( /#7( 4%0( 02( 52DB&%0%&4(
$!77!B#0%*(9!.'!M!5#'0(B%-5%'0#.%7( !'(L377!#C(83&.#-!#(#'$(a:-#!'%C( !'(
B#-0!53&#-C( 52'0!'3%( 02( $!7#BB-2F%( 2M( 0/%( B2&!0!5#&( 5/#'.%7( 0/#0( /#F%(
0#:%'(B&#5%(7!'5%(0/%(52&&#B7%(2M(0/%(92F!%0(a'!2'*(92&!$(D#`2-!0!%7(!'(
%F%-4( =#70%-'( =3-2B%#'( 523'0-4( 73-F%4%$C(1!0/( 0/%( %\5%B0!2'( 2M( 0/%(
@>%5/(L%B3,&!5C( ,%&!%F%( #( 70-2'.( %52'2D4( !7(D2-%( !DB2-0#'0( 0/#'( #(
.22$( $%D25-#54*( 6'( 20/%-( %52'2D!5#&&4( 70-3..&!'.( -%.!2'7( 735/( #7(
J#0!'(+D%-!5#(#'$(+M-!5#C(B%2B&%(#-%(D35/(D2-%(&!:%&4(02(F!%1(#(.22$(
$%D25-#54(#7(D2-%(!DB2-0#'0(0/#'(#(70-2'.(%52'2D4*(
I/%( #'#&47!7( !'( 0/!7( 7%50!2'( B-25%%$7( 0/-23./( WP( $%D25-#0!>!'.(
523'0-!%7( !'( M23-( -%.!2'7(g(=#70%-'(=3-2B%C(J#0!'(+D%-!5#C(+7!#( #'$(
+M-!5#*( I/%( "!$$&%( =#70o@2'M&!50( +-%#( !7( 52F%-%$( !'( 0/%( 5/#B0%-(
%'0!0&%$( i"37&!D( GB!'!2'( 2'( ?2F%-'D%'0( #'$( 925!#&( 6773%7j(
,%.!''!'.( 2'( B#.%( WW*( I/%( E%1( ?&2,#&( +00!03$%7( E-2`%50( B#47(
B#-0!53&#-(#00%'0!2'(02(!773%7(!'(=#70%-'(=3-2B%(,%5#37%(2M(0/%($-#D#0!5(




I: Eastern Europe 
S!0/(0/%(M#&&(2M(0/%(8%-&!'(S#&&(!'(OTRT(#'$(0/%($!772&30!2'(2M(0/%(
92F!%0( a'!2'( 012( 4%#-7( &#0%-C( =#70%-'( =3-2B%#'7( ,%.#'( #( -25:4(
0-#'7!0!2'(M-2D(2'%ZB#-04(-3&%(#'$(#(52DD#'$(%52'2D4(02($%D25-#54(
#'$( #( M-%%(D#-:%0( 7470%D*("2-%( 0/#'( #( $%5#$%( &#0%-C( 73BB2-0( M2-( 0/!7(
0-#'7M2-D#0!2'(-%D#!'7(3'%F%'*(
8#-%&4( /#&M( 2M( 0/27%( !'( a:-#!'%( dPQheC( 83&.#-!#(
dcTheC( #'$( L377!#( dcUhe( 7#4( 0/%4( #BB-2F%( 2M( 0/%(
B2&!0!5#&( 5/#'.%7( !'( 0/%!-( 523'0-4( 7!'5%( 0/%( M#&&( 2M(
52DD3'!7D*(S/!&%(D2$%70C( 0/!7( -%B-%7%'07( 7!.'!M!5#'0(
.-210/( !'( 73BB2-0( M2-( B2&!0!5#&( 5/#'.%( !'( L377!#( #'$(
a:-#!'%( 7!'5%( OTTO( 1/%'C( #7( 0/%( 92F!%0( a'!2'( 1#7(
52&&#B7!'.C(2'&4(#,230(#(0/!-$(!'(%#5/(523'0-4(%'$2-7%$(
0/%(D2F%( 021#-$($%D25-#0!5( -3&%*(830( !'(83&.#-!#C( 0/%(
'3D,%-( %'$2-7!'.( 0/%7%( B2&!0!5#&( 5/#'.%7( /#7( M#&&%'(
Eastern Europe:  Approve of 
Post-Communist Political Changes 
% %%cWWcj%%%%())(jj Change
a% a%
Z"58-./-% _)% UW% -11
LH$6+%Q$A"95/6% VU% `&% +9 
P75-#;%% _U% _(% -2
Q"44/-%% &)% UV% +17 
S57?->%Q$A"95/6% U`% _W% +11 








84( 52'0-#70C( 72&!$( D#`2-!0!%7( !'( 0/%( @>%5/( L%B3,&!5( dRWheC( 0/%(
9&2F#:( L%B3,&!5( dXThe( #'$( E2&#'$( dXVhe( 1%&52D%( 0/%( B2&!0!5#&(
5/#'.%7(2M( 0/%(B270Z52DD3'!70(%-#C(#7( 0/%4(/#F%(M-2D(0/%(,%.!''!'.*(
6'( OTTOC(D#`2-!0!%7( !'( 0/%( @>%5/( L%B3,&!5( dUche( #'$( E2&#'$( dXche(
#'$(/#&M(2M(0/27%(73-F%4%$(!'(0/%(9&2F#:(L%B3,&!5(dcRhe(7#!$(0/#0(0/%4(
#BB-2F%$(2M(0/%(B2&!0!5#&(5/#'.%7(0/#0(1%-%(0/%'(`370(3'$%-1#4*(
I2( 0/%( %\0%'0( 0/#0( 0/%-%( !7( 70!&&( $!77#0!7M#50!2'(1!0/( 5/#'.%7( 7!'5%(
OTRTC(!0(!7(-220%$(!'(0/%(%52'2D!5(/#-$7/!B(2M(0/%(0-#'7!0!2'*(I/%(Pew
Global Attitudes 73-F%4( -%F%#&7( 0/#0(D270(=#70%-'(=3-2B%#'7( 7#4( 0/%(




%F%-4( =#70%-'( =3-2B%#'( 523'0-4C( 0/27%( 1!0/( /!./( !'52D%7( #-%( D2-%(
&!:%&4( 0/#'( 0/27%( 1!0/( &21( !'52D%7( 02( #BB-2F%( 2M( -%5%'0( B2&!0!5#&(
5/#'.%7*( 6'( 83&.#-!#C( M2-( %\#DB&%C( &%77( 0/#'( #( 0/!-$( dWOhe( 2M( 0/27%(
1!0/( 0/%( &21%70( !'52D%7( #BB-2F%( 2M( 0/%( -%5%'0( B2&!0!5#&( 5/#'.%7C(
52DB#-%$(1!0/(RWh(2M(0/27%(!'(0/%(/!./Z!'52D%(,-#5:%0*((
Young Favor Changes More 
A!7#BB-2F#&(2M(B2&!0!5#&(5/#'.%(!'(=#70%-'(=3-2B%(!7(.-%#0%-(#D2'.(











#-%( D35/( D2-%( &!:%&4( 02( $!7#BB-2F%( 2M( B2&!0!5#&( 5/#'.%7( 0/#'( 0/27%(
Disapproval of Political Changes 
Since 1991 
-------- Age --------





Z"58-./-% &X% UV% _(% +27 
LH$6+%Q$A"95/6% c(% c`% c&% +1 
P75-#;%% ()% &c% U&% +23 
Q"44/-%% &X% U_% XW% +24 
S57?->%Q$A"95/6% (&% &(% &(% +9 
[>.-/#$% &_% U`% _&% +27 
PQ
1/2( /#F%( #00%'$%$( 72D%( 52&&%.%*( I/!7( -%&#0!2'7/!B( !7( 0-3%( !'( %F%-4(
523'0-4(%\5%B0(a:-#!'%*(
Civil Liberties Backed, Less So in Russia 
=#70%-'(=3-2B%#'7(%D,-#5%(B2&!0!5#&( -!./07( #'$(5!F!&( &!,%-0!%7C(4%0(
0/%4(.%'%-#&&4(B&#5%(#( &21%-(F#&3%(2'(735/($%D25-#0!5(
!$%#&7( 0/#'( $2( B%2B&%( !'( 20/%-( '#75%'0( $%D25-#5!%7( 2-(
1%&&Z%70#,&!7/%$( S%70%-'( $%D25-#5!%7*( L377!#'7C( !'(
B#-0!53&#-C( .!F%( &21( B-!2-!04( 02( B2&!0!5#&( -!./07( #'$(
&!,%-0!%7*( GF%-#&&C( L377!#'7( #-%( &%77( &!:%&4( 0/#'( 20/%-(
=#70%-'(=3-2B%#'7(02(7#4(0/#0(!0(!7(very(!DB2-0#'0(02(&!F%(
!'( #( 725!%04( 0/#0( #MM2-$7( M-%%$2D( 2M( 7B%%5/C( /2'%70(
D3&0!B#-04( %&%50!2'7C( -%&!.!237( M-%%$2DC( #( M-%%( B-%77C(
#'$(#(M#!-(`3$!5!#-4*(
H#&M( 2-( D2-%( -%7B2'$%'07( !'( 0/%( @>%5/( L%B3,&!5C(
83&.#-!#C( E2&#'$C( 0/%( 9&2F#:( L%B3,&!5C( M2-D%-( =#70(
?%-D#'4( #'$(a:-#!'%( 7#4( 0/#0( !0( !7( very( !DB2-0#'0( 02(
0/%D( 0/#0( i/2'%70( %&%50!2'7( #-%( /%&$( -%.3&#-&4( 1!0/( #(
5/2!5%( 2M( #0( &%#70( 012( B2&!0!5#&( B#-0!%7*j( [#-( M%1%-(
B%2B&%( !'( L377!#( 0#:%( 0/%( 7#D%( B27!0!2'( dWUheC(
#&0/23./( D270( L377!#'7( 7#4( !0( !7( #0( &%#70( somewhat
!DB2-0#'0( 0/#0( 0/%4( &!F%( !'( #( 523'0-4( 1!0/( /2'%70(
D3&0!B#-04(%&%50!2'7(dcQh(72D%1/#0(!DB2-0#'0e*(
S/%'( =#70%-'( =3-2B%#'( #00!03$%7( #-%( 52DB#-%$( 02(
0/%(F!%17(2M(B%2B&%(!'(M2-D%-(S%70(?%-D#'4C(#'(=#70Z
S%70( B2&!0!5#&ZF#&3%7( .#B( %D%-.%7*( L377!#'7( .!F%(
&21%70( B-!2-!04( 02( $%D25-#0!5( !$%#&7C( M2-D%-( S%70(
?%-D#'7( 0/%( /!./%70C(1!0/( 20/%-(=#70%-'(=3-2B%#'7( !'(
,%01%%'*
"2-%( 0/#'( %!./0Z!'Z0%'( B%2B&%( !'( M2-D%-( S%70(
?%-D#'4(dRWhe(7#4(0/#0(/2'%70(D3&0!B#-04(%&%50!2'7(#-%(
F%-4(!DB2-0#'0(02(0/%D*(6'(=#70%-'(=3-2B%C(9&2F#:7(#'$(
@>%5/7( B&#5%( 0/%( .-%#0%70( %DB/#7!7( 2'( M-%%( %&%50!2'7*(
+7!$%( M-2D( L377!#'7C( E2&%7( #'$( 83&.#-!#'7( #-%( &%#70(
&!:%&4( 02( 7#4( /2'%70(D3&0!B#-04( %&%50!2'7( #-%( !DB2-0#'0(
02(0/%D*(
Eastern Europe’s Democracy Gap 
% M-#2%/2c% e-?$%/2(







Former East Germany 65 48 








Former East Germany 84 34 








Former East Germany 42 31 
Former West Germany 63 53 







Former East Germany 51 31 








Former East Germany 70 34 




Impartial Judiciary Favored 
=#70%-'( =3-2B%#'7( B&#5%( 0/%( .-%#0%70( F#&3%( 2'( #( M#!-( `3$!5!#&(
7470%D*( 92&!$(D#`2-!0!%7( !'( %F%-4( 523'0-4( !'( 0/%( -%.!2'( 7#4( 0/#0( !0( !7(
F%-4( !DB2-0#'0( 0/#0( 0/%4( &!F%( !'( #( 725!%04(1!0/( #( `3$!5!#&( 7470%D( 0/#0(
0-%#07(%F%-42'%(0/%(7#D%*(I/!7(7%'0!D%'0(!7(B#-0!53&#-&4(70-2'.(#D2'.(
@>%5/7( dRcheC( M2-D%-( =#70( ?%-D#'7( dRcheC( 83&.#-!#'7( dUThe( #'$(
a:-#!'!#'7(dRVhe*
=F%'(/%-%C(/21%F%-C(0/%-%(!7(#(D2$%70(.#B(,%01%%'(=#70(#'$(S%70*(
[2-D%-( S%70( ?%-D#'7( dRUhe( 70!&&( B&#5%( #( /!./%-( F#&3%( 2'( #( M#!-(
`3$!5!#-4( 0/#'($2(L377!#'7C(E2&%7C(83&.#-!#'7C(a:-#!'!#'7(2-(9&2F#:7*(
G'&4( 0/%( @>%5/7( #'$( M2-D%-( =#70( ?%-D#'7( 7/#-%( 0/%( M2-D%-( S%70(
?%-D#'7K(&%F%&(2M(52'5%-'(M2-(/2'%70(`3$.%7*((
830(0/%-%(!7(,-2#$(#.-%%D%'0(#5-277(0/%(-%.!2'(0/#0(0/%(.2#&(2M(#'(
!'$%B%'$%'0( `3$!5!#-4( !7( '20( ,%!'.( #5/!%F%$*( "#`2-!0!%7( !'( %F%-4(
%#70%-'(=3-2B%#'(523'0-4(g(1!0/(0/%('20#,&%(%\5%B0!2'(2M(M2-D%-(=#70(
?%-D#'4( g( 7#4( 0/%( B/-#7%( i0/%-%( !7( #( `3$!5!#&( 7470%D( 0/#0( 0-%#07(
%F%-42'%( !'( 0/%(7#D%(1#4j($2%7(not $%75-!,%( 0/%!-(523'0-4(1%&&*(<370(
Ph(!'(83&.#-!#(#'$(0/%(@>%5/(#'$(9&2F#:(L%B3,&!57(7#4(0/!7($%75-!,%7(
0/%!-(523'0-4(F%-4(1%&&*(
Religious and Press Freedom Backed 
L%&!.!237( M-%%$2D( !7( F!%1%$( #7( D270( !DB2-0#'0( !'( =#70%-'(
=3-2B%#'(523'0-!%7(1/%-%(0/%(@#0/2&!5(#'$(G-0/2$2\(@/3-5/%7(/#F%(#(
70-2'.( B-%7%'5%Y( E2&#'$( dXVh( F%-4( !DB2-0#'0eC( 0/%( 9&2F#:( L%B3,&!5(
dXQhe( #'$( a:-#!'%( dPPhe*( 6'( L377!#C( 1/%-%( #0/%!7D( 1#7( 2MM!5!#&(




6'( %F%-4( 523'0-4( !'( =#70%-'( =3-2B%C( -%.#-$&%77( 2M( 0/%!-( -%&!.!237(
0-#$!0!2'C(&#-.%(D#`2-!0!%7(#.-%%(0/#0(-%&!.!2'(!7(#(B3-%&4(B-!F#0%(D#00%-*(
830( =#70%-'( =3-2B%#'7( $!MM%-( 2F%-( 0/%( !DB2-0#'5%( 2M( M-%%$2D( 2M(
0/%( B-%77*( +( M-%%( B-%77( !7( #7( /!./&4( F#&3%$( ,4( @>%5/7( dUOh( F%-4(
!DB2-0#'0eC( 9&2F#:7( dXXhe( #'$(a:-#!'!#'7( dXche( #7( ,4( M2-D%-(S%70(
?%-D#'7( dXPhe*( 92&!$(D#`2-!0!%7( !'( %#5/( 2M( 0/%7%( 523'0-!%7( 7#4( !0( !7(
PV
F%-4(!DB2-0#'0(0/#0(0/%4(&!F%(!'(#(523'0-4(1/%-%(0/%(D%$!#(5#'(-%B2-0(
0/%('%17(1!0/230(.2F%-'D%'0(5%'72-7/!B*(830( 0/#0( !$%#&(1!'7(M#-( &%77(













73-F%4%$C( D2-%( /!./&4( %$35#0%$( B%2B&%( 52'7!70%'0&4(
B&#5%( .-%#0%-( !DB2-0#'5%( 2'( M-%%$2D( 2M( 7B%%5/C( 0/%(
B-%77( #'$( -%&!.!2'C( #'$( /2'%70( %&%50!2'7( 0/#'( $2( 0/27%(
1!0/(&%77(%$35#0!2'*(H!./%-(!'52D%(-%7B2'$%'07(#-%(#&72(
D270( &!:%&4( 02( F#&3%( 0/%7%( -!./07C( ,30( 0/%( -%&#0!2'7/!B( !7( D35/( &%77(
52'7!70%'0*( I/%-%( !7( '2( 52'7!70%'0( $!MM%-%'5%( !'( #00!03$%7( #5-277( #.%(
.-23B7*
Civilian Control Not a Priority 
@!F!&!#'(52'0-2&(2M(0/%(D!&!0#-4(!7(#($%D25-#0!5(B-!'5!B&%(0/#0(M!'$7(
-%&#0!F%&4( &!00&%( M#F2-(#D2'.(=#70%-'(=3-2B%#'7(g('20(%F%'( !'(E2&#'$(
1/%-%( 0/%( #-D4( 7%!>%$( 52'0-2&( #'$( $%5&#-%$(D#-0!#&( &#1( !'( OTRO*( 6'(
%F%-4(523'0-4(%\5%B0(M2-D%-(=#70(?%-D#'4C(M%1%-(0/#'(M23-Z!'Z0%'(7#4(
!0( !7( very !DB2-0#'0( 02( 0/%D( 0/#0( 0/%4( &!F%( !'( #( 725!%04( 1/%-%( 0/%(
D!&!0#-4(-%B2-07(02(0/%(5!F!&!#'(&%#$%-7/!B*(<370(VTh(!'(E2&#'$C(VOh(!'(
83&.#-!#(#'$(VQh(!'(L377!#(,%&!%F%(0/!7(B-!'5!B&%(!7(F%-4(!DB2-0#'0*
6'( B#-0C( 735/( 7%'0!D%'0( -%M&%507( 1!$%7B-%#$( 0-370( 2M( 0/%( D!&!0#-4*(
"#`2-!0!%7( %F%-41/%-%( %\5%B0( a:-#!'%( 7#4( 0/%( #-D%$( M2-5%7( /#F%( #(
.22$( !'M&3%'5%( 2'( /21( 0/!'.7( #-%( .2!'.( !'( 0/%!-( 523'0-4*( G'&4( !'(
a:-#!'%( $2%7( #( B&3-#&!04( dcche( ,%&!%F%( 0/#0( 0/%( D!&!0#-4( /#7( #( ,#$(
Eastern Europe: 









Former East Germany 42 31 




!'M&3%'5%*( =F%'( 0/%-%C( /21%F%-C( M%1%-( 0/#'( M23-Z!'Z0%'( dWRhe( .!F%(
/!./(B-!2-!04(02(0/%(B-!'5!B&%(2M(5!F!&!#'(52'0-2&*
=#70%-'( =3-2B%#'7( .%'%-#&&4( M%%&( 0/%!-( 523'0-!%7( M#&&( 7/2-0( 2M(
D%%0!'.(0/%!-(%\B%50#0!2'7(2'($%D25-#0!5(!$%#&7*(S/%0/%-(!0(!7(M-%%$2D(
2M(7B%%5/C(/2'%70(D3&0!B#-04(%&%50!2'7C(B-%77(M-%%$2D(2-(#(M#!-(`3$!5!#&(







Progress In Last Decade
;2'%0/%&%77C( 1/%'( #7:%$( #,230( 0/%( B#5%( 2M(
B-2.-%77( !'( 7B%5!M!5( #-%#7( 2F%-( 0/%( &#70( $%5#$%C(
72&!$(D#`2-!0!%7(7#4(0/%4('21(/#F%(D2-%(M-%%$2D(
02( 7#4( 1/#0( 0/%4( 0/!':C( 02( `2!'( #'4( B2&!0!5#&(




#'$( L377!#( g( D2-%( 0/#'( 012Z0/!-$7( !'( %F%-4(
523'0-4(7#4(0/#0(02$#4(0/%4(/#F%(D2-%(M-%%$2D(02(
7#4(1/#0(0/%4(0/!':*
9!D!&#-&4( &#-.%( B%-5%'0#.%7( #D2'.( #&&( 7!\(
B3,&!57( 7#4( 0/%4( /#F%(D2-%( M-%%$2D( 02( `2!'( #'4(
B2&!0!5#&( 2-.#'!>#0!2'( 0/%4( 5/227%*( +'$( 1!0/( 0/%(
%\5%B0!2'( 2M( L377!#C( 72&!$( D#`2-!0!%7( 7#4( 0/%4(
/#F%(D2-%( M-%%$2D( 02( $%5!$%(1/2D( 02( F20%( M2-C(
52DB#-%$( 1!0/( OQ( 4%#-7( #.2*( +,230( /#&M( 2M(
L377!#'7( M%%&( 0/#0( 1#4( dPOheC( 1/!&%( Vch( -%B2-0(
'2(5/#'.%(#'$(ORh(7#4(0/%4(/#F%(&%77(&#0!03$%(!'(
$%5!$!'.(0/%!-(F20%(0/#'(0/%4($!$(#($%5#$%(#.2*(








Q$3Freedom to Say 
what You Think a% a% a% a
Z"58-./-% _W% (&% &% _%
LH$6+%Q$A"95/6% VX% c(% c&% c%
P75-#;%% `(% X% V% X%
Q"44/-%% VU% c_% _% U%
S57?->%Q$A"95/6% VV% _% cX% c%
[>.-/#$% `V% X% _% (%
% % % %
Freedom to Join any 
Political Organization % % % %
Z"58-./-% __% (&% c% cc%
LH$6+%Q$A"95/6% `_% V% U% &%
P75-#;%% V`% c)% _% X%
Q"44/-%% VV% c&% U% _%
S57?->%Q$A"95/6% `W% X% X% c%
[>.-/#$% ``% U% U% U%
% % % %
Can Make Vote Choice 
without Pressure % % % %
Z"58-./-% _X% (X% (% `%
LH$6+%Q$A"95/6% `(% c)% V% c%
P75-#;%% VX% c(% `% X%
Q"44/-%% Xc% (U% c`% _%
S57?->%Q$A"95/6% `&% V% W% c%
[>.-/#$% _)% c)% (`% (%
% % % %
Safety from Crime 
and Violence % % % %
Z"58-./-% _% (c% _V% _%
LH$6+%Q$A"95/6% &U% X% _)% (%
P75-#;%% cV% _% V&% U%
Q"44/-%% c_% cV% _X% (%
S57?->%Q$A"95/6% (U% U% Vc% c%
[>.-/#$% &&% X% _)% (%
Pc




Economic Concerns Drive Age Gap 
G&$%-( B%2B&%( !'(=#70%-'(=3-2B%( #-%(D2-%( &!:%&4( 02( $!7#BB-2F%( 2M(
0/%(5/#'.%7(!'(0/%(&#70(OQ(4%#-7(0/#'(#-%(423'.%-(B%2B&%*(+0(0/%(7#D%(
0!D%C(1/%'(#7:%$(/21(1%&&(F#-!237(B2&!0!5#&( -!./07( #'$(5!F!&( &!,%-0!%7(
$%75-!,%( 0/%!-( 523'0-4C( 2&$%-( B%2B&%( #-%( #7( B27!0!F%( 2-( %F%'( D2-%(
B27!0!F%(0/#'(0/%(423'.%-(.%'%-#0!2'*(
60( !7( 2'&4( 1/%'( #7:%$( generally #,230( B270Z52DD3'!70( B2&!0!5#&(
5/#'.%7( 0/#0( 2&$%-( =#70%-'( =3-2B%#'7( F2!5%( D2-%( 52'5%-'( 0/#'( 0/%(
423'.%-(.%'%-#0!2'*(I/!7( 52'5%-'(/#7( #( 70-2'.(%52'2D!5( 52DB2'%'0C(
#7(0/%(-%.!2'_7(B2&!0!5#&(%F2&30!2'(/#7(,%%'(#552DB#'!%$(,4(#($-#D#0!5(
7/!M0(02(#(M-%%(D#-:%0(%52'2D4*(G&$%-(=#70%-'(=3-2B%#'7(#-%(&%77(&!:%&4(
0/#'( 423'.%-( B%2B&%( 02( 0/!':( 0/%4( #-%( ,%00%-( 2MM( !'( #( M-%%( D#-:%0(
%52'2D4C( #'$( 0/%( 2&$%-( .%'%-#0!2'( !7( D2-%( &!:%&4( 02( ,%( $!77#0!7M!%$(
1!0/(0/%!-(/237%/2&$(!'52D%*((





/#F%( %'.#.%$( !'( 0/%( B-#50!5%C( #&0/23./( -%&#0!F%&4( M%1( 7#4( !0( /#BB%'7(
M-%b3%'0&4(dch(F%-4(2M0%'oOOh(72D%1/#0(2M0%'e*((
+( 0/!-$( 2M( L377!#'7( 7#4( 0/%4( /#F%( /#$( 02( ,-!,%( .2F%-'D%'0(
2MM!5!#&7(!'(0/%(B#70(4%#-C(#7(/#F%(VUh(!'(0/%(9&2F#:(L%B3,&!5C(Vch(!'(
E2&#'$( #'$( VQh( !'( 83&.#-!#*( 8-!,%-4( !7( -%B2-0%$( &%#70( 2M0%'( !'( 0/%(
@>%5/( L%B3,&!5( g( M%1%-( 0/#'( 2'%Z!'Z0%'( dThe( 7#4( 0/%4( /#F%( /#$( 02(
,-!,%(#(.2F%-'D%'0(2MM!5!#&(02(.%0(7%-F!5%7(2-($253D%'07*(
l23'.(B%2B&%(#-%(D2-%( &!:%&4( 0/#'(2&$%-( -%7B2'$%'07( 02( 7#4( 0/%4(
/#F%(B#!$(,-!,%7*([2-(%\#DB&%C(!'(a:-#!'%C('%#-&4(/#&M(2M(0/27%(#.%7(OR(
02(Wc(dcUhe(7#4(0/%4(/#F%(2MM%-%$(#(,-!,%(!'(0/%(B#70(4%#-C(52DB#-%$(
1!0/( #( b3#-0%-( dVUhe(2M( 0/27%( #.%7( XQ( 2-( 2&$%-*(+( 7!D!&#-( $!MM%-%'5%(
PP
,%01%%'(0/%(2&$(#'$(0/%(423'.(%\!707(!'(83&.#-!#C(E2&#'$C(L377!#(#'$(
0/%( 9&2F#:(L%B3,&!5*( 6'(L377!#C( B%2B&%(1!0/( 72D%( 52&&%.%( %$35#0!2'(
1%-%( #&72( D2-%( &!:%&4( 02( -%B2-0( 2MM%-!'.( #( ,-!,%C( #'$( !'( 83&.#-!#C(
L377!#( #'$( 0/%(a:-#!'%C( 0/%(1%#&0/4(1%-%(D2-%( &!:%&4( 0/#'( 0/27%( !'(
&21%-Z!'52D%( ,-#5:%07( 02( -%B2-0( 0/%4( /#F%( /#$( 02( B#4( #( ,-!,%( 02( #(
.2F%-'D%'0(2MM!5!#&*(
Strong Economy Trumps Good Democracy 
S!0/( 0/%( %\5%B0!2'( 2M( 0/%( @>%5/( L%B3,&!5C( #0( &%#70( 7!\Z!'Z0%'(
-%7B2'$%'07( !'( %F%-4( =#70%-'( =3-2B%#'( 523'0-4( 7#4( 0/%4( ,%&!%F%( #(
70-2'.( %52'2D4( !7( D2-%( !DB2-0#'0( 0/#'( #( .22$( $%D25-#54*(
GF%-1/%&D!'.( D#`2-!0!%7( !'( L377!#( dROheC( a:-#!'%( dROhe( #'$(
83&.#-!#(dUche(2B0(M2-(#(70-2'.(%52'2D4*(G'&4(!'(0/%(@>%5/(L%B3,&!5(
$2%7(#(D#`2-!04(dPThe(5/227%($%D25-#54(2F%-(%52'2D!5(.-210/*(830(
%F%'( 0/%-%C( M23-Z!'Z0%'( dWRhe( B%2B&%( B-%M%-( #( 70-2'.( %52'2D4( 02( #(
.22$($%D25-#54*(
E3,&!5(2B!'!2'(2'(0/!7(b3%70!2'(!7(&!':%$(02(B%2B&%_7(21'(M!'#'5!#&(
7!03#0!2'7*( 6'( M23-(=#70%-'(=3-2B%#'( 523'0-!%7( g(83&.#-!#C( 0/%(@>%5/(
L%B3,&!5C( L377!#( #'$( 0/%( 9&2F#:( L%B3,&!5( g( /!./%-( !'52D%(
-%7B2'$%'07(#-%(D2-%(&!:%&4(02(M#F2-(#(.22$($%D25-#54(2F%-(#(70-2'.(
%52'2D4*( 6'( 0/%(9&2F#:(L%B3,&!5C( M2-(%\#DB&%C(#&D270(/#&M( dcThe(2M(
0/27%(!'(0/%(/!./%70(!'52D%(,-#5:%0(5/227%(#(.22$(
$%D25-#54( 52DB#-%$( 1!0/( 0/-%%Z!'Z0%'( dWQhe( 2M(
0/27%(!'(0/%(&21%70(!'52D%(,-#5:%0*((
=$35#0!2'(#&72(!7(#(M#502-(!'(0/%7%(#00!03$%7*(6'(
0/%(@>%5/(L%B3,&!5C( 0/-%%Zb3#-0%-7( 2M( 0/27%(1!0/(
#0( &%#70( 72D%( 52&&%.%( dUPhe( B-%M%-( #( .22$(
$%D25-#54( 52DB#-%$( 02( `370( 2F%-( /#&M( dPPhe( 2M(
0/27%(1!0/(#(B-!D#-4(75/22&(%$35#0!2'(2-( &%77*( 6'(
0/%( 9&2F#:( L%B3,&!5C( 423'.%-( B%2B&%( #-%( D2-%(
&!:%&4( 02( 5/227%( #( .22$( $%D25-#54( 2F%-( #( 70-2'.( %52'2D4*( H#&M( 2M(
0/27%( #.%7( OR( 02( Wc( dPQhe( 5/227%( #( .22$($%D25-#54( 52DB#-%$( 02( #(
0/!-$(dWVhe(2M(0/27%(#.%7(XQ(#'$(2&$%-*(
Eastern Europe: 
Good Democracy or Strong Economy 








Z"58-./-% c_% VU% c)%
LH$6+%Q$A"95/6% XW% &`% U%
P75-#;%% (c% _V% c(%
Q"44/-%% cc% `c% `%
S57?->%Q$A"95/6% &W% XW% &%
[>.-/#$% c_% `c% &%
PX
Prosperity Very Important 
@2'7!70%'0(1!0/(0/%7%(#00!03$%7C(2F%-1/%&D!'.(D#`2-!0!%7(!'('%#-&4(
%F%-4( =#70%-'( =3-2B%#'( 523'0-4( -#0%( %52'2D!5( B-27B%-!04( #7( #( F%-4(
!DB2-0#'0( 2,`%50!F%*( I/%( 2'&4( %\5%B0!2'( !7( M2-D%-( =#70( ?%-D#'4C(
1/%-%(#(7&!D(D#`2-!04(7#47(%52'2D!5(B-27B%-!04(!7(F%-4(!DB2-0#'0*(6'(
0/-%%( '#0!2'7( g( L377!#C( a:-#!'%( #'$( 83&.#-!#( g( D2-%( B%2B&%( 5!0%(
B-27B%-!04(#7(#(02B(.2#&(0/#'(7#4(0/#0(#,230(#'4(#7B%50(2M($%D25-#54*(
I/!7( $%7!-%( M2-( '#0!2'#&( %52'2D!5( 7355%77( 52'0-#707( 1!0/( -%#&!04*(
"#`2-!0!%7(0/-23./230(0/%(-%.!2'(g(%\5%B0(!'(M2-D%-(=#70(?%-D#'4(#'$(
0/%(@>%5/(L%B3,&!5(g(7#4(0/%!-(523'0-!%7(#-%('20(B-27B%-237*([3&&4(RWh(
!'(83&.#-!#( 7#4( 0/%!-( 523'0-4( !7( '20( %'`24!'.( B-27B%-!04( g( 2'%( 2M( 0/%(
/!./%70(B%-5%'0#.%7(2M(#'4(523'0-4(73-F%4%$*(;%#-&4(#7(D#'4(9&2F#:7(
#'$(E2&%7(/2&$(0/#0(F!%1(#7(1%&&(dUXhC(Uche*(84(52DB#-!72'C(B%2B&%(
!'( M2-D%-( =#70( ?%-D#'4( #'$( 0/%( @>%5/( L%B3,&!5( #-%( D35/( D2-%(
3B,%#0(#,230(%52'2D!5(52'$!0!2'7*(L23./&4(012Z0/!-$7(dXRhe(2M(0/27%(
!'( M2-D%-( =#70( ?%-D#'4( 7#4( %52'2D!5( B-27B%-!04( $%75-!,%7( 0/%!-(
523'0-4(1%&&C(#'$(PPh(2M(@>%5/7(#.-%%*
Many Prefer Strong Leader 




7%'0!D%'0( 1/%'( D270( B%2B&%( !'( L377!#( dPOhe( #'$( a:-#!'%( dPUhe(
M#F2-%$(#($%D25-#0!5(.2F%-'D%'0(02(72&F%(B-2,&%D7*((
6'( E2&#'$( #'$( 83&.#-!#C( 2B!'!2'( !7( $!F!$%$(
2'( 0/!7( !773%C( 1!0/( #7( D#'4( B%2B&%( M#F2-!'.( #(
70-2'.( &%#$%-( #7( #( $%D25-#0!5( M2-D( 2M(
.2F%-'D%'0*( I/%( @>%5/( #'$( 9&2F#:( L%B3,&!57(
70#'$( 230( 1!0/( 2F%-1/%&D!'.( D#`2-!0!%7(
M#F2-!'.( #( $%D25-#0!5( M2-D( 2M( .2F%-'D%'0(
dTOhC(RXhe*
6'( %F%-4( 523'0-4( !'( 0/%( -%.!2'C( 0/27%( !'( 0/%(
/!./%70(!'52D%(,-#5:%0(#-%(D2-%(&!:%&4(02(5/227%(#($%D25-#0!5(M2-D(2M(
.2F%-'D%'0(2F%-(#(70-2'.(&%#$%-(0/#'(0/27%(!'(&21%-(!'52D%(,-#5:%07*(
[2-( %\#DB&%C( !'( 83&.#-!#( D2-%( 0/#'( 7%F%'Z!'Z0%'( dUVhe( 2M( 0/%( -!5/(
Eastern Europe: 
Democratic Government or Strong Leader 








Z"58-./-% Uc% UU% cX%
LH$6+%Q$A"95/6% Wc% V% (%
P75-#;%% Uc% UU% cX%
Q"44/-%% (c% V)% W%
S57?->%Q$A"95/6% `_% c(% (%
[>.-/#$% &c% _V% (%
PU
Latin America:  Democratic 
Government or Strong Leader  








D.8$#2/#-% XU% U)% `%
Z75/?/-% XV% U)% U%
Z.-H/5% U&% Xc% X%
Y"-2$=-5-% XX% &W% X%
e7#;".-4% UX% X&% X%
:$G/67% V(% (&% _%
P$."% XX% U)% X%
K$#$H"$5-% VW% ()% c%
5/27%( #($%D25-#0!5( M2-D(2M(.2F%-'D%'0C( 52DB#-%$(1!0/( #(b3#-0%-(2M(
0/%(B22-*(@2'F%-7%&4C(B%2B&%(1!0/(&21%-(!'52D%7(M#F2-(#(70-2'.(&%#$%-*(
6'(E2&#'$C(PTh(2M( 0/27%(1!0/( &21( !'52D%7(5/227%(#( 70-2'.( &%#$%-( 02(




!'52'7!70%'0( /!702-4( !'( J#0!'( +D%-!5#*( "270( 2M( 0/%(
523'0-!%7( !'( 0/%( -%.!2'( /#F%( 2'&4( #5/!%F%$( %&%50%$(
5!F!&!#'(-3&%(1!0/!'(0/%(&#70(012($%5#$%7*((
A%7B!0%(0/#0(/!702-4C(D#`2-!0!%7(!'(7!\(2M(0/%(%!./0(
J#0!'( +D%-!5#'( 523'0-!%7( 73-F%4%$( M#F2-( #(
$%D25-#0!5(.2F%-'D%'0(2F%-(#(70-2'.(&%#$%-(02(72&F%(
0/%!-( '#0!2'_7( B-2,&%D7*( 6'( "%\!52( #'$( f%'%>3%&#C(
$%D25-#0!5( .2F%-'D%'0( !7( M#F2-%$( ,4( ,%00%-( 0/#'(
0/-%%Z02Z2'%*( G'&4( !'( H2'$3-#7( #'$( 8-#>!&( $2(
D#`2-!0!%7($!77%'0(M-2D(0/!7(F!%1*((
6'(52'0-#70(1!0/(D270(523'0-!%7(!'(=#70%-'(=3-2B%C(-%5%'0(%52'2D!5(
/#-$7/!B7( /#F%( '20( &%$( J#0!'( +D%-!5#'7( 02( M#F2-( #( 70-2'.( %52'2D4(




I/!7( B-%M%-%'5%( M2-( $%D25-#54( !7( B#-0!53&#-&4(
7!.'!M!5#'0(.!F%'(0/%(1!$%7B-%#$(%52'2D!5(B%77!D!7D(
!'( 0/%( -%.!2'*( 92&!$( D#`2-!0!%7( !'( %F%-4( J#0!'(
+D%-!5#'( 523'0-4( 73-F%4%$( 52'7!$%-( %52'2D!5(
B-27B%-!04(#7(#(F%-4( !DB2-0#'0(2,`%50!F%C(,30( 0/%-%( !7(
&!00&%( 7%'7%( 0/#0( 0/%( .2#&( !7( ,%!'.( M3&M!&&%$*( 6'(
+-.%'0!'#C( M3&&4( RXh( 7#4( 0/%( 523'0-4( !7( '20(
%\B%-!%'5!'.( B-27B%-!04( g( #D2'.( 0/%( /!./%70(
B%-5%'0#.%7(2M(#&&(523'0-!%7(73-F%4%$*(
Latin America: 
Good Democracy or Strong Economy








D.8$#2/#-% XU% &`% `%
Z75/?/-% U&% X&% U%
Z.-H/5% UU% Xc% X%
Y"-2$=-5-% XX% &W% X%
e7#;".-4% Uc% XU% X%
:$G/67% XU% U)% _%
P$."% _X% &)% X%
K$#$H"$5-% _`% &c% c%
PR
Most Say Military Not Under Civilian Control 








"270( J#0!'( +D%-!5#'7C( /21%F%-C( $2( '20( -%.#-$(
5!F!&!#'( 52'0-2&( 2M( 0/%( D!&!0#-4( #7( #( F%-4( !DB2-0#'0(
B-!2-!04*(?3#0%D#&#C(1/!5/(/#7(#(&2'.(/!702-4(2M(D!&!0#-4(
$2D!'#'5%C( !7( 0/%(2'&4(523'0-4(!'(1/!5/(%F%'(#('#--21(
D#`2-!04( dPVhe( 7#47( !0( !7( F%-4( !DB2-0#'0( 02( &!F%( !'( #(






5#'$!$#0%7*( I/%( 2'&4( %\5%B0!2'( !7( 82&!F!#C( 1/%-%( cTh(
.!F%(D3&0!B#-04(%&%50!2'7(/!./(B-!2-!04*((
830( M#-( M%1%-( 7#4( 0/%!-( 523'0-4( /#7( /2'%70C(
D3&0!B#-04( %&%50!2'7*( ;2( D2-%( 0/#'( M23-Z!'Z0%'( !'( #'4(
523'0-4(7#4( !0($%75-!,%7( 0/%!-(523'0-4(F%-4(1%&&*(E%2B&%(
!'( +-.%'0!'#( 0#:%( #'( %7B%5!#&&4( '%.#0!F%( F!%1( 2M( 0/%!-( 523'0-4_7(
%&%50!2'7*( <370( #( b3#-0%-( 2M( +-.%'0!'%7( .!F%( 0/%!-( %&%50!2'7( #( B#77!'.(




7355%77( !'( %'73-!'.( B2&!0!5#&( -!./07( #'$( 5!F!&( &!,%-0!%7( 0/#'( #-%( 20/%-(
J#0!'(+D%-!5#'7*(I/%7%(#00!03$%7(#-%(#7725!#0%$(1!0/('%.#0!F%(F!%17(2M(
Latin America: 
Political Rights and Civil Liberties 
M-#2%/2c% e-?$%/2(Civilian Control  





















0/%( .2F%-'D%'0*( +-.%'0!'%7( 1/2( 0/!':( 0/%( .2F%-'D%'0( /#7( #( ,#$(
!'M&3%'5%(2'(0/%(1#4(0/!'.7(#-%(.2!'.(#-%(.%'%-#&&4(D2-%(&!:%&4(02(7#4(
0/#0(+-.%'0!'#($2%7('20(%'73-%(B%2B&%K7(-!./07(#'$(&!,%-0!%7*((
Differing Views of Political Changes
+7(!'(=#70%-'(=3-2B%C(2B!'!2'(2'(-%5%'0(B2&!0!5#&(5/#'.%7(!'(J#0!'(
+D%-!5#( F#-!%7( 1!$%&4( M-2D( 523'0-4( 02( 523'0-4C( -%M&%50!'.( $!MM%-%'0(
%\B%-!%'5%7( 1!0/( $%D25-#54*( 6'( "%\!52C( M2-( %\#DB&%C(
0/%( %&%50!2'( 2M( E-%7!$%'0( f!'5%'0%( [2\( !'( VQQQ( 1#7(
`3$.%$( ,4(D#'4( !'0%-'#0!2'#&( 2,7%-F%-7( #7( B%-/#B7( 0/%(
M!-70( M#!-( B-%7!$%'0!#&( %&%50!2'( !'("%\!52_7( /!702-4*(I/!7(
D!&%702'%( /%&B7( %\B&#!'( 1/4( #( 72&!$( D#`2-!04( 2M(
"%\!5#'7( dXVhe( 7#4( 0/%4( #BB-2F%( 2M( 0/%( B2&!0!5#&(
5/#'.%7(0/#0(/#F%(0#:%'(B&#5%(!'(0/%(&#70(M!F%(4%#-7*((
[%1%-( -%7B2'$%'07( !'( f%'%>3%&#( dcUhe( #'$( E%-3(
dcQhe( /#F%( 735/( B27!0!F%( F!%17*( 6'( E%-3C( 0/%( B2&!0!5#&(
&#'$75#B%( !DB-2F%$( 1!0/( 0/%( B-%7!$%'0!#&( %&%50!2'( 2M(
+&%`#'$-2(I2&%$2(!'(VQQO*(830(0/%(.2F%-'D%'0(%F!$%'0&4(
/#7( 4%0( 02( -%.#!'( B3,&!5( 52'M!$%'5%( #M0%-( 0/%( 5/#20!5(
$%B#-03-%( 2M( +&,%-02( [3`!D2-!C( 0/%( #3025-#0!5( M2-D%-(
B-%7!$%'0*( 9!'5%( f!502-( H3.2( @/#F%>( 1#7( %&%50%$(
B-%7!$%'0( !'( f%'%>3%&#( !'( OTTRC( 0/%( B2&!0!5#&( 7!03#0!2'(
/#7( 7B!-#&%$( $21'1#-$C( 1!0/( #'( #00%DB0%$( 523B( #'$(
'#0!2'#&( 70-!:%7( 0/#0( /#F%( 5#37%$( D#`2-( %52'2D!5(
$!7-3B0!2'( #'$( 7!.'!M!5#'0( 2BB27!0!2'( 02( D#'4( 2M( 0/%(
B2&!0!5#&(#'$(%52'2D!5(5/#'.%7(!DB&%D%'0%$(,4(@/#F%>*((
6'("%\!52C(f%'%>3%&#( #'$(E%-3C( #BB-2F#&( 2M( -%5%'0(
B2&!0!5#&( 5/#'.%7( !7( 0!%$( 02( 2B!'!2'( #,230( 0/%( B-%7!$%'0(
#'$( 0/%( .2F%-'D%'0*( I/27%(1/2( 7#4( 0/#0( 0/%( B-%7!$%'0(
/#7( #( .22$( !'M&3%'5%( 2'( /21( 0/!'.7( #-%( .2!'.( !'( 0/%(
523'0-4( #-%( D2-%( &!:%&4( 02( #BB-2F%( 2M( 0/%( B2&!0!5#&(
5/#'.%7(2F%-(0/%(&#70(M!F%(4%#-7(0/#'(0/27%(1/2(0/!':(0/%(





Political Rights and Civil Liberties 
% M-#2%/2c% e-?$%/2(







































0/!'.7( #-%( .2!'.( B2&!0!5#&&4( !'( 0/%( 523'0-4*( d+BB-2F#&( 2M( B2&!0!5#&(
5/#'.%(1#7(#7:%$(2'&4(!'("%\!52C(E%-3(#'$(f%'%>3%&#*e(
Low Confidence in Judiciary 
+7(!7(0/%(5#7%(.&2,#&&4C(J#0!'(+D%-!5#'7(B&#5%(/!./(!DB2-0#'5%(2'(
#(`3$!5!#&(7470%D(0/#0(0-%#07(%F%-42'%(0/%(7#D%*(92&!$(D#`2-!0!%7(!'(#&&(
%!./0(J#0!'(+D%-!5#'(523'0-!%7(73-F%4%$(7#4(!0( !7(F%-4( !DB2-0#'0( 0/#0(
0/%4( &!F%( !'( #( 523'0-4( 0/#0( /#7( #( M#!-( `3$!5!#&( 7470%D*( 830( B%2B&%( !'(
7%F%-#&( 2M( 0/%7%( 523'0-!%7( g( %7B%5!#&&4( +-.%'0!'#( #'$( 8-#>!&( g( /#F%(
/!./&4('%.#0!F%(2B!'!2'7(2M(0/%!-(53--%'0(`3$!5!#&(7470%D7*((
"2-%( 0/#'( %!./0Z!'Z0%'( +-.%'0!'%7( dRPhe( 7#4( 0/#0( 0/%( 70#0%D%'0(
i0/%-%(!7(#(`3$!5!#&(7470%D(0/#0(0-%#07(%F%-42'%(!'(0/%(7#D%(1#4j($2%7(
not( $%75-!,%( 0/%!-( 523'0-4( 1%&&k( M3&&4( 012Z0/!-$7( 7#4( !0( $2%7( '20(
5/#-#50%-!>%(0/%(523'0-4(i#0(#&&j(g(,4(M#-(0/%(D270('%.#0!F%(-#0!'.(!'(0/%(
12-&$*( <370( 2'%Z!'Z01%'04( dPhe( +-.%'0!'%7( 7#4( #'( !DB#-0!#&( `3$!5!#&(
7470%D($%75-!,%7(0/%!-(523'0-4(F%-4(1%&&*(
8-#>!&!#'7( #&72( `3$.%( 0/%!-( 523'0-4_7( `3$!5!#&( 7470%D( b3!0%(
5-!0!5#&&4*(9%F%'Z!'Z0%'(dUVhe(0/!':(!0(!7('20(M#!-(#'$('%#-&4(/#&M(dcUhe(
7#4( #'( !DB#-0!#&( 7470%D( $2%7( '20( #0( #&&( $%75-!,%( 0/%!-( 523'0-4_7(
`3$!5!#-4*( I/!7( F!%1( !7( 7/#-%$C( 02( #( &%77%-( %\0%'0C( %&7%1/%-%( !'( 0/%(
-%.!2'*(H2'$3-#7(!7(0/%(2'&4('#0!2'(!'(0/%(-%.!2'(1/%-%(#(D#`2-!04(2M(
-%7B2'$%'07( dXQhe( 7#4( 0/%( `3$!5!#&( 7470%D( 0-%#07( %F%-42'%( #0( &%#70(
72D%1/#0(M#!-&4C(#&0/23./(#(7!>#,&%(D!'2-!04(dWThe($!7#.-%%7*(





5#'( M-%%&4( B-#50!5%( 423-( -%&!.!2'*( <370( /#&M( 2M( 82&!F!#'7( #.-%%C( #'$(
73BB2-0( M2-( 20/%-( M-%%$2D7( !7( #&72( 1%#:%-( !'( 82&!F!#( 0/#'( !'( 20/%-(
523'0-!%7(!'(0/%(-%.!2'*(
J#-.%(D#`2-!0!%7(!'(%F%-4(J#0!'(+D%-!5#'('#0!2'(73-F%4%$(7#4(0/#0(
-%&!.!2'( !7( #( B%-72'#&( D#00%-( #'$( 7/23&$( ,%( :%B0( 7%B#-#0%( M-2D(
.2F%-'D%'0( B2&!54*( +'$C( M2-( 0/%( D270( B#-0C( B%2B&%( !'( 0/%7%(
B-%$2D!'#'0&4( @#0/2&!5( 523'0-!%7( M%%&( 0/%4( #-%( #,&%( 02( B-#50!5%( 0/%!-(
XO




M-%%$2D( 2M( 0/%( B-%77( #'$( M-%%$2D( 2M( 7B%%5/( #-%( B%-D!00%$*( S/!&%(
D#`2-!0!%7( !'( %F%-4( J#0!'( +D%-!5#'( 523'0-4( 73-F%4%$( 7#4( 0/%( D%$!#(





9!>#,&%( D!'2-!0!%7( !'( 7%F%-#&( 523'0-!%7( 7#4( 0/%( B/-#7%( i423( 5#'(
2B%'&4(7#4(1/#0(423(0/!':(#'$(5#'(5-!0!5!>%(0/%(.2F%-'D%'0j($2%7('20(
#553-#0%&4( $%75-!,%( 0/%!-( 523'0-4*(;%#-&4( /#&M( 2M(?3#0%D#&#'7( dcRhe(
7#4( 0/#0( 70#0%D%'0( $2%7( '20( -%M&%50( 52'$!0!2'7( !'( 0/%!-( 523'0-4C( #'$(
D2-%( 0/#'( #( 0/!-$( 2M( E%-3F!#'7( dWRheC( 8-#>!&!#'7( dWPheC( +-.%'0!'%7(
dWche(#'$(82&!F!#'7(dWche(#.-%%*(
Reports of Bribery Vary Greatly 
I/%( %\0%'0( 02(1/!5/(J#0!'(+D%-!5#'7( 7#4( 0/%4(/#F%(/#$( 02( ,-!,%(






,-!,%( #0( &%#70( 72D%1/#0( 2M0%'( !'( 0/%(B#70( 4%#-*([%1%-( -%7B2'$%'07( !'(
20/%-( 523'0-!%7( 7#4( 0/%4( /#F%( /#$( 02( B#4( ,-!,%7( !'( 0/%( B#70( 4%#-*(
L23./&4(#(b3#-0%-(2M(0/27%(73-F%4%$(!'(E%-3(dVcheC("%\!52(dVche(#'$(
82&!F!#(dVWhe(7#4(0/%4(/#F%(/#$(02(B#4(#(,-!,%(2-($2(#(M#F2-(#0(&%#70(









6'$!#(dXche(7#4( 0/#0( !0( !7(very( !DB2-0#'0( 02( &!F%( !'(#(523'0-4( 0/#0(/#7(
/2'%70( D3&0!B#-04( %&%50!2'7*( 830( 2'&4( #,230( M23-Z!'Z0%'( !'( 6'$2'%7!#(
dcQhe( #'$( 9230/()2-%#( dcWhe( 52'53-*( I/27%( #-%( #D2'.( 0/%( &21%70(
D#-:7(2M( 0/%(WP(523'0-!%7( 73-F%4%$(2'($%D25-#54(#'$(5!F!&( &!,%-0!%7*(
dI/!7(73-F%4(1#7(52'$350%$(,%M2-%(9230/()2-%#_7(B-%7!$%'0!#&(%&%50!2'(
!'(A%5%D,%-(VQQVe*W
[2-( 0/%( D270( B#-0C( +7!#'7( $2( '20( %\B-%77( #( /!./(
$%.-%%( 2M( 52'M!$%'5%( !'( 0/%!-( 523'0-!%7_( %&%50!2'7*( ;2(
D2-%( 0/#'( M23-Z!'Z0%'( !'( #'4( 523'0-4( 7#4( 0/#0( /2'%70C(
D3&0!B#-04( %&%50!2'7( 5/#-#50%-!>%( 0/%!-( 523'0-4( F%-4(
1%&&*(6'$2'%7!#'7(#-%(0/%(D270('%.#0!F%(!'(0/!7(-%.#-$(g(
`370( OQh( 7#4( !0( $%75-!,%7( 0/%!-( 523'0-4( F%-4(1%&&C( #'$(
/#&M( 7#4( 0/%!-( 523'0-4( !7( &#5:!'.( !'( 0/!7( -%.#-$*(
L%7B2'$%'07( !'( 8#'.&#$%7/C( !'( B#-0!53&#-C( B&#5%( D35/(
.-%#0%-(F#&3%(2'(M-%%(#'$(M#!-(%&%50!2'7(0/#'(0/%4(,%&!%F%(
0/%!-(523'0-4($%&!F%-7*(dq3%70!2'7(2'(%&%50!2'7(1%-%('20(
B%-D!00%$( !'( f!%0'#Dk( '2'%( 2M( 0/%( b3%70!2'7( 2'(
$%D25-#54(1%-%(B%-D!00%$(!'(@/!'#e*(
Press Freedom Not Widely Valued  
[-%%$2D(2M( 0/%(B-%77( !7( #&72('20(1!$%&4(F#&3%$(,4(
B%2B&%(!'(0/%(7!\(+7!#'('#0!2'7(1/%-%(0/!7(b3%70!2'(1#7(
#7:%$*( d60( 1#7( '20( B%-D!00%$( !'( f!%0'#De*( G'&4( !'(
8#'.&#$%7/( $2%7( #( D#`2-!04( dXche( 7#4( 0/#0( !0( !7( F%-4(






Political Rights and Civil Liberties 
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Civilian Control  













M-%%$2D*( G'&4( !'( 6'$!#( $2( #7( D#'4( #7( #( 0/!-$( dWVhe( 0/!':( 0/%(
70#0%D%'0C( i0/%( D%$!#( 5#'( -%B2-0( 0/%( '%17( 1!0/230( .2F%-'D%'0(
5%'72-7/!BjC($%75-!,%7(0/%!-(523'0-4(F%-4(1%&&*(6'(9230/()2-%#C(1/!5/(
-%5%'0&4( %'#50%$(#( 5-!D!'#&( &!,%&( &#1(#&&21!'.( 0/%(.2F%-'D%'0( 02( `#!&(
`23-'#&!707(1/2(%\B-%77(5-!0!5!7DC(`370(Uh(/2&$(0/#0(F!%1*c(("2-%(0/#'(
M23-Z!'Z0%'( !'( 9230/( )2-%#( dcWhe( #&72( 7#4( 0/#0( #( M-%%C( 3'5%'72-%$(
D%$!#( $2%7( not $%75-!,%( 0/%( 523'0-4( #553-#0%&4*( ;%#-&4( #( 0/!-$( !'(
8#'.&#$%7/(dWOhe(#.-%%*(6'(8#'.&#$%7/C(F!2&%'5%(#'$(!'0!D!$#0!2'(2M(
`23-'#&!707(1/2(#-%( 5-!0!5#&(2M( 0/%(.2F%-'D%'0(/#7( !'5-%#7%$(2F%-( 0/%(
&#70(M%1(4%#-7*P
+00!03$%7( 2'( 0/%( !DB2-0#'5%( 2M( 5!F!&!#'( 52'0-2&( 2M(
0/%(D!&!0#-4( #&72( F#-4(1!$%&4( !'(+7!#*( [3&&4( 7!\Z!'Z0%'(
f!%0'#D%7%( -#0%( 0/!7( #7( F%-4( !DB2-0#'0C( ,4( M#-( 0/%(
/!./%70(B%-5%'0#.%(!'(0/%(-%.!2'*(830(2'&4(#,230(2'%Z!'Z
M!F%( -%7B2'$%'07( !'( 6'$2'%7!#( dVVhe( #'$( 9230/()2-%#(
dORhe( #00#5/( .-%#0( !DB2-0#'5%( 02( 0/!7( !$%#&*( [3&&4( #(
0/!-$( !'( 6'$2'%7!#( #'$('%#-&4( #7(D#'4( !'(9230/()2-%#(
dVUhe(#'$(0/%(E/!&!BB!'%7(dVche(7#4(5!F!&!#'(52'0-2&(2M(
0/%(D!&!0#-4(!7('20(022(!DB2-0#'0(2-('20(!DB2-0#'0(#0(#&&*((
Religious Freedom, Fair Judiciary Very Important  
"#`2-!0!%7(!'(%F%-4(+7!#'(523'0-4(73-F%4%$(7#4(0/#0(
-%&!.!237( M-%%$2D( !7( F%-4( !DB2-0#'0( 02( 0/%D*( I/%-%( !7(
2F%-1/%&D!'.( 73BB2-0( M2-( -%&!.!237( M-%%$2D( !'(
B-%$2D!'#'0&4( "37&!D( 8#'.&#$%7/( dTWhe( #'$(
6'$2'%7!#(dRRhe(#7(1%&&(#7(!'(-%&!.!237&4($!F%-7%(6'$!#(
dROhe*
I/%-%( !7( .%'%-#&( #.-%%D%'0( #D2'.( +7!#'(
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J!:%( -%7B2'$%'07( !'(20/%-( -%.!2'7C(+7!#'7(#&72(B&#5%(#(/!./(F#&3%(
2'( #'( !DB#-0!#&( `3$!5!#-4*( 92&!$( D#`2-!0!%7( !'( %F%-4( 523'0-4( !'( 0/%(




E%2B&%( #-%( B#-0!53&#-&4( 5-!0!5#&( !'( 9230/( )2-%#( #'$( 8#'.&#$%7/C(
1/%-%(0/%(a*9*(90#0%(A%B#-0D%'0(7#47(0/%(`3$!5!#&(7470%D7(#-%(52--3B0C(
7&21( #'$( -%&350#'0( 02( 5/#&&%'.%( .2F%-'D%'0( $%5!7!2'7*X( ( <370( Xh( 2M(
8#'.&#$%7/!7( 7#4( #'( !DB#-0!#&( `3$!5!#-4( $%75-!,%7( 0/%!-( 523'0-4( F%-4(
1%&&C(1/!&%(UVh(7#4(!0($2%7('20(#553-#0%&4($%75-!,%(52'$!0!2'7(!'(0/%!-(
523'0-4*(G'&4(2'%Z!'Z0%'(9230/()2-%#'7(dThe(.!F%(0/%(`3$!5!#&(7470%D(
/!./(D#-:7C(1/!&%( /#&M( 7#4( #( M#!-( `3$!5!#-4( $2%7( '20( 5/#-#50%-!>%( 0/%(
53--%'0(7470%D*(
I/%(7#D%(B#00%-'(!7(#BB#-%'0(!'(+7!#'(#00!03$%7(021#-$(M-%%$2D(2M(

















M-370-#0!2'( 1!0/( 0/%( 523'0-4_7( -%5%'0( B2&!0!5#&(
/!702-4( -#0/%-( 0/#'( #( -%#50!2'( 02( %52'2D!5( /#-$(
0!D%7*("270( 9230/()2-%#'7( dPPhe( F!%1( %52'2D!5(
B-27B%-!04(#7(F%-4(!DB2-0#'0C(,30(0/#0(!7(M#-(&%77(0/#'(
0/%('3D,%-(1/2(/2&$(0/#0(F!%1(!'(6'$2'%7!#(dTVheC(
f!%0'#D( dRcheC( 8#'.&#$%7/( dRVhe( 2-( 0/%(
E/!&!BB!'%7( dUPhe*( [2-( 0/%( D270( B#-0C( 0/%( 9230/(
)2-%#'( B3,&!5( ,%&!%F%7( 0/#0( 0/%!-( 523'0-4( !7(
%52'2D!5#&&4(B-27B%-237(dXPhe*(
830( 9230/( )2-%#'7( #&72( $!7#BB-2F%( 2M( 0/%( B2&!0!5#&( 5/#'.%7( 0/#0(
/#F%( 0#:%'( B&#5%( 2F%-( 0/%( &#70( M!F%( 4%#-7C( #( B%-!2$( D#-:%$( ,4(
52--3B0!2'( 75#'$#&7C( %52'2D!5( B-2,&%D7( #'$( -!7!'.( 0%'7!2'7( 1!0/(
;2-0/()2-%#*([%1%-(0/#'(M23-Z!'Z0%'(9230/()2-%#'7(dWUhe(#BB-2F%(2M(
-%5%'0( B2&!0!5#&( 5/#'.%7C(1/!&%( #(D#`2-!04( dPXhe( $!7#BB-2F%7*( d9230/(
)2-%#(1#7(0/%(2'&4(+7!#'(523'0-4(1/%-%(0/!7(b3%70!2'(1#7(#7:%$e*(
But Not ‘Strong Leader’ 
;2'%0/%&%77C( 72&!$( D#`2-!0!%7( !'( 9230/( )2-%#(
dXOhe( #'$( M23-( 20/%-( +7!#'( '#0!2'7( M#F2-( #(
$%D25-#0!5(.2F%-'D%'0C(-#0/%-(0/#'(#(70-2'.(&%#$%-C(
02(72&F%('#0!2'#&(B-2,&%D7*(I/!7(2B!'!2'(!7(,-2#$&4(





1/%'( [%-$!'#'$( "#-527( 1#7( 2F%-0/-21'( #'$( @2-#>2'( +b3!'2( 1#7(
%&%50%$( B-%7!$%'0*("270( B%2B&%( !'( 0/%( E/!&!BB!'%7( dPPhe( ,%&!%F%( !0( !7(
,%00%-(02(-%&4(2'(#(70-2'.(&%#$%-(02(72&F%('#0!2'#&(B-2,&%D7C(1/!&%(cOh(
M#F2-( #( $%D25-#0!5( .2F%-'D%'0*( +7( #( B2!'0( 2M( 52DB#-!72'C( 2'&4( !'(
L377!#(#'$(0/%(a:-#!'%(!7(0/%-%(.-%#0%-(73BB2-0(M2-(#(70-2'.(&%#$%-(0/#'(
!'(0/%(E/!&!BB!'%7(dUQh(L377!#C(XUh(a:-#!'%e*(
Asia: Democratic Government  
or Strong Leader 








Z-#85-;$4+% V)% (U% _%
0#;/- XU% &U% c(%
0#;7#$4/-% _X% &(% &%
P+/5/AA/#$4% Uc% XX% U%
S7"2+%T7.$-% _c% &_% &%
*+/4%1"$42/7#%#72%A$.=/22$;%/#%K/$2#-=%
Asia:
Good Democracy or Strong Economy 








Z-#85-;$4+% V&% cW% `%
0#;/- X_% &c% c&%
0#;7#$4/-% &)% _W% c%
P+/5/AA/#$4% XX% &W% _%
S7"2+%T7.$-% UV% UW% U%
K/$2#-=% __% &(% c%
XX
Africa:  Democratic Government or 
Strong Leader  








D#875-%^]"-#;-b% XU% U(% U%
Y+-#-% _W% (V% U%
0?7.C%L7-42% `U% cX% c%
T$#C-% VV% ((% c%
:-5/% X)% UV% &%
E/8$./-%% XV% U(% c%
S$#$8-5% W)% W% c%
S7"2+%D3./6-% UW% X)% (%
*-#H-#/-% V)% ((% `%
[8-#;-% X`% &`% U%










84( F!-03#&&4( #'4( 70#'$#-$C( 73BB2-0( M2-(
$%D25-#54( !'(+M-!5#( !7(,-2#$(#'$($%%B*(+M-!5#'7(
.%'%-#&&4( $!7D!77( 0/%( !$%#( 0/#0( #( &%#$%-( 1!0/( #(
70-2'.( /#'$( !7( '%%$%$( 02( 72&F%( 0/%!-( 523'0-4_7(
B-2,&%D7*( 92&!$( D#`2-!0!%7( !'( #&&( +M-!5#'(
523'0-!%7C(1!0/( 0/%(%\5%B0!2'7(2M("#&!( #'$(9230/(
+M-!5#C( ,%&!%F%( 0/%!-( '#0!2'7( 7/23&$( -%&4( 2'( #(
$%D25-#0!5( .2F%-'D%'0C( '20( #( 70-2'.( &%#$%-C( 02(




!$%#( 0/#0( $%D25-#54( !7( #( iS%70%-'j( M2-D( 2M(
.2F%-'D%'0( 0/#0( 123&$( '20( 7355%%$( !'( 0/%!-(
523'0-!%7*( 84( D#-.!'7( 2M( #0( &%#70( 0/-%%Z02Z2'%C(
B%2B&%( !'(#&&( 7%F%'('#0!2'7( !'(1/!5/( 0/%(b3%70!2'(
1#7( #7:%$( !'70%#$( #.-%%( 1!0/( 0/%( 70#0%D%'0Y(
iA%D25-#54(!7('20(`370(M2-(0/%(S%70(#'$(5#'(12-:(
1%&&( /%-%*j( dI/!7( b3%70!2'(1#7( #7:%$( !'( 7%&%50%$(
523'0-!%7(!'(+M-!5#C(0/%("!$$&%(=#70(#'$(+7!#e*(
6'( 7B!0%( 2M( 0/%( 52'0!'%'0_7( .-!'$!'.( B2F%-04C(
/#&M( 2-( D2-%( !'( 7!\( 2M( 0/%( 0%'( +M-!5#'( 523'0-!%7(
Africa: 
Good Democracy or Strong Economy 








D#875-%^]"-#;-b% X&% UU% &%
Y+-#-% _)% &V% &%
0?7.C%L7-42% VV% (&% )%
T$#C-% UW% UV% U%
:-5/% U(% X_% c%
E/8$./-%% _&% &_% c%
S$#$8-5% X)% U`% (%
S7"2+%D3./6-% Uc% XV% (%
*-#H-#/-% UW% U&% `%
[8-#;-% X(% UU% U%
XU
73-F%4%$( 7#4( 0/%4( M#F2-( #( .22$( $%D25-#54( 2F%-( #( 70-2'.( %52'2D4*(
I/!7( F!%1( !7( B#-0!53&#-&4( B-%F#&%'0( !'( 0/%( 6F2-4( @2#70( dUUh( .22$(
$%D25-#54eC(;!.%-!#(dXWhe(#'$(?/#'#(dXQhe*((
I/!7(73-F%4(1#7(52'$350%$(B-!2-(02(B-%7!$%'0!#&(%&%50!2'7(!'()%'4#C(
!'( A%5%D,%-( VQQVC( #'$( !'( ;!.%-!#C( !'( +B-!&( VQQW*( +&72C( !0( 1#7(
52'$350%$(,%M2-%(0/%(230,-%#:(2M(5!F!&(1#-(!'(0/%(6F2-4(@2#70*
Elections Viewed Negatively in Kenya, Nigeria
"#`2-!0!%7(!'(%F%-4(+M-!5#'(523'0-4(7#4(!0(!7(F%-4(!DB2-0#'0(02(&!F%(
!'( #( 523'0-4( 1!0/( M#!-( D3&0!B#-04( %&%50!2'7*( L23./&4(
'!'%Z!'Z0%'( -%7B2'$%'07( !'( 9%'%.#&( dRUhe( /2&$( 0/!7(
F!%1C( #'$( '%#-&4( #7( D#'4( !'( )%'4#( dRPheC( 0/%( 6F2-4(
@2#70( dRcheC("#&!( dRVhe(#'$(a.#'$#(dUThe(#.-%%*( 6'(
%F%-4(523'0-4(%\5%B0()%'4#(#'$(;!.%-!#C(D#`2-!0!%7(7#4(
0/#0(/2'%70C(D3&0!B#-04(%&%50!2'7($%75-!,%(0/%!-(523'0-!%7(
#0( &%#70(72D%1/#0(1%&&C(#&0/23./(M#-( M%1%-( 0#:%(#(F%-4(
B27!0!F%(F!%1(2M(0/%(%&%50!2'7*(
830()%'4#'7(#'$(;!.%-!#'7(#-%('%.#0!F%(#,230(0/%!-(
523'0-!%7_( %&%50!2'7*( 6'( )%'4#C( #( PRh( D#`2-!04( M%%&7(
0/#0( M-%%( %&%50!2'7( $2( '20( $%75-!,%( 52'$!0!2'7( !'( 0/%!-(
523'0-4*( I/#0( 1#7( ,%M2-%( 0/%( B-%7!$%'0!#&( %&%50!2'( !'(
A%5%D,%-C(1/!5/(1#7(`3$.%$(M-%%(#'$(M#!-(,4(=3-2B%#'(
a'!2'( 2,7%-F%-7*( 9!D!&#-&4C( #,230( /#&M( 2M( ;!.%-!#'7(
dPVhe( %\B-%77%$( #( '%.#0!F%( F!%1( 2M( 0/%!-( 523'0-4_7(
%&%50!2'7C( B-!2-( 02( 0/%( -%5%'0( -23'$( 2M( B-%7!$%'0!#&(
,#&&20!'.*
A%7B!0%(0/%(5-!0!5!7D7(2M(%&%50!2'7C(B%2B&%(!'()%'4#(
#'$( ;!.%-!#( #-%( 3B,%#0( #,230( 0/%( -%5%'0( B2&!0!5#&(
5/#'.%7( !'( 0/27%( 523'0-!%7*( 9%F%'Z!'Z0%'( B%2B&%( !'(
)%'4#( #'$( '%#-&4( %!./0Z!'Z0%'( !'( ;!.%-!#( dURhe( 7#4(
0/%4( #BB-2F%( 2M( 0/%( B2&!0!5#&( 5/#'.%7( 0/#0( /#F%( 0#:%'(
B&#5%(!'(0/%!-(523'0-!%7(2F%-(0/%(&#70(M!F%(4%#-7*(+D2'.(
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Most Feel They Have Religious Freedom 
+7(!7(0/%(5#7%(1!0/(B%2B&%(!'(20/%-(-%.!2'7C(+M-!5#'7(F!%1(-%&!.!237(
M-%%$2D( #'$( #'( !DB#-0!#&( `3$!5!#-4( #7( /!./&4( !DB2-0#'0*( J#-.%(
D#`2-!0!%7( !'( %F%-4( +M-!5#'( 523'0-4( 73-F%4%$C( 1!0/( 0/%( %\5%B0!2'( 2M(
+'.2&#C(7#4(!0(!7(F%-4(!DB2-0#'0(0/#0(0/%4(&!F%(!'(#(725!%04(0/#0(B%-D!07(
M-%%$2D(2M(-%&!.!2'*(I/!7(70-2'.(73BB2-0(M2-(-%&!.!237(M-%%$2D(B-%F#!&7(
!'( ,20/( &#-.%&4("37&!D( 523'0-!%7( g("#&!C( 9%'%.#&( #'$(;!.%-!#( g( #'$(
&#-.%&4('2'Z"37&!D(523'0-!%7(g(9230/(+M-!5#(#'$()%'4#*((
I/%-%(!7(,-2#$(#.-%%D%'0(#D2'.(+M-!5#'7(0/#0(0/%4(53--%'0&4(/#F%(
-%&!.!237( M-%%$2D*( I/!7( !7( %7B%5!#&&4( 0/%( 5#7%( !'( 9%'%.#&( dRTheC( 0/%(
6F2-4(@2#70(dRQhe(#'$("#&!(dUUheC('#0!2'7(0/#0(#&72(B&#5%$(0/%(/!./%70(
!DB2-0#'5%( 2'( -%&!.!237( &!,%-04*(;!.%-!#C(1/!5/(/#7( #( &2'.(/!702-4( 2M(
-%&!.!237(F!2&%'5%C(!7(0/%(2'&4(523'0-4(!'(1/!5/(#(7!.'!M!5#'0(D!'2-!04(
dVPhe(7#47(0/#0(-%&!.!237(M-%%$2D($2%7('20($%75-!,%(0/%(523'0-4(1%&&*(
"37&!D7( !'( ;!.%-!#( dWQhe( #-%( 7&!./0&4( D2-%( &!:%&4( 0/#'( @/-!70!#'7(
dVVhe( 02( B%-5%!F%( #( &#5:( 2M( -%&!.!237( M-%%$2D*( 830( %F%'( !'(;!.%-!#C(
Uch(.!F%(0/%(523'0-4(#(B27!0!F%(-#0!'.(M2-(-%&!.!237(M-%%$2D*(
6'( '%#-&4( %F%-4( +M-!5#'( 523'0-4C( #,230( 7%F%'Z!'Z0%'( -%7B2'$%'07(
F!%1( #'( !DB#-0!#&( `3$!5!#-4( #7( F%-4( !DB2-0#'0k( 0/%( 2'&4( %\5%B0!2'( !7(
+'.2&#C( 1/%-%( 2'&4( /#&M( dPOhe( 2M( 0/%( B3,&!5( 7#47( 0/!7( !7( F%-4(
!DB2-0#'0*(830( -%&#0!F%&4( M%1(+M-!5#'7( 7#4( 0/#0(#'( !DB#-0!#&( `3$!5!#-4(
$%75-!,%7(0/%!-(523'0-!%7(F%-4(1%&&*(
92&!$(D#`2-!0!%7( !'( 0/-%%(+M-!5#'( 523'0-!%7( g()%'4#( dXcheC("#&!(
dXVhe( #'$( ;!.%-!#( dPThe( g( .!F%( 0/%!-( 523'0-!%7_( `3$!5!#&( 7470%D7(
'%.#0!F%(-#0!'.7*(6'(;!.%-!#C(D#`2-!0!%7(2M(,20/(@/-!70!#'7(#'$("37&!D7(
7#4( #'( !DB#-0!#&( `3$!5!#-4( $2%7( '20( $%75-!,%( 0/%( 523'0-4( 1%&&*(
93,70#'0!#&(D!'2-!0!%7(!'(20/%-(+M-!5#'(523'0-!%7(g(#0(&%#70(0/-%%Z!'Z0%'(
g(#&72(M%%&(0/%4(&#5:(#(M#!-(`3$!5!#-4*((
Free Speech: Ideal vs. Reality 
J!:%(20/%-(5!F!&(&!,%-0!%7C(M-%%$2D(2M(7B%%5/(!7(,-2#$&4(73BB2-0%$(!'(




[%1%-( 0/#'( 2'%Z!'Z0%'()%'4#'7( dRhe( 7#4( 0/#0( M-%%(
7B%%5/( $%75-!,%7( )%'4#( F%-4( 1%&&C( 1/!&%( 012Z0/!-$7(
dXXhe( .!F%( 0/%( 523'0-4( #( '%.#0!F%( -#0!'.*( [%1%-( 0/#'(
0/-%%Z!'Z0%'( ;!.%-!#'7( dVUhe( ,%&!%F%( 0/%!-( 523'0-4(
B%-M2-D7(F%-4(1%&&(!'(0/!7(#-%#C(1/!&%(cch(7#4(M-%%$2D(
2M(7B%%5/($2%7('20($%75-!,%(0/%!-(523'0-4*(+0( 0/%(20/%-(
%\0-%D%C(D270( 2M( 0/27%( !'( 0/%( 6F2-4( @2#70( dPPhe( M%%&(
0/%(523'0-4(/#7(M-%%$2D(2M(7B%%5/C(,30(0/#0(1#7(B-!2-(02(
0/%(230,-%#:(2M(F!2&%'5%(&#70(4%#-*
[-%%$2D( 2M( 0/%( B-%77( #&72( !7( /!./&4( F#&3%$( !'(
+M-!5#*("#`2-!0!%7(!'('!'%(2M(0%'('#0!2'7(73-F%4%$(g(#&&(
%\5%B0( I#'>#'!#( g( 7#4( 0/#0( &!F!'.( !'( #( 523'0-4(1!0/( #(
M-%%(B-%77( !7(F%-4( !DB2-0#'0( 02( 0/%D*(+.#!'C( 0/%-%( !7( #(
.#B(,%01%%'( !07(B%-5%!F%$( !DB2-0#'5%(#'$(1/%0/%-( 0/%(
D%$!#( !7(53--%'0&4(B%-D!00%$( 02(-%B2-0( 0/%('%17(M-%%(2M(
5%'72-7/!B*
"270( +M-!5#'7( M%%&( 0/%!-( 523'0-!%7_( D%$!#( 5#'(
2B%-#0%( M-%%&4( 02( 72D%( %\0%'0C( #&0/23./( -%&#0!F%&4( M%1(
.!F%(0/%!-(523'0-!%7(F%-4(/!./(-#0!'.7(M2-(B-%77(M-%%$2D*(
)%'4#'7( #'$(I#'>#'!#'7( #-%( 0/%(D270('%.#0!F%( !'( 0/!7(
-%.#-$*( <370( Och( !'( )%'4#( .!F%( 0/%!-( 523'0-4( /!./(
D#-:7( M2-( B-%77( M-%%$2DC( 0/23./( '%#-&4( /#&M( dcRhe(
,%&!%F%( 0/%( 70#0%D%'0( i0/%( D%$!#( 5#'( -%B2-0( 0/%( '%17(
1!0/230(.2F%-'D%'0(5%'72-7/!Bj($%75-!,%7(0/%!-(523'0-4(




!DB2-0#'0( 0/#0( 0/%( D!&!0#-4( ,%( 3'$%-( 0/%( 52'0-2&( 2M( 5!F!&!#'( &%#$%-7*(
+'.2&#( !7( #( '20#,&%( %\5%B0!2'( g( POh( !'( 0/#0( 523'0-4( 7#4( 5!F!&!#'(
52'0-2&(!7('20(!DB2-0#'0*((
830( !'( %F%-4( '#0!2'( %\5%B0( 9%'%.#&( #'$( 0/%( 6F2-4( @2#70C(
73,70#'0!#&&4( &%77( 0/#'(/#&M( 0/%(B3,&!5(7#47( 0/#0(5!F!&!#'(52'0-2&(2M( 0/%(
D!&!0#-4($%75-!,%7(52'$!0!2'7( !'( 0/%!-(523'0-4(F%-4(1%&&*("#`2-!0!%7( !'(
a.#'$#(dPRhe(#'$(+'.2&#(dPXheC(1/!5/(/#F%(,%%'($%F#70#0%$(,4(5!F!&(
Africa: 
Political Rights and Civil Liberties 
% M-#2%/2c% e-?$%/2(





































Had to Bribe a 










































































1#-7C( 7#4( 0/%( D!&!0#-4( M2-5%7( !'( 0/%!-( 523'0-!%7( #-%( '20(
3'$%-(5!F!&!#'(52'0-2&*
Corruption Widespread 
"2-%( 0/#'( !'( #'4( 20/%-( -%.!2'( 2M( 0/%(12-&$C( 2MM!5!#&(








0%'( !'("#&!( dccheC( I#'>#'!#( dcVhe( #'$( a.#'$#( dcQhe(
7#4( 0/%4( /#F%( /#$( 02( 2MM%-( #( ,-!,%( 02( #( .2F%-'D%'0(





GLOBALIZATION WITH FEW 
DISCONTENTS?
2-( D2-%( 0/#'( #( $%5#$%C( .&2,#&!>#0!2'( /#7(
,%%'(#($%%B&4($!F!7!F%( 02B!5(#D2'.(725!#&(
#50!F!707C( !'0%&&%503#&7C( ,37!'%77( &%#$%-7C(
B2&!54( D#:%-7( #'$( B2&!0!5!#'7*( 830( 0/%( .&2,#&(
B3,&!5( !7( &%77( $!F!$%$( 2'( 0/%( 73,`%50*( I2( F#-4!'.(
$%.-%%7C( B%2B&%( #&D270( %F%-41/%-%( &!:%(
.&2,#&!>#0!2'*
I/%( WRCQQQ( B%2B&%( 73-F%4%$( !'( cc( 523'0-!%7(
,4( 0/%( Pew Global Attitudes Project( -%B2-0( 0/#0(
.&2,#&!>#0!2'( !7( '21( #( -230!'%( M#50( 2M( 0/%!-(
%F%-4$#4( &!F%7*(I/%4(%\B%-!%'5%( !0( !'(D#'4(1#47(
g( 0/-23./( 0-#$%C( M!'#'5%C( 0-#F%&C( 52DD3'!5#0!2'(
#'$( 53&03-%*("#`2-!0!%7( !'( %F%-4( '#0!2'( 73-F%4%$(
7#4( .-21!'.( ,37!'%77( #'$( 0-#$%( 0!%7( #-%( #0( &%#70(
somewhat(.22$(M2-( 0/%!-(523'0-4(#'$(0/%D7%&F%7*(
;20#,&4C( &#-.%( D#`2-!0!%7( !'( %F%-4( 523'0-4( 7#4(
5/!&$-%'('%%$( 02( &%#-'(='.&!7/(i02( 7355%%$( !'( 0/%(
12-&$(02$#4j*
+0( 0/%( 7#D%( 0!D%C( B%2B&%( !'( %F%-4( -%.!2'( #-%(
$%%B&4( 52'5%-'%$( #,230( #( -#'.%( 2M( 12-7%'!'.(
M!'#'5!#&( #'$( 725!#&( B-2,&%D7( !'( 0/%!-( &!F%7( g( #(




l%0( M2-( 0/%(D270(B#-0( 0/%4(#-%('20( !'5&!'%$( 02(
,&#D%( 735/( 0-23,&%7( 2'( .-21!'.( !'0%-Z
52''%50%$'%77*( "2-%2F%-C( !'( 0/%( #-%#7( !'( 1/!5/(
B%2B&%(7#4(0/!'.7(/#F%(.%'%-#&&4(!DB-2F%$(g(735/(
#7(.-%#0%-(#F#!&#,!&!04(2M(M22$(#'$(D%$!5!'%(g(0/%4(
#00-!,30%( 735/( !DB-2F%D%'07( 02( 0/%( M#50( 0/#0( 0/%(
12-&$(/#7(,%52D%(iD2-%(52''%50%$*j(6'(#(7!D!&#-(
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% % % %
North America a a% a% a
[#/2$;%S2-2$4% _V% (c% XV% V`
L-#-;-% _W% &_% X)% `_
% % % %
Western Europe
02-5C% Vc% cW% _)% VW
Y.$-2%Z./2-/#% _c% &(% XX% `V
Y$.=-#C% X_% &V% XU% Wc
\.-#6$% X)% &(% X_% ``
% % % %
Eastern Europe
[>.-/#$% VW% &c% _(% W&
P75-#;% V_% cV% _c% V`
Q"44/-% VX% (_% _(% ``
LH$6+%Q$A"95/6% _)% (`% X_% `U
S57?->%Q$A"95/6 Xc% &(% XU% `_
Z"58-./-% U(% Uc% U`% `W
% % % %
Conflict Area 
[H9$>/42-#% `U% _)% &V% WV
]$9-#7#% VU% (W% XU% `&
<8CA2% __% (X% U(% _V
P->/42-#% _&% _(% c_% V`
*".>$C% Xc% X&% (W% `(
!7.;-#% X)% cX% &V% X(
% % % %
Latin America 
:$G/67% VV% (`% Xc% VW
Z.-H/5% V)% cU% XW% V&
e7#;".-4% V)% Uc% X(% W&
Z75/?/-% _X% cX% _(% VV
Y"-2$=-5-% XW% (W% XU% `&
K$#$H"$5-% UX% U)% U_% `_
P$."% UX% cW% _U% `&
D.8$#2/#-% (`% c`% U(% _)
% % % %
Asia 
K/$2#-=% W(% X_% U(% W`
P+/5/AA/#$4% V`% (`% XX% `&
S7"2+%T7.$-% VV% &V% X&% W)
!-A-#% VU% c(% _)% V(
0#;7#$4/-% V&% (X% _(% `V
0#;/-% _X% &X% &U% _W
L+/#-% _&% &(% X`% W)
Z-#85-;$4+% &c% U_% &`% `U
% % % %
Africa 
E/8$./-% `(% _V% (`% WX
:-5/% VW% U`% UV% WX
D#875-% VW% UV% U(% `W
S$#$8-5% VU% _&% &X% W`
Y+-#-% V)% U)% U`% ``
[8-#;-% _W% _U% &c% WX
S7"2+%D3./6-% _W% _&% (X% ``
T$#C-% _V% _&% (V% W)
*-#H-#/-% X(% &X% UV% `(




F%!'C( B%2B&%( .%'%-#&&4( 0#:%( #( M#F2-#,&%( F!%1( 2M( 0/%(
!'70!030!2'7( #7725!#0%$( 1!0/( .&2,#&!>#0!2'( g(
D3&0!'#0!2'#&( 52-B2-#0!2'7( #'$( !'70!030!2'7( &!:%( 0/%(
6'0%-'#0!2'#&( "2'%0#-4( [3'$( #'$( 0/%( S2-&$( I-#$%(
G-.#'!>#0!2'*( I/%4( /#F%( D2-%( '%.#0!F%( #00!03$%7(
021#-$(#'0!Z.&2,#&!>#0!2'(B-20%70%-7*(
6'0%-52''%50%$'%77( !7( '21( #( M#50( 2M( &!M%( #&&( 2F%-(
0/%(12-&$*(6'(D270(2M(0/%(cc('#0!2'7(73-F%4%$C(70-2'.(
D#`2-!0!%7( 2M( 0/%( B3,&!5( 7#4( 0/%4( 0/!':( 0/#0( .&2,#&(
!'0%-52''%50%$'%77(g(!'(0-#$%(#'$(M!'#'5%C(53&03-%(#'$(
0-#F%&(g(/#7(!'5-%#7%$(#0(&%#70(72D%1/#0(2F%-(0/%(&#70(
/#&M( $%5#$%*( "#`2-!0!%7( !'( WP( 523'0-!%7( 0#:%( #(
M#F2-#,&%( F!%1( 2M( M23-( 7%B#-#0%( #7B%507( 2M(
.&2,#&!>#0!2'(g(.-21!'.(0-#$%(#'$(,37!'%77(0!%7C(M#70%-(
52DD3'!5#0!2'( #'$( 0-#F%&C( 0/%( .-21!'.( #F#!&#,!&!04(
2M( M2-%!.'( 53&03-%C( #'$( 0/%(1!$%( F#-!%04( 2M( B-2$3507(
#F#!&#,&%( M-2D( $!MM%-%'0( B#-07( 2M( 0/%(12-&$*(G'&4( !'(
7!\( 523'0-!%7($2(D#`2-!0!%7( -#0%( #0( &%#70( 2'%(2M( 0/%7%(
0-%'$7(#7(,#$(M2-(0/%!-(523'0-4*
=52'2D!5(.&2,#&!>#0!2'(!7(B#-0!53&#-&4(B2B3&#-*(6'(
cO( 2M( cc( '#0!2'7( 73-F%4%$( ,4( E%1C(D#`2-!0!%7( 0/!':(
.-21!'.( 0-#$%( #'$( ,37!'%77( 0!%7( #-%( ,20/( .22$( M2-(
0/%!-( 523'0-4( and( .22$( M2-( 0/%!-( M#D!&!%7*( I/!7( !7(
%7B%5!#&&4( 0-3%( !'(f!%0'#D( dTXheC( B#-07( 2M(+M-!5#( g(
6F2-4(@2#70(dTWheC(9%'%.#&(dTVhe(#'$(;!.%-!#(dTQhe(
g(#'$( !'(S%70%-'(=3-2B%(g(?%-D#'4( dRWheC([-#'5%(
dRVhe( #'$(?-%#0( 8-!0#!'( dROhe*(G'&4( !'()%'4#C( $2(
D270(B%2B&%(dPRhe(0/!':(.&2,#&!>#0!2'(/#7(,%%'(.22$(
M2-(0/%(523'0-4C(,30('20(M2-(0/%D(B%-72'#&&4*((
Globalization of Culture  
"#`2-!0!%7( !'( %F%-4( '#0!2'( 73-F%4%$( -%B2-0( 0/#0(
2F%-( 0/%( B#70( M!F%( 4%#-7C( 0/%-%( /#7( ,%%'( !'5-%#7%$(
#F#!&#,!&!04( 2M( M2-%!.'( D2F!%7C( 0%&%F!7!2'( B-2.-#D7(
#'$(D37!5*(+'$(!'(D2-%(0/#'(/#&M(2M(0/27%(523'0-!%7C(
0/%( .&2,#&!>#0!2'( 2M( 53&03-%( /#7( ,%%'( !'0%'7!F%C(1!0/(
Availability of Movies, TV, 



























































































B%2B&%( 7#4!'.( 0/%-%( !7( a lot more( M2-%!.'(
53&03-%(#F#!&#,&%(02(0/%D*(
I/!7( 0-%'$( !7( B#-0!53&#-&4( %F!$%'0( !'(
@%'0-#&( +D%-!5#C( =#70%-'( =3-2B%C( +M-!5#(
#'$( +7!#*( L23./&4( '!'%Z!'Z0%'( B%2B&%( 7%%(
.-%#0%-(#F#!&#,!&!04(2M(M2-%!.'(B2B(53&03-%(!'(
7%F%-#&( 523'0-!%7Y(a:-#!'%( dTcheC(J%,#'2'(
dTVheC( f!%0'#D( dTVheC( 6'$2'%7!#( dTQheC(
;!.%-!#( dRThe( #'$( 9%'%.#&( dRRhe*( 6'(
a:-#!'%C( '%#-&4( 0/-%%Zb3#-0%-7( 2M(
-%7B2'$%'07( dUche( 7#4( 0/%-%( /#7( ,%%'( #(
&#-.%( !'5-%#7%( !'( 0/%( #F#!&#,!&!04( 2M( M2-%!.'(
D2F!%7C(0%&%F!7!2'(B-2.-#D7(#'$(D37!5*(
6'( 523'0-!%7( 0/#0( #-%(B-2D!'%'0( 53&03-#&(
%\B2-0%-7( g( 735/( #7( 0/%( a'!0%$( 90#0%7( #'$(
[-#'5%(g(B%2B&%(#-%(72D%1/#0(&%77(&!:%&4(02(
7%%(!'5-%#7%$(#F#!&#,!&!04(2M(53&03-#&(%\B2-07(
M-2D( 20/%-( B#-07( 2M( 0/%( 12-&$*( GF%-#&&C(
#,230( 7!\Z!'Z0%'( +D%-!5#'7( dXVhe( 7#4(
M2-%!.'(D2F!%7C( 0%&%F!7!2'( #'$(D37!5( /#F%(
,%52D%(D2-%(#F#!&#,&%(52DB#-%$(1!0/(M!F%(
4%#-7(#.2C(,30(`370(M23-Z!'Z0%'(7#4(0/%4(#-%(#(
&20( D2-%( #F#!&#,&%*( L23./&4( 0/%( 7#D%(
'3D,%-( !'( [-#'5%( dXche( 7%%( .-%#0%-(
#F#!&#,!&!04(2M(M2-%!.'(B2B3&#-(53&03-%(g(0/%(
&21%70(B%-5%'0#.%(!'(S%70%-'(=3-2B%*(
Communications: Perception vs. Reality 
9!D!&#-&4C(D270(B%2B&%(#-23'$(0/%(12-&$(
,%&!%F%( !'0%-'#0!2'#&( 52DD3'!5#0!2'( #'$(
0-#F%&(#-%(2'(0/%(-!7%*(830(1!0/(#(/#'$M3&(2M(
%\5%B0!2'7( g( '20#,&4( 0/%( 8-!0!7/( g( 0/%4(
,%&!%F%( 0/%-%( !7( somewhat(D2-%( 0-#F%&( #'$(
52DD3'!5#0!2'( 52DB#-%$( 1!0/( M!F%( 4%#-7(
#.2C(-#0/%-(0/#'(a lot(D2-%*((
;%#-&4(012Z0/!-$7(2M(8-!0!7/(-%7B2'$%'07(
7#4( B%2B&%( !'( ?-%#0( 8-!0#!'( #-%( 0-#F%&!'.(









North America a% a% a%
[#/2$;%S2-2$4% U(% ((% (U%
L-#-;-% &V% __% XW%
% % %
Western Europe % % %
Y.$-2%Z./2-/#% _X% V&% XX%
02-5C% &(% U)% &(%
\.-#6$% &c% _)% U(%
Y$.=-#C% &)% VV% U&%
% % %
Eastern Europe % % %
P75-#;% UW% (W% &`%
[>.-/#$% UV% c`% &X%
LH$6+%Q$A"95/6% &_% V(% X(%
Q"44/-% &X% W% c`%
Z"58-./-% &U% c_% &&%
S57?->%Q$A"95/6% (`% _X% XU%
% % %
Conflict Area % % %
]$9-#7#% XX% &&% _V%
[H9$>/42-#% UV% cX% (U%
<8CA2% &c% cU% (_%
P->/42-#% &c% U% cX%
*".>$C% (`% V% &(%
!7.;-#% cV% &V% &X%
% % %
Latin America % % %
e7#;".-4% U(% (&% _(%
:$G/67% Uc% cW% X&%
Y"-2$=-5-% &U% &c% _X%
Z.-H/5% &U% V% cV%
K$#$H"$5-% (W% ()% UV%
Z75/?/-% (V% c`% UV%
P$."% (_% V% U(%
D.8$#2/#-% cc% (U% U)%
% % %
Asia % % %
K/$2#-=% X`% X% &U%
0#;/-% U`% _% X%
P+/5/AA/#$4% &W% _% &V%
S7"2+%T7.$-% &X% cW% (V%
0#;7#$4/-% &U% &% _%
!-A-#% &c% (W% cV%
L+/#-% ()% U% c)%
Z-#85-;$4+% cW% c)% (W%
% % %
Africa % % %
E/8$./-% XV% c&% U)%
S$#$8-5% XV% (V% VU%
[8-#;-% X)% c&% (c%
S7"2+%D3./6-% UV% c(% ()%
:-5/% UX% (U% X`%
T$#C-% U&% W% (X%
D#875-% Uc% cX% X)%
Y+-#-% U)% _% &W%
0?7.C%L7-42% (W% (c% _&%




#'$( 52DD3'!5#0!'.( D35/( D2-%( 1!0/( B%2B&%( M-2D( 20/%-( 523'0-!%7(
52DB#-%$( 1!0/( M!F%( 4%#-7( #.2*( 830( %&7%1/%-%( !'( =3-2B%C( M#-( M%1%-(
B%2B&%( 7%%( #( &#-.%( !'5-%#7%( !'( 0-#F%&( #'$( 52DD3'!5#0!2'*(+'$( !'( 0/%(
a*9*(#'$(@#'#$#C(2'&4(#,230(M23-Z!'Z0%'(7#4(0/%-%(!7(#(&20(D2-%(M2-%!.'(




2M( #&&( E2&%7( dcThe( 0/!':( D2-%( 0-#F%&( #'$( 52DD3'!5#0!2'( #-%( 0#:!'.(
B&#5%C(,30( `370( 0/-%%Z!'Z0%'( dVThe(/#F%( 0-#F%&%$( 02(#'20/%-(523'0-4( !'(




523'0-!%7( #-%( !DB2-0#'0( M#502-7( !'( &%F%&7( 2M( M2-%!.'( 0-#F%&*("2-%( 0/#'(
0/-%%Zb3#-0%-7( 2M( ?%-D#'7( dUUhe( 7#4( 0/%4( /#F%( 0-#F%&%$( 02( #'20/%-(






1!0/( B/2'%( 5#&&7C( &%00%-7( 2-( F!7!07*( I/-%%Zb3#-0%-7( 2M( -%7B2'$%'07( !'(
9%'%.#&(dUche(7#4(0/%4(70#4(!'(-%.3&#-( 0235/(1!0/(B%2B&%(2307!$%( 0/%(
523'0-4C( #7( $2( #,230( 012Z0/!-$7( !'( J%,#'2'( dXUhe( #'$( ?3#0%D#&#(
dXPhe*
Three Views of a Connected World 
S/!&%( 0/%-%( !7( #( 1!$%7B-%#$( 7%'7%( 0/#0( 0/%( 12-&$( !7( ,%52D!'.(
!'5-%#7!'.&4( 52''%50%$C( 0/%7%( B%-5%B0!2'7( F#-4( 7!.'!M!5#'0&4( M-2D(
523'0-4(02(523'0-4*(84(#&D270(#'4(70#'$#-$C(0/%(f!%0'#D%7%(#BB%#-(02(
,%( %\B%-!%'5!'.( .&2,#&!>#0!2'( D2-%( !'0%'7%&4( 0/#'( #'4( 20/%-( B%2B&%(
73-F%4%$*
[3&&4( 012Z0/!-$7( 2M(f!%0'#D%7%( 7#4( 0/%-%( !7( #( &20(D2-%( 0-#$%( #'$(
,37!'%77( 0!%7( 1!0/( 20/%-( 523'0-!%7( g( D2-%( 0/#'( #'4( 20/%-( '#0!2'(
UP
73-F%4%$*( L%&#0!F%&4( /!./( B%-5%'0#.%7( #&72( -%B2-0(D#`2-( !'5-%#7%7( !'(
0-#F%&(dPRhe(#'$(%\B273-%( 02(M2-%!.'(53&03-%(dPXheC(
#'$( 0/#0( !'0%-'#0!2'#&( !'F%702-7( #-%( /#F!'.( D2-%(
!'M&3%'5%(2'(0/%(523'0-4_7(%52'2D!5(B2&!5!%7(dcWhe*((
84( 52DB#-!72'C( $%7B!0%( @/!'#K7( .-21!'.(





D2F!%7C( If( #'$( D37!5*( +&0/23./( @/!'#( /#7( #00-#50%$( D2-%( M2-%!.'(
!'F%70D%'0( 0/#'(#'4(20/%-(523'0-4(2F%-( 0/%(B#70( M!F%(4%#-7C( -%&#0!F%&4(
M%1( @/!'%7%( dOPhe( ,%&!%F%( M2-%!.'( !'F%702-7( #-%( '21( %\%-0!'.(
52'7!$%-#,&4(D2-%(!'M&3%'5%(2'(0/%(523'0-4_7(%52'2D!5(B2&!5!%7*(dI/!7(
73-F%4(1#7(52'$350%$(1%&&(,%M2-%( 0/%(230,-%#:(2M( 0/%(9+L9(F!-37( !'(
0/%(7B-!'.(2M(VQQW*e
E%2B&%( !'(+-.%'0!'#( /#F%( #'20/%-C( b3!0%( $!MM%-%'0C( B%-7B%50!F%( 2'(
0/%( b3%70!2'( 2M(1/%0/%-( 0/%(12-&$( !7( ,%52D!'.(D2-%( !'0%-52''%50%$*(
L%M&%50!'.( 0/%( 7%F%-%( %52'2D!5( 5-!7!7( 0/#0( 70-35:( +-.%'0!'#( !'( 0/%(
D2'0/7(,%M2-%(0/%(73-F%4(1#7(52'$350%$C(0/%-%(!7(&!00&%(7%'7%(0/#0(0-#$%(
#'$(52'0#507(1!0/(20/%-(523'0-!%7(/#F%( !'5-%#7%$(D35/*( 6'( M#50C( M23-Z
!'Z0%'(+-.%'0!'%7(7#4(0-#$%(#'$(,37!'%77(0!%7(1!0/(0/%(-%70(2M(0/%(12-&$(
/#F%( 70#.'#0%$C( #'$( #( 0/!-$( 7#47( 0-#F%&( #'$( 52DD3'!5#0!2'( /#F%(
702BB%$(.-21!'.*(





%'0/37!#7D( M2-( 0/%( 52''%50%$( 12-&$( !7( 0%DB%-%$*( 6'( D270( 523'0-!%7C(
D#`2-!0!%7(73-F%4%$(0/!':(.-21!'.(52''%50%$'%77(!7(#0(&%#70(somewhat
.22$(M2-(0/%!-('#0!2'C('20(very(.22$*
E%2B&%( !'(+M-!5#C( 0/%(B22-%70( 52'0!'%'0C( 70#'$(230( M2-( 0/%!-( 70-2'.(
%D,-#5%( 2M( .&2,#&!>#0!2'*("#`2-!0!%7( !'( 7%F%'( 2M( 0%'(+M-!5#'( '#0!2'7(
73-F%4%$( /#F%( F%-4( B27!0!F%( F!%17( 2M( !'5-%#7%$( .&2,#&( 0-#$%( #'$(
Signs of Globalization:
A Tale of Three Nations 
See a lot more  K/$2#-=% L+/#-% D.8$#2/#-
international… a% a% a%
*.-;$%-#;%
9"4/#$44%2/$4% __% ()% c)%
L7=="#/6-2/7#%
-#;%2.-?$5% X`% ()% cc%
D?-/5-9/5/2C%73%
=7?/$4'%*K'%$26@% X_% (X% (&%
0#35"$#6$%73%/#25%
3/#-#6/-5%7.84% U&% cX% (U%
UX
52DD3'!5#0!2'C( !'5&3$!'.( UOh( !'(a.#'$#( #'$( -23./&4( 012Z0/!-$7( !'(
;!.%-!#( #'$( )%'4#( dXRhC( XUhe*( 6'( 20/%-( -%.!2'7C( 73BB2-0( M2-(
%\B#'$!'.( 0-#$%(#'$(52DD3'!5#0!2'7( !7( #&72(b3!0%( 70-2'.( !'(f!%0'#D(
dPUheC(a>,%:!70#'(dPche(#'$(I3-:%4(dPQheC(1/!5/(!7(#7B!-!'.(02(`2!'(
0/%(=3-2B%#'(a'!2'*(
84( 52DB#-!72'C(S%70%-'( =3-2B%#'7( #'$(;2-0/(+D%-!5#'7( 0#:%( #(
D2-%(D2$%-#0%(F!%1(2M(0/%(!DB#50(2M(.&2,#&!>#0!2'(2'(0/%!-(523'0-!%7*(
L23./&4('!'%Z!'Z0%'(!'(%F%-4(523'0-4(73-F%4%$(!'(0/%7%(-%.!2'7(,%&!%F%(
D2-%( 0-#$%( #'$( M#70%-( 52DD3'!5#0!2'( /#F%( ,%%'( #0( &%#70( 72D%1/#0(
.22$( M2-( 0/%!-( 523'0-!%7*( 830( 0/%-%( #-%( $!MM%-%'5%7( !'( 0/%( 70-%'.0/( 2M(
0/!7(2B!'!2'(g('%#-&4(/#&M(2M(8-!0!7/(-%7B2'$%'07(dcUhe(#'$(D2-%(0/#'(
M23-Z!'Z0%'(!'(@#'#$#(dcWhe(,%&!%F%(0/%7%(0-%'$7(/#F%(,%%'(F%-4(.22$(
M2-( 0/%!-( 523'0-!%7*( [%1%-( -%7B2'$%'07( !'( ?%-D#'4( dWUheC( 0/%( a*9*(
dWXheC([-#'5%(dWXhe(#'$(60#&4(dVPhe(#.-%%*((
Growing Foreign Trade: Personal Impact
<370( #7( B%2B&%( .%'%-#&&4( ,%&!%F%( 0/#0( !'5-%#7!'.( M2-%!.'( 0-#$%( /#7(
,%%'( .22$( M2-( 0/%!-( 523'0-!%7C( 0/%4( #&72( 0#:%( #( M#F2-#,&%( F!%1( 2M( !07(
B%-72'#&( !DB#50*("#`2-!0!%7( !'( '%#-&4( %F%-4( 523'0-4( 73-F%4%$( g(1!0/(
)%'4#( 0/%(D270( '20#,&%( %\5%B0!2'( g( 7#4( .-21!'.( ,37!'%77( #'$( 0-#$%(
0!%7( 1!0/( 20/%-( 523'0-!%7( /#F%( ,%%'( #0( &%#70( 72D%1/#0( .22$( M2-(
0/%D7%&F%7(#'$(0/%!-(M#D!&!%7*(
6'( #( /#'$M3&( 2M( 523'0-!%7C( D270( -%7B2'$%'07( F!%1( 0/%7%( 5/#'.%7(
F%-4( M#F2-#,&4*( ;%#-&4( 7!\Z!'Z0%'( ;!.%-!#'7( dPRhe( #'$( D#`2-!0!%7( !'(
f!%0'#D(dPPheC(E#:!70#'(dPPhe(#'$(a.#'$#(dPWhe(7#4(0/%(.-210/(2M(
0-#$%( #'$( ,37!'%77( /#7( ,%%'( very .22$( M2-( 0/%D7%&F%7( #'$( 0/%!-(
M#D!&!%7*( =&7%1/%-%C( %'0/37!#7D( !7( D2-%( D30%$*( [2-( %\#DB&%C( 72&!$(
D#`2-!0!%7( !'(;2-0/(+D%-!5#(#'$(S%70%-'(=3-2B%(7#4( !'5-%#7%$( 0-#$%(
/#7(,%%'(.22$(M2-(0/%D(B%-72'#&&4C(,30('2(D2-%(0/#'(0/-%%Z!'Z0%'(7#4(
!07(!DB#50(/#7(,%%'(F%-4(.22$*((
Good for the Country, Bad Personally?
)%'4#'7( /#F%( #( 3'!b3%( B%-7B%50!F%( 2'( 0/%( !DB#50( 2M( !'5-%#7%$(
M2-%!.'( 0-#$%( #'$( ,37!'%77*( [3&&4( '!'%Z!'Z0%'( 7#4( 0/!7( 0-%'$( /#7( ,%%'(
.22$(M2-(0/%(523'0-4(g(#'$(XWh(7#4(!0(/#7(,%%'(F%-4(.22$*(l%0(B%2B&%(
!'()%'4#(0#:%(#(7/#-B&4('%.#0!F%(F!%1(2M(0-#$%_7(!DB#50(2'(!'$!F!$3#&7*(
G'&4( #( 0/!-$( 7#4( !0( /#7( /#$( #( B27!0!F%( %MM%50( g( `370( OQh( 7#4( F%-4(
UU
B27!0!F%( g(1/!&%( XXh(,%&!%F%(D2-%( 0-#$%( /#7( ,%%'(,#$( M2-( 0/%D(#'$(
0/%!-(M#D!&!%7*(
I/!7( PWZB2!'0( .#B( !'( F%-4( M#F2-#,&%( #77%77D%'07(
2M( M2-%!.'( 0-#$%( g( ,%01%%'( /21( )%'4#'7( F!%1( !07(
!DB#50(2'(0/%(523'0-4(#'$(2'(0/%D(B%-72'#&&4(g(!7(,4(
M#-( 0/%( &#-.%70( 2M( #'4( 523'0-4( 73-F%4%$*( 830( 20/%-(
B3,&!57( #&72( /#F%( 7/#-B&4( $!MM%-%'0( !DB-%77!2'7( 2M(
/21( %\B#'$!'.( M2-%!.'( 0-#$%( #MM%507( 0/%!-( 523'0-!%7(
#'$(/21(!0(#MM%507(0/%D(#'$(0/%!-(M#D!&!%7*(
6'( 8#'.&#$%7/C( M2-( !'70#'5%C( cXh( 2M( -%7B2'$%'07(
7#4( .-21!'.( M2-%!.'( 0-#$%( #'$( ,37!'%77( /#$( #( F%-4(
M#F2-#,&%(!DB#50(2'(0/%(523'0-4C(,30(`370(VVh(,%&!%F%(
!0(/#7(,%%'(.22$(M2-(0/%D(#'$(0/%!-(M#D!&!%7*(I/%-%(!7(
#( 7!D!&#-( .#B( !'( #00!03$%7( !'( 9230/( )2-%#( #'$(
a>,%:!70#'(#'$(02(#(&%77%-(%\0%'0(!'(9230/(+M-!5#*(
I/%7%( $!MM%-%'5%7( #&72( #-%( #BB#-%'0( !'( 7%F%-#&( =#70%-'( =3-2B%#'(
523'0-!%7C( !'5&3$!'.( 0/%( 9&2F#:( L%B3,&!5C( 83&.#-!#( #'$( a:-#!'%*(
9!D!&#-&4C( !'( M2-D%-( =#70( ?%-D#'4C( 1/%-%( 3'%DB&24D%'0( -%D#!'7(
B%-7!70%'0&4( /!./C( B%2B&%( #-%( 01!5%( #7( &!:%&4( 02( 7%%( .&2,#&( %52'2D!5(
52''%50%$'%77(#7(very(.22$(M2-(0/%(523'0-4(#7(0/%4(#-%(02(7%%(!0(#7(very
.22$(M2-(0/%D7%&F%7(#'$(0/%!-(M#D!&4(dcQh(F7*(OThe*((
Foreign Culture’s Personal Impact 
?&2,#&&4C(D270( -%7B2'$%'07( /#F%( #( M#F2-#,&%( B%-72'#&( -%#50!2'( 02(
0/%( 2BB2-03'!04( 02( 7#DB&%( M2-%!.'( 0%&%F!7!2'C( D2F!%7( #'$( D37!5*( 6'(
[-#'5%C( '!'%Z!'Z0%'( B%2B&%( dTOhe( 7#4( !0( !7( .22$( 0/#0( 0/%4( #'$( 0/%!-(
M#D!&!%7(/#F%( 0/%(2BB2-03'!04( 02(1#05/( M2-%!.'(D2F!%7(#'$( 0%&%F!7!2'(
#'$(&!70%'(02(D37!5(M-2D(20/%-(B#-07(2M(0/%(12-&$*
S/!&%( 0/!7( F!%1( !7( 7/#-%$( #&D270( %F%-41/%-%C( #( M%1( '20#,&%(
%\5%B0!2'7( %\!70*( )%'4#'7( #-%( #,230( #7( '%.#0!F%( #,230( 0/%( B%-72'#&(
!DB#50( 2M( M2-%!.'( 53&03-%( #7( 0/%4( #-%( #,230( !'5-%#7!'.( M2-%!.'( 0-#$%Y(
XOh(2M(-%7B2'$%'07(!'()%'4#(7#4(M2-%!.'(0%&%F!7!2'C(D2F!%7(#'$(D37!5(
#-%( ,#$( M2-( 0/%D( #'$( 0/%!-( M#D!&!%7*( +( D#`2-!04( !'( E#:!70#'( dPPhe(
#.-%%7C(1/!&%(<2-$#'!#'7(#-%(7B&!0(2F%-( 0/%(B%-72'#&( !DB#50(2M(M2-%!.'(
53&03-%( dPQh( B27!0!F%ocTh'%.#0!F%e*( 6'( 8#'.&#$%7/C( #'20/%-(
Growing Trade and Business  
Ties Seen as Better for Country  
than for Individuals 
--Very Good for--
% L7"#2.C% g7".4$53 Diff
Greatest Gaps a% a% %
T$#C-% _&% c)% +53 
Z-#85-;$4+% U_% ((% +24 
S7"2+%T7.$-% &V% cX% +22 
[H9$>/42-#% _)% &`% +22 
\7.=$.%<@%Y$.=-#C% U)% cW% +21 
S57?->%Q$A"95/6% &(% c&% +19 
Z"58-./-% Uc% ((% +19 
S$#$8-5% _&% UU% +19 
S7"2+%D3./6-% _&% UX% +18 
:-5/% U`% &c% +17 
[>.-/#$% &c% cX% +16 
UR
B-%$2D!'#'0&4( "37&!D( 523'0-4C( 0/%( B3,&!5( #&72( !7( $!F!$%$( dcTh(
B27!0!F%ocXh('%.#0!F%e*((
Generations Divide Over Cultural Imports
6'(D270( 523'0-!%7C( 423'.%-( -%7B2'$%'07( #-%(
D2-%(B27!0!F%(0/#'(2&$%-(2'%7(#,230(0/%(%MM%50(2M(
M2-%!.'( 0%&%F!7!2'C( D37!5( #'$( D2F!%7( 2'( 0/%!-(
M#D!&!%7*( 6'( L377!#( #'$( 8#'.&#$%7/C( 0/%7%( #.%(
$!MM%-%'5%7( #-%( B#-0!53&#-&4( '20%12-0/4*( [3&&4(
RPh( 2M( L377!#'7( 3'$%-( #.%( WQ( 7#4( 0/%(
2BB2-03'!04( 02( 1#05/( M2-%!.'( D2F!%7( #'$(




0/#'( 0/27%( #.%( PQ( #'$( 2&$%-( 02( F!%1( M2-%!.'(
53&03-%(M#F2-#,&4(dXPhZVVhe*(
9!.'!M!5#'0( .%'%-#0!2'#&( $!MM%-%'5%7( 2'( 0/!7(
!773%( #-%( #BB#-%'0( !'( D#'4( 20/%-( 523'0-!%7C(
#5-277( #&&( -%.!2'7( 2M( 0/%(12-&$Y(9%'%.#&C( 9230/(
)2-%#C(?3#0%D#&#C("%\!52(#'$(a>,%:!70#'*(I/%(
.%'%-#0!2'#&( $!MM%-%'5%7( 2F%-( M2-%!.'( 53&03-%( #-%( D35/( 7D#&&%-( !'(
E#:!70#'C( 1/%-%( 423'.( #'$( 2&$( #&!:%( #-%( 5-!0!5#&( 2M( 0/%( !DB#50( 2M(
53&03-#&( !DB2-07C( #'$( !'( 0/%( a'!0%$( 90#0%7( #'$( [-#'5%C( 1/%-%( '%#-&4(
%F%-42'%(&!:%7(0/%7%(B-2$3507*(
English Necessary for Success 
I/%-%( !7(.&2,#&(#.-%%D%'0(2'( 0/%( !DB2-0#'5%(2M(5/!&$-%'( &%#-'!'.(




0/!-$7( 2M(@/!'%7%( dXXheC(completely #.-%%( 0/#0( 5/!&$-%'( 7/23&$( &%#-'(
='.&!7/*
?%'%-#&&4C( %F%'( 0/27%( B%2B&%( 1/2( 7#4( 0/%4( $!7&!:%( +D%-!5#'(
53&03-%C(2-(7#4(0/%4(#-%(52'5%-'%$(#,230(0/%(M303-%(2M(0/%!-(21'(53&03-%C(
,%&!%F%(!0(!7('%5%77#-4(M2-(5/!&$-%'(02(&%#-'(='.&!7/*(<2-$#'(!7(0/%(2'&4(
Cultural Imports More Popular  
Among the Young 





seen as ‘Good’* a% a% a%
Largest Age Gaps % % %
Q"44/-% `X% __% &X% +50 
Z-#85-;$4+% _X% U(% ((% +43 
S$#$8-5% V_% _)% UV% +29 
S7"2+%T7.$-% W&% `&% _X% +28 
Y"-2$=-5-% `W% VW% _(% +27 
:$G/67% `&% VW% X`% +25 
[H9$>/42-#% `(% V(% XV% +25 
For Comparison… % % %
<8CA2% _)% X(% Uc% +19 
0#;/-% _(% X&% UW% +13 
L+/#-% WU% `V% `(% +12 
[#/2$;%S2-2$4% W&% `_% `(% +11 
\.-#6$% W_% WX% `W% +7 
P->/42-#% (V% (&% (c% +6 








F%-7!2'( 2M( 0/!7( b3%70!2'C( 1/!5/( #7:%$( 1/%0/%-( !0( !7( '%5%77#-4( M2-(









B%2B&%( 73-F%4%$( ,4( 0/%(Pew Global Attitudes Project( 0/!':( &!M%( /#7(
$%0%-!2-#0%$(!'(D#'4(1#47(2F%-(0/%(B#70(M!F%(4%#-7*(







E%2B&%( !'( D270( B#-07( 2M( 0/%( 12-&$( #&72( 0/!':( 0/#0( 12-:!'.(
52'$!0!2'7(M2-(2-$!'#-4(12-:%-7(/#F%($%0%-!2-#0%$*(I/!7(!7(B#-0!53&#-&4(
0-3%(!'(523'0-!%7(0/#0(/#F%(73MM%-%$(%52'2D!5(-%F%-7#&7(!'(-%5%'0(4%#-7(
g(+-.%'0!'#( dTcheC()%'4#(dRTheC(E%-3( dRPheC(8-#>!&( dRcheC(82&!F!#(
dRWhe(#'$(<#B#'(dRQhe*(I/!7(F!%1(!7(1!$%&4(7/#-%$(!'('#0!2'7(0/#0(#-%(
D#:!'.( 0/%( 0-#'7!0!2'( M-2D( 725!#&!7D( 02( 5#B!0#&!7D( g( 735/( #7( E2&#'$(
dRWhe(#'$(0/%(9&2F#:(L%B3,&!5(dRPhe*(84(52DB#-!72'C(#(D#`2-!04(2M(







































Changes for the Better, and Worse 
^P$.6$#2%4-C/#8%4/2"-2/7#%+-4%8722$#%9$22$.%7.%,7.4$%7?$.%A-42%X%C$-.4b%



















North America a% a% a% a% a% a% a% a%
[#/2$;%S2-2$4% XX% &W% _`% _V% VX% _W% VX% `(%
L-#-;-% X(% &W% XX% VV% Vc% _&% _V% `(%
% % % % % % % % %
Western Europe % % % % % % % %
Y.$-2%Z./2-/#% UV% &&% XW% _`% X_% V)% V_% WU%
\.-#6$% VV% _U% X`% `(% cW% &V% `(% `V%
02-5C% X&% U`% XU% _U% X(% _(% _W% VU%
Y$.=-#C% `)% _`% X)% W)% W)% X`% VW% `(%
Former West Ger. 78 66 49 89 90 55 83 82 
Former East Ger. 86 75 54 84 93 68 61 83 
% % % % % % % % %
Eastern Europe % % % % % % % %
Z"58-./-% V(% _X% VV% `_% V`% WU% XV% VW%
LH$6+%Q$A"95/6% _c% _W% _(% `U% &U% UW% _W% Wc%
P75-#;% V)% `&% X_% `X% XV% `U% XU% `(%
Q"44/-% UW% _X% W)% W(% _W% __% UV% VV%
S57?->%Q$A"95/6% VU% `X% VX% Wc% VW% V_% &)% `W%
[>.-/#$% XX% V)% X)% UU% `)% `V% `c% W_%
% % % % % % % % %
Conflict Area % % % % % % % %
<8CA2% U)% X)% UV% XX% &(% &W% __% XV%
!7.;-#% _c% X`% XU% _X% Xc% Xc% (W% X(%
]$9-#7#% `U% ``% _X% `U% `V% V_% VW% V_%
P->/42-#% U_% UX% &c% X&% &&% &X% Uc% &V%
*".>$C% V)% `c% VX% `_% _c% Vc% X(% _U%
[H9$>/42-#% X&% X`% _V% ``% _U% U&% _V% Vc%
% % % % % % % % %
Latin America % % % % % % % %
D.8$#2/#-% WX% WU% `U% WU% W)% Wc% ((% ((%
Z75/?/-% `_% `&% VU% `c% X)% XV% U`% UW%
Z.-H/5% `)% `U% Vc% `&% `c% `U% XW% V_%
Y"-2$=-5-% VU% V`% `V% VW% _`% `&% XX% XX%
e7#;".-4% X`% _&% `W% __% X&% _)% X)% XW%
:$G/67% _X% XU% VU% _&% _)% _X% _`% _&%
P$."% `c% `X% `(% `c% V(% VV% X)% UX%
K$#$H"$5-% V(% _`% V`% VU% XV% _)% U&% Xc%
% % % % % % % % %
Asia % % % % % % % %
Z-#85-;$4+% (`% U)% X_% Xc% UU% &X% _X% XU%
L+/#-% &V% &V% Uc% j% _(% &X% VW% `W%
0#;/-% U`% _&% `c% Vc% &W% U`% V&% XX%
0#;7#$4/-% X`% X_% __% VU% _U% Vc% VW% `c%
!-A-#% `X% `)% XV% X_% VX% &W% V(% Wc%
P+/5/AA/#$4% (`% UV% `&% V&% (W% &W% VW% V`%
S7"2+%T7.$-% XU% &(% Xc% `&% `)% &W% _c% `W%
K/$2#-=% V% cc% _U% Xc% cW% c&% WX% Wc%
% % % % % % % % %
Africa % % % % % % % %
D#875-% X(% XU% VW% `c% X&% _&% U(% XV%
Y+-#-% &W% UU% XW% _c% UV% X(% _(% XU%
0?7.C%L7-42% Vc% X`% VW% `)% V(% VV% _&% V)%
T$#C-% W&% `W% WX% `X% Wc% W&% &_% (`%
:-5/% _(% X`% V_% `&% `&% VU% _`% (`%
E/8$./-% _&% _c% `(% VV% Xc% V)% X`% UX%
S$#$8-5% _(% X&% _V% V_% _W% V`% V_% `)%
S7"2+%D3./6-% _U% X_% `X% V&% Xc% XU% X)% _U%
*-#H-#/-% XV% _&% V)% _&% VX% V(% X)% _`%




-!5/( #'$( 0/%( B22-( /#7( 12-7%'%$( !'( 0/%( &#70( M!F%( 4%#-7*( 6'( WQ( 2M( cc(




a:-#!'%*( L23./&4( /#&M( 2M( a:-#!'!#'7( 7#4( %52'2D!5( !'%b3#&!04( /#7(
$%5-%#7%$(2F%-(0/%(B#70(M!F%(4%#-7C(1/!&%(cch(7#4(!0(/#7(!'5-%#7%$*
"270(B%2B&%(#&72(,%&!%F%( 0/#0($!7%#7%7( 7B-%#$(D2-%( -#B!$&4( 02$#4(
0/#'(0/%4($!$(/#&M(#($%5#$%(#.2(dI/%(73-F%4(1#7(52'$350%$(,%M2-%(0/%(
9+L9(230,-%#:e*(I/!7(!7(B#-0!53&#-&4(0-3%(!'(+M-!5#(#'$(J#0!'(+D%-!5#(
1/%-%C( !'( OX( 2M( 0/%( OR( 523'0-!%7( 73-F%4%$C( D2-%( 0/#'( 7%F%'Z!'Z0%'(






Costs of Health, Aging Increase 
"#`2-!0!%7( !'( D270( 523'0-!%7( 7#4( /%#&0/( 5#-%( /#7( ,%52D%( &%77(
#MM2-$#,&%*(I/!7(!7(B#-0!53&#-&4(0/%(5#7%(!'()%'4#C(+-.%'0!'#(#7(1%&&(#7(
!'(?%-D#'4C(1/%-%(B#0!%'07('21(B#4(#(.-%#0%-(B2-0!2'(2M(/%#&0/(5#-%(
#'$(B/#-D#5%30!5#&(52707( 0/#'( !'( 0/%(B#70*( 6'(%#5/(2M( 0/27%(523'0-!%7C(
'!'%Z!'Z0%'( B%2B&%( ,%&!%F%( 0/%( #MM2-$#,!&!04( 2M( /%#&0/( 5#-%( /#7(
12-7%'%$( 2F%-( 0/%( B#70( M!F%( 4%#-7*( [3&&4( 7%F%'Z!'Z0%'( -%7B2'$%'07( !'(
0/%(a*9*( dUPhe( #'$(@#'#$#( dUOhe( 7#4( /%#&0/( 5#-%( 52707( /#F%( .200%'(
12-7%*
830( 0/%-%( #-%( #( M%1( %\5%B0!2'7( 02( 0/!7( 0-%'$*( 6'( [-#'5%C( M2-(
%\#DB&%C(UWh(7#4( 0/%(#MM2-$#,!&!04(2M(/%#&0/(5#-%(/#7( !DB-2F%$(2F%-(
0/%( B#70( M!F%( 4%#-7C( 52DB#-%$( 1!0/( `370( OTh( 1/2( 7#4( !0( /#7( .200%'(
12-7%*(H%#&0/(5#-%(#&72(!7(B%-5%!F%$(02(,%(D2-%(#MM2-$#,&%(!'(f!%0'#D(
dUXh(,%00%-eC(0/%(E/!&!BB!'%7(dXche(#'$(0/%(@>%5/(L%B3,&!5(dPche*(
6'( D270( 725!%0!%7C( 0/%( B3,&!5( #&72( 7#47( !0( /#7( .200%'( 023./%-( 02(
B-2F!$%(M2-(2'%K7(2&$(#.%*(I/!7(B%-5%B0!2'(!7(1!$%7B-%#$(!'(+-.%'0!'#(
dTOheC(1/%-%(B%2B&%_7(&!M%(7#F!'.7(1%-%($-#70!5#&&4(-%$35%$(1/%'(0/%(














523'0-4( #,#'$2'%$( 0/%( $%( M#502( $2&&#-( 70#'$#-$C( #7(1%&&( #7( !'()%'4#(
dTWhe( #'$( 83&.#-!#( dTche*( [-#'5%( #'$( D270( +7!#'( 523'0-!%7( #-%(
%\5%B0!2'7(02(0/!7(0-%'$(g(D#`2-!0!%7(!'(0/27%(#-%#7(7#4(!0(!7('21(%#7!%-(
M2-(0/%(%&$%-&4(02(B-2F!$%(M2-(0/%D7%&F%7(0/#'(!0(1#7(M!F%(4%#-7(#.2*((
Food, Medicine More Available 
+0(0/%(7#D%(0!D%C(D270(-%7B2'$%'07(7%%(5&%#-(!DB-2F%D%'0(!'(72D%(
#-%#7*( I/%-%( !7(1!$%7B-%#$( #.-%%D%'0C( %F%'( !'(D#'4( B22-( 523'0-!%7C(
0/#0( M22$( !7( D2-%( B&%'0!M3&( !'( 702-%7( 0/#'( !0( 1#7( M!F%( 4%#-7( #.2*(
"#`2-!0!%7( !'( M!F%(2M( %!./0(J#0!'(+D%-!5#'(523'0-!%7( 73-F%4%$C( 7!\(2M(
0%'( +M-!5#'( '#0!2'7C( #&&( 7!\( &21Z!'52D%( +7!#'( %52'2D!%7( 73-F%4%$C(




2F%-( 0/%( B#70( M!F%( 4%#-7*( I/!7( !7( B#-0!53&#-&4( 0-3%( !'( ;2-0/( +D%-!5#C(
S%70%-'(=3-2B%(#'$(D270(2M(+7!#C(,30(!0(!7('20(3'!F%-7#&*([3&&4(7!\Z!'Z
0%'(!'(0/%(9&2F#:(L%B3,&!5(dXche(#'$()%'4#(dXQheC(#'$('%#-&4(/#&M(!'(
L377!#( dcRhe( #'$( <2-$#'( dcXhe( 7#4( 0/%( #F#!&#,!&!04( 2M( D2$%-'(
D%$!5!'%(#'$(0-%#0D%'07(/#7(12-7%'%$(2F%-(0/%(B#70(M!F%(4%#-7*
=F%'( !'( D#'4( '#0!2'7( 1/%-%( B%2B&%( 7#4( D2$%-'( D%$!5!'%7( #'$(
0-%#0D%'07( #-%( D2-%( #F#!&#,&%C( 0/%4( %\B-%77( 52'5%-'( 2F%-( 0/%(
#MM2-$#,!&!04(2M(/%#&0/(5#-%*(I/-%%Z!'ZM23-(+D%-!5#'7(dUPhe(7%%(D2-%(






Improvements in Food, Medicine Linked To Globalization 
I/%( D#`2-!0!%7( 1/2( 52DB&#!'( #,230( $%5&!'%7( !'( 12-:!'.(
52'$!0!2'7C( 0/%( #F#!&#,!&!04( 2M( `2,7( #'$( !'%b3#&!04( .%'%-#&&4( $2( '20(
,&#D%( .&2,#&!>#0!2'( M2-( 0/%7%( B-2,&%D7*( G'( 0/%( 52'0-#-4C( !'( #-%#7(
1/%-%( B%2B&%( 0/!':( 0/!'.7( /#F%( !DB-2F%$( g( #7( 1!0/( 0/%( .-%#0%-(
#F#!&#,!&!04( 2M( M22$( #'$( D%$!5!'%( g( D#'4( &!':( 0/%7%( 5/#'.%7( 02(
.-21!'.(!'0%-52''%50%$'%77*(
RW
GF%-1/%&D!'.(D#`2-!0!%7( !'(a:-#!'%( dRQheC(?-%#0(8-!0#!'( dUPhe(
#'$(0/%(@>%5/(L%B3,&!5(dUWhe(0/!':(0/%-%(!7(D2-%(M22$('21(#F#!&#,&%(
!'( 0/%!-( &25#&( 702-%7( ,%5#37%( 2M( .&2,#&!>#0!2'*( I/-%%Zb3#-0%-7( 2M(
-%7B2'$%'07( #&72( 7#4( 0/#0( !'( <#B#'C(1/%-%( 0/%-%( /#7( ,%%'( !'5-%#7%( 2M(
!DB2-07( 2M(@/!'%7%( M-3!07( #'$( F%.%0#,&%7*( 6'( M#50C(D#`2-!0!%7( !'( %F%-4(
1%#&0/4( '#0!2'( 73-F%4%$( g( 1!0/( 0/%( '20#,&%( %\5%B0!2'( 2M( 0/%( a'!0%$(






0/%( 5/#'.%( 2'( .&2,#&!>#0!2'*( 9!\Z!'Z0%'( +-.%'0!'%7( 7#4( M22$(
#F#!&#,!&!04( /#7( .200%'( 12-7%C( ,30( `370( OQh( 2M( -%7B2'$%'07( ,&#D%(
.&2,#&!>#0!2'*
9!D!&#-&4C(2F%-(/#&M(2M(0/27%(73-F%4%$(!'(0/%(012(&#-.%70(523'0-!%7(
!'( 0/%( 12-&$( g( @/!'#( dPThe( #'$( 6'$!#( dPWhe( g( 7#4( .-21!'.( 0!%7(
,%01%%'( 0/%!-( 523'0-!%7( #'$( 0/%( -%70(2M( 0/%(12-&$(#-%( 0/%( -%#72'(1/4(
D2$%-'( D%$!5!'%7( #'$( D%$!5#&( 0-%#0D%'0( #-%( D2-%( #F#!&#,&%( 02$#4*(
=F%'( 70-2'.%-( D#`2-!0!%7( !'( f!%0'#D( dUUheC( a:-#!'%( dUOhe( #'$(
6'$2'%7!#( dUQhe( #.-%%*( 6'( #&&C( B&3-#&!0!%7( 2-( D#`2-!0!%7( !'( WR( 2M( cc(
'#0!2'7( D#:%( 0/#0( B27!0!F%( 52''%50!2'*( G'&4( !'( <2-$#'( dWQhe( #'$(
L377!#( dVche( $2( &#-.%( D!'2-!0!%7( 0/!':( 0/#0( /%#&0/( 5#-%( !7( .%00!'.(
12-7%C(#'$(.&2,#&!>#0!2'(!7(0/%(53&B-!0*
Globalization Not Blamed 
E%2B&%( #-%( #&72( 3'1!&&!'.( 02( &!':( B-2,&%D7( &!:%( %52'2D!5(
!'%b3#&!04C(0/%(&#5:(2M(.22$ZB#4!'.(`2,7(#'$(B22-(12-:!'.(52'$!0!2'7(





7#4( %52'2D!5( !'%b3#&!04( /#7( 12-7%'%$*( 830( M%1%-( 0/#'( 0/-%%Z!'Z0%'(
-%7B2'$%'07(!'(%#5/(523'0-4(,%&!%F%(!0(/#7(2553--%$(,%5#37%(2M(.&2,#&(
!'0%-52''%50%$'%77*(I/!7( B#00%-'( !7( #BB#-%'0( !'( 20/%-( -%.!2'7( #7(1%&&*(
Rc
?&2,#&&4C( 0/%-%( !7(2'&4(2'%(523'0-4C( 6'$2'%7!#C(1/%-%(
D2-%( 0/#'( M23-Z!'Z0%'( -%7B2'$%'07( dcche( ,&#D%( 0/%(
.-21!'.(.#B(,%01%%'(-!5/(#'$(B22-(2'(.&2,#&!>#0!2'*
9!D!&#-&4C( B%2B&%( #&D270( %F%-41/%-%( 0/!':( 0/%-%(
#-%( M%1%-( .22$ZB#4!'.( `2,7( 0/%7%( $#47C( ,30( 0/%4(
.%'%-#&&4( $2( '20( &!':( 0/!7( 02( 0/%( 1#4( 0/%( 12-&$( /#7(
,%52D%( D2-%( 52''%50%$*( G'&4( !'( #( /#'$M3&( 2M(
523'0-!%7C( 735/( #7( ?3#0%D#&#( dWRheC( 82&!F!#( dWche(
#'$( J%,#'2'( dWWheC( $2( 7!>#,&%(D!'2-!0!%7( ,&#D%( 0/%(
$%0%-!2-#0!'.(`2,(7!03#0!2'(2'(.&2,#&!>#0!2'*
I/%(725!%0!%7(1/%-%(B%2B&%(#-%(D270(&!:%&4(02(0/!':(
0/%( 12-&$( #-23'$( 0/%D( !7( .%00!'.( ,%00%-( #'$( 1/2(
#00-!,30%( 0/#0( !DB-2F%D%'0C(#0( &%#70( !'(B#-0C( 02(#(D2-%(
52''%50%$(12-&$(!'5&3$%(f!%0'#DC(a:-#!'%C(0/%(a'!0%$(
)!'.$2DC( 0/%( E/!&!BB!'%7( #'$( 6'$2'%7!#*( 6'( %#5/( 2M(
0/%7%( '#0!2'7C( #0( &%#70( /#&M( 7#4( 0/#0( 012( 2-( D2-%(
!'$!5#02-7( 2M( 1%&&Z,%!'.( g( 0/%( #F#!&#,!&!04( 2M( .22$Z
B#4!'.(`2,7C(0/%(b3#&!04(2M(12-:(&!M%C(0/%(-!5/ZB22-(.#BC(
#'$( 0/%( #F#!&#,!&!04( 2M( M22$( #'$(D2$%-'(D%$!5!'%7( g(
/#F%( !DB-2F%$( !'( 0/%( &#70( M!F%( 4%#-7( 0/#':7( 02(
.&2,#&!>#0!2'*( G'&4( !'( #( M%1( 523'0-!%7( g( ?3#0%D#&#(
dcQheC(82&!F!#(dWXheC(<2-$#'(dWcheC("#&!(dWWhe(g($2(
#( 7!>#,&%( '3D,%-( 2M( B%2B&%( 7%%( #( $%5&!'%( !'( 012( 2-(




!'0%-52''%50%$'%77C( 0/%!-( 7%'7%( 2M( !07( !DB#50( 2'( 0/%!-(
M#D!&4( #'$( '#0!2'C( #'$( !07( &!':#.%( 02( 0/%( 0/%!-( 21'(
&!F%7C( -%7B2'$%'07( 1%-%( #7:%$( M2-( 0/%!-( 2B!'!2'( 2M(
i.&2,#&!>#0!2'*j
6'(D2-%(0/#'(/#&M(0/%('#0!2'7(73-F%4%$C(#0(&%#70(7!\Z
!'Z0%'( -%7B2'$%'07( -#0%( .&2,#&!>#0!2'( #7( #0( &%#70(
72D%1/#0( .22$*( l%0( !'( D#'4( 523'0-!%7C( /!./(
B%-5%'0#.%7( 2M( -%7B2'$%'07( 2MM%-%$( '2( 2B!'!2'C(






































































































































-%7B2'$%'07( %\B-%77( '%.#0!F%( M%%&!'.7( #,230(
.&2,#&!>#0!2'*
93BB2-0( M2-( .&2,#&!>#0!2'( !7( 70-2'.%70( !'( ;!.%-!#(
dTQheC(9230/()2-%#(dRche(#'$()%'4#(dRVheC(M2&&21%$(
5&27%&4(,4(6'$2'%7!#(dUTheC(f!%0'#D(dUThe(#'$(@/!'#(
dUXhe*( 6'( #&&( 2M( 0/%7%( 523'0-!%7C( .2F%-'D%'07( #'$(
,37!'%77(%&!0%7(/#F%(#$F25#0%$(.&2,#&!>#0!2'(#7(#(D%#'7(
2M(-#B!$&4(!DB-2F!'.(0/%(70#'$#-$(2M(&!F!'.*(
"#`2-!0!%7( !'( ;2-0/( +D%-!5#( #'$(S%70%-'( =3-2B%(
#&72( /#F%( #( B27!0!F%( F!%1( 2M( .&2,#&!>#0!2'C( ,30( 0/%-%(
#&72( !7( 7!.'!M!5#'0( 2BB27!0!2'( !'( 0/%7%( -%.!2'7*(
@#'#$!#'7( M#F2-( .&2,#&!>#0!2'( ,4( 0/-%%Z02Z2'%( dXThZ
VWheC( ,30( 0/%( D#-.!'7( #-%( 7D#&&%-( !'( 0/%( a*9*( #'$(
[-#'5%*( 9!\Z!'Z0%'( [-%'5/( /#F%( #( B27!0!F%( F!%1( 2M(
.&2,#&!>#0!2'C(1/!&%(WXh(/#F%(#('%.#0!F%(2B!'!2'(g(0/%(
&#-.%70(B%-5%'0#.%(#D2'.(1%#&0/4(523'0-!%7*(
"2-%2F%-C( -%&#0!F%&4( M%1(B%2B&%( !'( 0/%7%('#0!2'7(g(
#'$( !'( =#70%-'( =3-2B%( #'$( D35/( 2M( J#0!'( +D%-!5#( g(
7#4( .&2,#&!>#0!2'( !7( # very .22$( 0/!'.k( D270( 7#4( !0( !7(
somewhat .22$*( G'&4( 2'%Z!'Z0%'( +D%-!5#'7( #'$(
@#'#$!#'7( dOQhC( OOhe( 5/#-#50%-!>%( .&2,#&!>#0!2'( #7( #(
very( .22$( 0/!'.C( #'$( M%1%-( =3-2B%#'7( #.-%%*( 84(
52DB#-!72'C( '%#-&4( 7!\Z!'Z0%'( !'( ;!.%-!#( dPRheC( #'$(
D2-%( 0/#'( M23-Z!'Z0%'( !'()%'4#( dcXheC(a.#'$#( dcche(
#'$(9230/(+M-!5#(dcOhe(7%%(.&2,#&!>#0!2'(#7(F%-4(.22$(
0/!'.*
GBB27!0!2'( 02( .&2,#&!>#0!2'( !7( D270( B-%F#&%'0( !'(
<2-$#'C(1/%-%(Xch(M%%&(.&2,#&!>#0!2'(!7(#(,#$(0/!'.*(6'(
#$$!0!2'C(+-.%'0!'%7(#-%(%F%'&4($!F!$%$(!'(0/%!-(F!%1(2M(
.&2,#&!>#0!2'( dWTh( ,#$oWPh( .22$e*( 6'( 7%F%-#&(
523'0-!%7C(D#`2-!0!%7(2-(B&3-#&!0!%7(2MM%-%$('2(2B!'!2'(2M(
.&2,#&!>#0!2'*([3&&4(7%F%'Z!'Z0%'(!'(a>,%:!70#'C(PUh(!'(
E#:!70#'C( PPh( !'( L377!#C( #'$( PWh( !'( 83&.#-!#(
%\B-%77%$('2(2B!'!2'*








































































































































Young People More Likely To Favor Globalization 
A%7B!0%(0%&%F!7!2'(!D#.%7(2M(4230/M3&(#'0!Z.&2,#&!>#0!2'(B-20%702-7C(
!'( D270( S%70%-'( =3-2B%#'( #'$( J#0!'( +D%-!5#'( '#0!2'7C( 423'.%-(
5!0!>%'7( #-%( D2-%( B27!0!F%( #,230( .&2,#&!>#0!2'( 0/#'( 2&$%-( 2'%7*( 6'(
[-#'5%C( M2-( !'70#'5%C( 7%F%'Z!'Z0%'( dUVhe( 2M( 0/27%( ,%&21( #.%( WQ( 7#4(
.&2,#&!>#0!2'( !7( #( .22$( 0/!'.C( 1/!&%( 0/-%%Z!'Z0%'(
dVRhe( /#F%( #( '%.#0!F%( F!%1*( +D2'.( [-%'5/(
-%7B2'$%'07(#.%(PQ(#'$(2&$%-C( M%1%-( dPRhe( 0/!':(
.&2,#&!>#0!2'(!7(.22$(M2-([-#'5%C(1/!&%(WPh(7#4(!0(
!7(,#$*
I/!7( B#00%-'( !7( #BB#-%'0( !'( J#0!'( +D%-!5#( #7(
1%&&*( l23'.%-( E%-3F!#'7( #-%( D35/( D2-%( &!:%&4(




Concerns Over Modern Life – Its Pace… 
A%7B!0%( 0/%( B2B3&#-( 73BB2-0( M2-( 71!M0%-( 52DD3'!5#0!2'7( #'$(
!'5-%#7!'.(!'0%-'#0!2'#&(52DD%-5%C(B%2B&%(#-%('20(%'0!-%&4(52DM2-0#,&%(
1!0/( 0/%( %52'2D!5C( 0%5/'2&2.!5#&( #'$( 53&03-#&( 5/#'.%( .2!'.( 2'( #&&(
#-23'$(0/%D*(L23./&4(/#&M(2M(+D%-!5#'7C(8-!0!7/C([-%'5/(#'$(?%-D#'7(
5-!0!5!>%(0/%(B#5%(2M(D2$%-'(&!M%*(60#&!#'7(#-%(%F%'(D2-%('%.#0!F%k(7!\Z
!'Z0%'( dXVhe( $!7&!:%( 0/%( B#5%( 2M( &!M%( 02$#4*( +D2'.( B%2B&%( !'(D#`2-(
!'$370-!#&('#0!2'7C(2'&4( 0/%(<#B#'%7%( dXWhe(7#4( 0/%4(#-%(52'0%'0(1!0/(
0/%(B#5%(2M(&!M%*(
84( 52'0-#70C( B%2B&%( !'( 0/%( $%F%&2B!'.( 12-&$( /#F%( .%'%-#&&4(
%D,-#5%$(0/%(D2$%-'(&!M%704&%*(I/-23./230(D270(2M(+M-!5#(#'$(+7!#(g(
#'$( 02( #( &%77%-( %\0%'0( !'( 0/%( "!$$&%( =#70o@2'M&!50( +-%#( g( B%2B&%(
.%'%-#&&4(7#4(0/%4(&!:%(0/%(B#5%(2M(&!M%(02$#4*(6'(;!.%-!#C(J%,#'2'(#'$(
6'$2'%7!#C( 2F%-1/%&D!'.( D#`2-!0!%7( dRPhe( M!'$( 0/%( D2$%-'( &!M%704&%(
#BB%#&!'.*( H21%F%-C( !0( !7( '20#,&%( 0/#0( !'( 72D%( -%&#0!F%&4( .&2,#&!>%$(
$%F%&2B!'.( %52'2D!%7( g( 735/( #7( 9230/( +M-!5#C( =.4B0( #'$( <2-$#'( g(
D#`2-!0!%7(7#4(0/%4($2('20(&!:%(0/%(B#5%(2M(&!M%(02$#4*(
Globalization More Popular Among Youth
 --------- Age --------- 




is a good thing a% a% a%
Europe % % %
P75-#;% X(% U_% ((% +30 
Q"44/-% Uc% &U% (c% +20 
Y$.=-#C% VX% _W% _c% +14 
\.-#6$% V(% XV% X`% +14 
Latin America % % %
P$."% _&% X&% &_% +27 
Z75/?/-% XX% UV% &&% +22 
Z.-H/5% VU% _c% XV% +17 






-%7B2'$%'07(#.%(PQ(#'$(2&$%-(%\B-%77(52'5%-'( 0/#0( &!M%( !7(D2F!'.( 022(
M#70k(`370(2'%Z!'Z0%'(dOOhe(2M(0/27%(3'$%-(#.%(WQ(#.-%%*(
+00!03$%7(2'(0/%(B#5%(2M(&!M%(#-%(#&72(70-2'.&4(#7725!#0%$(1!0/(F!%17(
#,230( D2$%-'( 0%5/'2&2.4*( 6'( '%#-&4( #&&( 523'0-!%7C( B%2B&%( 1/2( #-%(
5-!0!5#&( 2M( 0%5/'2&2.!5#&( #$F#'5%7( g( %7B%5!#&&4( 0%&%F!7!2'( #'$( 0/%(




#,230( 0/%(B#5%(2M(D2$%-'( &!M%*("#`2-!0!%7(2-(B&3-#&!0!%7( !'(#&&(1%#&0/4(
'#0!2'7( 0#:%( #( '%.#0!F%( F!%1( 2M( 52'F%'!%'5%( M22$7*( ?%-D#'(
-%7B2'$%'07C(,4(,%00%-(0/#'(7!\Z02Z2'%(dXWhZOQheC(0/!':(M#70(M22$(/#7(
/#$( #( '%.#0!F%C( '20( #( B27!0!F%C( !DB#50( 2'( $#!&4( &!M%*( G0/%-( S%70%-'(





830( 0/-23./230( 0/%( $%F%&2B!'.( 12-&$C( D270( B%2B&%( /#F%( #(
M#F2-#,&%(2B!'!2'(2M(0#:%230(M22$*("2-%(0/#'(7%F%'Z!'Z0%'(-%7B2'$%'07(
!'( 0/%( E/!&!BB!'%7C( f!%0'#D( #'$( @/!'#( &!:%( 52'F%'!%'5%( M22$*(
+M-!5#'7C( 2'( ,#&#'5%C( #-%( #&72( B27!0!F%C( #&0/23./( !'( 7%F%-#&( 523'0-!%7(
7!.'!M!5#'0( D!'2-!0!%7( 2MM%-%$( '2( 2B!'!2'*( E%2B&%( !'( J%,#'2'( #'$(
I3-:%4(1%-%($!F!$%$(2'(0/%(!773%*
Views on Pace of 
Modern Life 
Highest









“Do not like pace 








Traditional Ways Threatened 
GF%-#&&C( 0/%-%( !7(#(1!$%7B-%#$(7%'7%( 0/#0( 0/%( -#B!$&4(5/#'.!'.(
12-&$(-%B-%7%'07(#(D#`2-(0/-%#0(02(B%2B&%_7(0-#$!0!2'#&(1#4(2M(&!M%*(
+M-!5#'7( #-%( D270( &!:%&4( 02( M%%&( 0/#0( 0/%!-( $#!&4( 53702D7( #'$(
0-#$!0!2'7( #-%( 3'$%-( M!-%( g( D2-%( 0/#'( %!./0Z!'Z0%'( -%7B2'$%'07( !'(
%F%-4(+M-!5#'(523'0-4(%\B-%77(0/!7(52'5%-'*(S!0/(2'&4(#(/#'$M3&(2M(
%\5%B0!2'7C(0/!7(!7(#&72(0/%(B-%F#!&!'.(F!%1(!'(20/%-(-%.!2'7(#7(1%&&*(
E3,&!5( 2B!'!2'( !'( 0/%( a'!0%$( 90#0%7( !7( 04B!5#&( !'( 0/!7( -%.#-$Y(
I12Z0/!-$7(2M(+D%-!5#'7(7#4(0/%!-(1#4(2M(&!M%(!7(,%!'.(&270C(1/!&%(
2'&4( 0/-%%Z!'Z0%'( B%2B&%( dVThe( ,%&!%F%( 0-#$!0!2'7( -%D#!'( 70-2'.*(
9%'0!D%'0( 0/#0( 72D%0/!'.( !7( ,%!'.( &270( !'( 0/%( D2$%-'( 12-&$( !7(
7/#-%$(,4(D%'(#'$(12D%'(#'$(#5-277(#&&(#.%(.-23B7*(
I/%(E/!&!BB!'%7(#'$(a>,%:!70#'(#-%(0/%(2'&4(523'0-!%7(73-F%4%$(
!'( 1/!5/( D#`2-!0!%7( ,%&!%F%( 0/%!-( 0-#$!0!2'#&( 1#4( 2M( &!M%( !7( '20(
0/-%#0%'%$*( I/#0( F!%1( !7( /%&$( ,4( 7!>#,&%( D!'2-!0!%7( !'( 0/-%%(
B-%$2D!'#'0&4("37&!D( 523'0-!%7Y( 6'$2'%7!#( dcRheC( <2-$#'( cche( #'$(
=.4B0(dcVhe*(
Too Much Commercialism? 
I/%( %-27!2'( 2M( 0-#$!0!2'#&( 1#47( !7( 2M0%'( ,&#D%$( 2'(
52DD%-5!#&!7D( #'$( 52'73D%-!7D*( "#`2-!0!%7( !'( %F%-4( S%70%-'(
=3-2B%#'( '#0!2'( 73-F%4%$( g( #'$( M!F%( 2M( %!./0( J#0!'( +D%-!5#'(
523'0-!%7( g( #.-%%( 0/#0( i52'73D%-!7D( #'$( 52DD%-5!#&!7D( #-%( #(
0/-%#0(02(23-(53&03-%*j
"2-%( 0/#'( 7!\Z!'Z0%'( [-%'5/( dXWhe( #'$( 60#&!#'7( dXche( 7#4(
0/%7%( #7B%507( 2M( #( D#-:%0( %52'2D4( #-%( #( 0/-%#0( 02( 0/%!-( 53&03-%*(
L23./&4( /#&M( 2M( ?%-D#'7C( 8-!0!7/C( +D%-!5#'7( #'$( @#'#$!#'7(




1%&&( g( ,30( '20#,&4C( not( !'( 0/%( "!$$&%( =#70o@2'M&!50( +-%#*(
"#`2-!0!%7(!'(J%,#'2'(dXcheC(a>,%:!70#'(dPUhe(#'$(<2-$#'(dPche(7#4(
52DD%-5!#&!7D( !7( '2( 0/-%#0( 02( 0/%!-( 53&03-%*( E&3-#&!0!%7( !'( I3-:%4C(
=.4B0(#'$(E#:!70#'(#.-%%*(
Traditional Way of Life: 
Lost, or Still Strong? 
Highest
“Traditional way of 








“Traditional way of 



























Cell Phones Viewed Favorably 
90!&&C( B%2B&%( %F%-41/%-%( &22:( b3!0%( M#F2-#,&4( #0( /21( 5%-0#!'(
52'73D%-( .22$7( g( '20#,&4( 52DD3'!5#0!2'7( 0%5/'2&2.!%7( g( /#F%(
#MM%50%$( 0/%!-( &!F%7*( @%&&( B/2'%7( #'$( 0/%( 6'0%-'%0( #-%( F!%1%$(
3'!F%-7#&&4(#7(!DB-2F!'.(B%2B&%_7(&!F%7*((
GF%-1/%&D!'.(D#`2-!0!%7( !'('%#-&4(#&&(2M( 0/%(cc('#0!2'7(73-F%4%$(
7#4( 5%&&( B/2'%7( /#F%( !DB-2F%$( 0/!'.7( M2-( 0/%( ,%00%-*( I/!7( F!%1( !7(
%b3#&&4( 7/#-%$( !'( B22-( 523'0-!%7( !'(+M-!5#( #'$(+7!#(1/%-%( -%&#0!F%&4(
M%1(B%2B&%(#503#&&4(21'(5%&&(B/2'%7*([2-(%\#DB&%C(2'&4(#,230(2'%Z!'Z
0%'( B%2B&%( !'( 8#'.&#$%7/( #'$( f!%0'#D( /#F%( #( D2,!&%( 0%&%B/2'%( 2M(
0/%!-(21'C(,30(D2-%(0/#'('!'%Z!'Z0%'(-%7B2'$%'07(!'(,20/(523'0-!%7(7#4(
735/(B/2'%7(/#F%(,%%'(#(5/#'.%(M2-(0/%(,%00%-(dTXhC(TVhe*(
I/%( 2'&4( 7!.'!M!5#'0( $!77%'0( 02( 0/!7( F!%1B2!'0( 52D%7( !'( 72D%(
1%#&0/4('#0!2'7C( 735/(#7(<#B#'C(@#'#$#(#'$( 0/%(a'!0%$(90#0%7C(1/%-%(
5%&&(B/2'%(37%(!7(1!$%7B-%#$*(I/%(<#B#'%7%C(!'(B#-0!53&#-C(#-%($!F!$%$(
!'( 0/%!-( #77%77D%'0g( '%#-&4( 2'%Z!'Z012( dcThe( 7#4(D2,!&%( 0%&%B/2'%7(
/#F%(5/#'.%$(0/!'.7(M2-(0/%(,%00%-C(1/!&%(D2-%(0/#'(2'%Z!'Z0/-%%(dWUhe(
,%&!%F%( 0/%4( /#F%( D#$%( 0/!'.7( 12-7%*( +( 0/!-$( 2M( @#'#$!#'7( #'$( #(
b3#-0%-( 2M( +D%-!5#'7( /#F%( #( '%.#0!F%( F!%1( 2M( 0/%( #$F%'0( 2M( 5%&&(
B/2'%7*
+7(D!./0( ,%( %\B%50%$C( '2'Z5%&&( B/2'%(21'%-7( !'(1%#&0/4('#0!2'7(
/#F%( #( &21%-( 2B!'!2'( 2M( 0/%( $%F!5%7( 0/#'( $2( 5%&&( B/2'%( 21'%-7*( 6'(
<#B#'( #'$(?-%#0(8-!0#!'C( #,230( /#&M( 2M( 0/27%(1!0/230( 5%&&( B/2'%7( 7#4(
0/%4(#-%(#(5/#'.%(M2-(0/%(12-7%k(M#-(M%1%-(5%&&(B/2'%(37%-7(#.-%%*((




6'0%-'%0( /#7( 5/#'.%$( 0/!'.7( M2-( 0/%( ,%00%-*( 6'( D#'4( B22-( 523'0-!%7C(
/21%F%-C(&#-.%(B%-5%'0#.%7(%\B-%77('2(2B!'!2'C(-%M&%50!'.(0/%(&21(&%F%&(
2M(6'0%-'%0(37%(#'$(#1#-%'%77(!'(0/27%(725!%0!%7*(




TV Draws Criticism 
E%2B&%(/#F%(D!\%$(2B!'!2'7(#,230(0%&%F!7!2'C(#(0%5/'2&2.4(0/#0(/#7(
'21( ,%%'( #-23'$( M2-( 012( .%'%-#0!2'7*( 6'( 0/%( $%F%&2B!'.( 12-&$C(
0%&%F!7!2'( !7( .%'%-#&&4( 7%%'( !'( #( B27!0!F%( &!./0*( 84( 1!$%( D#-.!'7C(
+M-!5#'7( #'$(+7!#'7( 7#4( !0( /#7( 5/#'.%$( 0/!'.7( M2-( 0/%( ,%00%-*( 830( !'(
0/-%%(1%#&0/4('#0!2'7(g(60#&4C(?%-D#'4(#'$(0/%(a*9*(
g( 1/%-%( 0%&%F!7!2'( !7( B-#50!5#&&4( 3,!b3!0237C(
B&3-#&!0!%7(/#F%(#('%.#0!F%(F!%1(2M(0%&%F!7!2'*(
I12Z0/!-$7(2M( 60#&!#'7( dXXhe( 7#4( 0%&%F!7!2'(/#7(
%!0/%-(,%%'(#(5/#'.%(M2-(0/%(12-7%(dcThe(2-(/#$('2(
D#`2-( !DB#50( dOUhe(2'($#!&4( &!M%*(9!D!&#-&4C( 0/-%%Z
b3#-0%-7( 2M( ?%-D#'7( #'$( 7!\Z!'Z0%'( +D%-!5#'7(
,%&!%F%(0%&%F!7!2'_7( !DB#50(/#7(,%%'('%.#0!F%(2-C(#0(
,%70C('%30-#&*(L%7B2'$%'07(!'(20/%-(!'$370-!#&(725!%0!%7(#-%(#&72(5-!0!5#&(
2M( 0%&%F!7!2'Y( ;%#-&4( 7!\Z!'Z0%'( 9230/( )2-%#'7( dPRheC( POh( 2M(
@#'#$!#'7( #'$( /#&M( 2M( [-%'5/( 7#4( 0%&%F!7!2'( /#7( /#$( #( '%.#0!F%( 2-(
'%30-#&(!DB#50*(
+M-!5#'7( /#F%( 2F%-1/%&D!'.&4( M#F2-#,&%( F!%17( 2M( 0%&%F!7!2'C( ,30(
0/%4( #&72( -%&4( 2'( 0%&%F!7!2'( &%77( #7( #( '%17( D%$!3D( 0/#'( $2( B%2B&%(
%&7%1/%-%*(+M-!5#( !7( 0/%(2'&4( -%.!2'( !'(1/!5/( 7!.'!M!5#'0( '3D,%-7( 2M(
B%2B&%(7#4( 0/%4(70!&&(.%0(D270(2M( 0/%!-('%17(M-2D(#(723-5%(20/%-( 0/#'(
0%&%F!7!2'k(D#`2-!0!%7(!'(7!\(+M-!5#'(523'0-!%7(7#4(0/%4(-%&4(2'(-#$!2(M2-(
D270(2M(0/%!-('%17*(
Thumbs down for Genetically Modified Foods 
E%2B&%( !'( 1%#&0/4( 523'0-!%7( #-%( .%'%-#&&4( 5-!0!5#&( 2M(




GBB27!0!2'( 02( 75!%'0!M!5#&&4( #&0%-%$( M22$7( !7( 70-2'.%70( !'(
[-#'5%*( <370( 2'%Z!'Z0%'( [-%'5/( #.-%%( 0/#0( 735/( M22$7( #-%( #(
B27!0!F%($%F%&2BD%'0(,%5#37%(0/%4(!'5-%#7%(5-2B(4!%&$7(02(M%%$(
D2-%(B%2B&%(#'$(#-%(.22$( M2-( 0/%(%'F!-2'D%'0*(L23./&4('!'%(
0!D%7( #7( D#'4( dRThe( ,%&!%F%( 75!%'0!M!5#&&4( #&0%-%$( M22$7( #-%(
,#$(,%5#37%(2M( 0/%!-(B20%'0!#&&4(/#-DM3&(%MM%507(2'(/%#&0/(#'$(
Scientifically Altered Fruits 




% a% a% a%
[#/2$;%S2-2$4% &V% XX% `lc))%
L-#-;-% &c% _&% _lc))%
Y.$-2%Z./2-/#% (V% _X% `lc))%
!-A-#% ()% V_% Ulc))%
02-5C% cV% VU% Wlc))%
Y$.=-#C% cV% `c% (lc))%
\.-#6$% c)% `W% clc))%
m"$42/7#%-4>$;%7#5C%/#%4$5$62$;%
-;?-#6$;%$67#7=/$4%
Too Much New Technology? 
 A change for the worse… 
L$55
P+7#$4 0#2$.#$2% *K
Top Countries % % a
!-A-#% 37 24 (_
[#/2$;%S2-2$4% 25 21 42 
02-5C% 21 c_ 49
e7#;".-4% c(% 20 44 
P->/42-#% cc% 23 49 
TO
0/%( %'F!-2'D%'0*( +00!03$%7( 021#-$( .%'%0!5( M22$7( #&72( #-%( /!./&4(
'%.#0!F%(!'(?%-D#'4(dROh(,#$eC(<#B#'(dUXhe(#'$(60#&4(dUche*(
+D%-!5#'7( 0#:%( 0/%( &%#70( '%.#0!F%( F!%1( 2M( .%'%0!5#&&4( D2$!M!%$(
M22$7*( ;%#-&4( M23-Z!'Z0%'( dWUhe( 7#4( 0/%4( #-%( .22$C( 1/!&%( #( PPh(
D#`2-!04( $!7#.-%%7*(L23./&4( 0/-%%Z!'Z0%'( !'(@#'#$#( dWOhe( #'$(?-%#0(
8-!0#!'( dVUhe( /#F%( #( B27!0!F%( 2B!'!2'( 2M( 75!%'0!M!5#&&4( #&0%-%$( M22$7C(
1/!&%(-23./&4(01!5%(#7(D#'4(/#F%(#('%.#0!F%(F!%1*((
"#`2-!0!%7( 2M( 423'.( #'$( 2&$( #&!:%( 0/!':(
75!%'0!M!5#&&4(#&0%-%$(M22$7(#-%(,#$*(830(12D%'(#-%(&%77(
B27!0!F%( #,230( 0/%7%( M22$7( 0/#'( #-%( D%'( !'( D270(
523'0-!%7(1/%-%(0/%(b3%70!2'(1#7(#7:%$*(6'(@#'#$#C(M2-(




Men Less Negative about 
Genetically Modified Foods 
Believe GMOs :$#% M7=$# Diff.
are bad a% a%
L-#-;-% X(% V&% +21 
Y.$-2%Z./2-/#% XV% V&% +16 
[#/2$;%S2-2$4% UV% _(% +15 
!-A-#% _W% `(% +13 
Y$.=-#C% VX% `X% +10 
\.-#6$% `_% Wc% +5 
02-5C% VU% VU% 0
TV
TW
NATIONALISM, SOVEREIGNTY AND VIEWS 
OF GLOBAL INSTITUTIONS 
F%'(#7( 0/%(12-&$(.-217(D2-%(52DM2-0#,&%(1!0/(.&2,#&!>#0!2'C(
B%2B&%( 52'0!'3%( 02( M%%&( 0/%( 70-2'.( B3&&( 2M( '#0!2'#&!7D*( I/!7(
%'$3-!'.( 7%'7%( 2M( '#0!2'#&( !$%'0!04( !7( 7%%'( !'( #( '3D,%-( 2M(
1#47*(I/%-%(!7(#(1!$%7B-%#$(,%&!%M(#D2'.(B%2B&%(!'(D270('#0!2'7(0/#0(
0/%!-( 53&03-%( !7( 73B%-!2-( 02( 20/%-7( #'$( 0/#0( !0( '%%$7( B-20%50!2'( M-2D(
2307!$%( M2-5%7*( 9!.'!M!5#'0( '3D,%-7( 2M( B%2B&%( #77%-0( 0/#0( B#-07( 2M(
'%!./,2-!'.( 523'0-!%7( -!./0M3&&4( ,%&2'.( 02( 0/%!-( 523'0-4*( +'$( D270(
123&$( &!:%( 02( 0!./0%'( 52'0-2&7( 2'( 0/%( M&21( 2M( !DD!.-#'07( !'02( 0/%!-(
523'0-!%7*
6'( 0/%( a'!0%$( 90#0%7C( =#70%-'( =3-2B%( #'$( 0/-23./230( D270( 2M(
+M-!5#C(+7!#(#'$(J#0!'(+D%-!5#C(D#`2-!0!%7(,%&!%F%(0/#0(0/%!-(53&03-%(!7(
73B%-!2-(02(20/%-7*(I/!7(7%'0!D%'0(!7(B#-0!53&#-&4(70-2'.(!'(#('3D,%-(2M(
$%F%&2B!'.( '#0!2'7*( [3&&4( '!'%Z!'Z0%'( -%7B2'$%'07( !'( 6'$2'%7!#( #'$(
9230/( )2-%#( #'$( D2-%( 0/#'( %!./0Z!'Z0%'( 6'$!#'7( dRPhe( #-%( 70-2'.(
,2270%-7( 2M( 0/%!-( 21'( 53&03-%*( 6'( M#50C( <2-$#'( !7( 0/%( 2'&4( $%F%&2B!'.(
523'0-4( 73-F%4%$( !'( 1/!5/( #( D#`2-!04( 2M( 0/%( B2B3&#0!2'( $2%7( '20(
,%&!%F%(0/%!-(53&03-%(!7(73B%-!2-*(








Many See Their Way of Life Threatened 
+D2'.( 0/%(12-&$_7(B%2B&%C( 0/%(,%&!%M( 0/#0( 0/%!-(1#4(2M( &!M%('%%$7(
B-20%50!2'( M-2D( M2-%!.'( !'M&3%'5%( !7( %F%'( D2-%( B%-F#7!F%( 0/#'( 0/%(
7%'7%( 2M( 53&03-#&( 73B%-!2-!04*( I/!7( 7%'0!D%'0( #&72( !7( 70-2'.%70( #D2'.(
B%2B&%(!'(#('3D,%-(2M($%F%&2B!'.(523'0-!%7*
;%#-&4('!'%Z!'Z0%'(I3-:7(dRThe(#.-%%( 0/#0( 0/%!-(1#4(2M( &!M%('%%$7(
$%M%'$!'.C( #'( 2F%-1/%&D!'.( XTh( 52DB&%0%&4( #.-%%( 1!0/( 0/#0(
=
Tc
70#0%D%'0( g( ,4( M#-( 0/%( /!./%70( B%-5%'0#.%( !'( 0/%(
12-&$*( 830( 0/%( .%'%-#&( F!%1( !7( '%#-&4( #7(
1!$%7B-%#$( !'( 6'$2'%7!#( dRUheC( a.#'$#( dRUheC(
)%'4#( dRXheC( 9%'%.#&( dRXhe( #'$(=.4B0( dRPhe*(
90-2'.( D#`2-!0!%7( !'( D270( 2M( J#0!'( +D%-!5#C(
+M-!5#C( +7!#( #'$( 0/%("!$$&%( =#70o@2'M&!50( +-%#(
#&72(1#'0(02($%M%'$(0/%!-(1#4(2M(&!M%(M-2D(2307!$%(
!'M&3%'5%*
[%1%-( B%2B&%( !'( S%70%-'( =3-2B%( #-%(
B%-73#$%$(0/#0(0/%!-(1#4(2M(&!M%('%%$7(B-20%50!2'*(
90!&&C( '#--21( D#`2-!0!%7( [-#'5%( dPWheC( ?-%#0(
8-!0#!'(dPOhe(#'$(?%-D#'4(dPOhe(7#4(0/%!-(1#4(
2M( &!M%( '%%$7( $%M%'$!'.*( 60#&!#'7C( 1/2( /#F%( #(
.-%#0%-(7%'7%(2M(53&03-#&(73B%-!2-!04(0/#'(20/%-7(!'(
S%70%-'(=3-2B%C(#&72(#-%(D2-%(&!:%&4(02(7#4(0/%!-(
1#4( 2M( &!M%( '%%$7( B-20%50!'.( dXRh( #.-%%e*( +(
7!D!&#-( B#00%-'( !7( #BB#-%'0( !'( 0/%( a'!0%$( 90#0%7*(
"2-%( 0/#'( 7!\Z!'Z0%'(+D%-!5#'7( dXche( 7#4( 0/%!-(
1#4( 2M( &!M%( '%%$7( B-20%50!2'( M-2D( M2-%!.'(
!'M&3%'5%C( 1/!&%( `370( /#&M( #7( D#'4( dWVhe(
$!7#.-%%*
Territorial Ambitions  
I%--!02-!#&( '#0!2'#&!7DC( 0/%( 5#37%( 2M( D#'4(
52'M&!507( 0/-23./230( /!702-4C( !7( 70!&&( #&!F%( #'$(
1%&&*("#`2-!0!%7( !'(VV(2M(cV(523'0-!%7(1/%-%( 0/%(
b3%70!2'( 1#7( #7:%$( 7#4( 0/#0( 0/%-%( #-%( B#-07( 2M(
'%!./,2-!'.( 523'0-!%7( 0/#0( -%#&&4( ,%&2'.( 02( 0/%!-(
21'(523'0-4*(
I/%( B20%'0!#&( 5&#7/( 2M( 735/( 0%--!02-!#&(
#D,!0!2'7(!7(#530%&4(%F!$%'0(!'(7%F%-#&(.&2,#&(/20(
7B207*( I/-%%Z!'ZM23-( 6'$!#'7( dUWhe( #'$( 012Z!'Z
0/-%%(E#:!70#'!7( dXUhe( M%%&( B#-07( 2M( '%!./,2-!'.(
523'0-!%7( -!./0M3&&4( ,%&2'.( 02( 0/%!-( 21'*( 9%F%'Z
!'Z0%'( J%,#'%7%( dUOhe( #'$( 7!\Z!'Z0%'( 9230/(
)2-%#'7( dXWhe( #&72( ,%&!%F%( B#-07( 2M( 20/%-(
523'0-!%7( -%#&&4(,%&2'.( 02( 0/%!-(523'0-4*(+0( &%#70(
Our Way of Life Needs 






































































































































1#7( #7:%$( g( !'5&3$!'.( 0/%( E/!&!BB!'%7( dUThe( #'$( <#B#'( dPQhe( g(
,%&!%F%(0/%!-(523'0-!%7(/#F%(`370!M!#,&%(0%--!02-!#&(5&#!D7*(
[%1%-(B%2B&%(!'(S%70%-'(=3-2B%(#'$(;2-0/(+D%-!5#(%\B-%77(735/(
7%'0!D%'07*(90!&&C( #( 0/!-$(2M( 0/%(?%-D#'7( #'$( #( b3#-0%-( 2M( 0/%([-%'5/(
%\B-%77( 0/!7( F!%1*( 60#&!#'7( #-%( $!F!$%$( 2'( 0/!7( !773%Y( cVh( #.-%%( 0/#0(
B#-07(2M('%!./,2-!'.(523'0-!%7(,%&2'.(02(60#&4C(1/!&%(0/%(7#D%('3D,%-(
$!7#.-%%7*(S/!&%( #(D#`2-!04( 2M(+D%-!5#'7( dPVhe( -%`%50( 0/%( !$%#( 0/#0(
20/%-( 523'0-!%7_( &#'$(,%&2'.7( 02( 0/%(a*9*C( '%#-&4( #( 0/!-$( dWVhe(#.-%%(
1!0/(0/#0(70#0%D%'0*((
;%#-&4( 012Z0/!-$7(2M(L377!#'7(dXWhe(,%&!%F%(B#-07(2M('%!./,2-!'.(
523'0-!%7( -%#&&4( ,%&2'.( 02( L377!#*( I/#0( '3D,%-( /#7( 0-!B&%$( 7!'5%( 0/%(
OTTO Pulse of Europe 703$4C(1/%'(`370(VVh(2M(L377!#'7(%\B-%77%$(0/#0(
F!%1*("#`2-!0!%7( !'(E2&#'$( dPThe( #'$(83&.#-!#( dPche( #&72( 7#4( 0/%-%(
#-%(B#-07(2M(20/%-( 523'0-!%7( 0/#0( -%#&&4(,%&2'.( 02( 0/%!-(21'(523'0-!%7C(
#&0/23./( 0/%(B%-5%'0#.%(/2&$!'.( 0/#0(2B!'!2'( !'(%#5/(523'0-4(/#7('20(
5/#'.%$(7!.'!M!5#'0&4(!'(0/%(B#70($2>%'(4%#-7*(
Where Nationalism Prevails 
J#-.%( D#`2-!0!%7( !'( 7%F%-#&( 523'0-!%7(
#MM!-D( %#5/( 2M( 0/%7%( 7%'0!D%'07( g( 0/%4(
,%&!%F%(0/%!-(53&03-%(!7(73B%-!2-C(0/#0(!0('%%$7(
$%M%'$!'.C( #'$( 0/#0( 20/%-( &#'$7( #-%(
-!./0M3&&4( 0/%!-7*( E%2B&%( !'( 6'$!#C( M2-(
%\#DB&%C(#-%(#D2'.(0/%(D270(&!:%&4(02(#.-%%(
1!0/( #&&( 0/-%%( 70#0%D%'07*( I3-:7C(
8#'.&#$%7/!7C( 9230/( +M-!5#'7( #'$(





2M( &!M%( '%%$7( B-20%50!2'C( #'$( 0/#0( 20/%-( &#'$7( -%#&&4( ,%&2'.( 02( 0/%!-(
523'0-!%7*










% a% a% a%
0#;/-% VU% _c% _)%
*".>$C% XV% _W% U)%
Z-#85-;$4+% _&% _(% XU%
S7"2+%D3./6-% U_% X`% U(%
P->/42-#% X)% X(% Xc%
P$.6$#2%,+7%J67=A5$2$5C%-8.$$N%,/2+%$-6+@%
TX
Immigrants a Widespread Concern 
?&2,#&!>#0!2'( !7( '20( `370( #,230( !'0%-'#0!2'#&( 52DD%-5%( #'$( 0/%(
5-277Z,2-$%-( M&21(2M( !'F%70D%'0( #'$(52DD3'!5#0!2'*( 60( #&72( !'F2&F%7(
0/%(D2F%D%'0(2M(D!&&!2'7(2M(B%2B&%(#5-277('#0!2'#&(,2-$%-7(%#5/(4%#-*(
6DD!.-#'07(#'$(D!'2-!04(.-23B7(#-%(.%'%-#&&4(7%%'(#7(/#F!'.(#(,#$(
!'M&3%'5%( 2'( 0/%( 1#4( 0/!'.7( #-%( .2!'.( ,4( B%2B&%( !'( D270( 523'0-!%7*(
G'&4(!'(@#'#$#($2%7(#(70-2'.(D#`2-!04(2M(0/%(B2B3&#0!2'(dUUhe(/#F%(#(
B27!0!F%( F!%1( 2M( !DD!.-#'07*( +D2'.( 20/%-( #$F#'5%$( 523'0-!%7C(
+D%-!5#'7( 7/21( 0/%( .-%#0%70( 73BB2-0( M2-( !DD!.-#'07( dcThe*(
;%F%-0/%&%77C( #( &#-.%( D!'2-!04( 2M( +D%-!5#'7( dcWhe( ,%&!%F%7(
!DD!.-#'07( #-%( ,#$( M2-( 0/%( '#0!2'*( H#&M( 2-( D2-%( !'( [-#'5%( dPQheC(
8-!0#!'( dPQheC( <#B#'( dPPheC( ?%-D#'4( dXQhe( #'$( 60#&4( dXUhe( 7#4(
!DD!.-#'07(#-%(,#$(M2-(0/%!-('#0!2'7*(
6DD!.-#'07( #-%( B#-0!53&#-&4( 3'B2B3&#-( #5-277( =3-2B%*( 6'( %F%-4(
=3-2B%#'(523'0-4(%\5%B0(83&.#-!#(!DD!.-#'07C(2'(,#&#'5%C(#-%(7%%'(#7(
/#F!'.( #( ,#$( !'M&3%'5%( 2'( 0/%( 523'0-4*( I/!7( '%.#0!F%( 7%'0!D%'0(
52!'5!$%7( 1!0/( 0/%( M#50( 0/#0( M2-( 0/%( M!-70( 0!D%( !'( D2$%-'( /!702-4C(
!DD!.-#'07( '21( 52DB-!7%( #( &#-.%( #'$( .-21!'.( D!'2-!04( !'( %F%-4(
S%70%-'(=3-2B%#'('#0!2'(73-F%4%$*
;%.#0!F%( 7%'0!D%'0( !7( %F%'( /!./%-( !'( =#70%-'( =3-2B%*( 90-2'.(
D#`2-!0!%7( !'( 0/%( @>%5/( #'$( 9&2F#:( L%B3,&!57( 0#:%( #( $!D( F!%1( 2M(
!DD!.-#'07( dUThC( XTheC( #7( $2( #( D#`2-!04( !'( L377!#( dPThe( g( #(
523'0-4( 1/%-%( !&&%.#&( !DD!.-#0!2'( !7( 72#-!'.*( L%7B2'$%'07( !'(
E2&#'$( #'$( a:-#!'%( /#F%( #( 72D%1/#0( &%77( '%.#0!F%( 2B!'!2'( 2M(
!DD!.-#'07(dcPh('%.#0!F%(!'(E2&#'$C(cUh(!'(a:-#!'%e*(
?!F%'(0/%(1!$%7B-%#$('%.#0!F%(#00!03$%(021#-$(!DD!.-#0!2'C(!0(
!7( '20( 73-B-!7!'.( 0/%'( 0/#0( 2F%-1/%&D!'.( D#`2-!0!%7( !'( WR( 2M( cV(
523'0-!%7( 1/%-%( 0/%( b3%70!2'( 1#7( #7:%$( 73BB2-0( 0!./0%-(
!DD!.-#0!2'( 52'0-2&7*( I/!7( F!%1( !7( 7/#-%$( ,4( 2F%-1/%&D!'.(
B%-5%'0#.%7(!'(523'0-!%7(0/#0(0#:%(#($!D(F!%1(2M(!DD!.-#'07C(735/(
#7(0/%(@>%5/(L%B3,&!5(dRWh(73BB2-0(0!./0%-(52'0-2&7eC(,30(#&72(,4(
7D#&&%-( ,30( 73,70#'0!#&(D#`2-!0!%7( !'( @#'#$#( dXTheC(1/!5/( /#7( #(
M#F2-#,&%(2B!'!2'(2M(!DD!.-#'07*((
S/!&%(,2-$%-(52'5%-'7(#-%(1!$%7B-%#$C( 0/%( !'0%'7!04(2M(B3,&!5(
F!%17( #,230( -%70-!50!'.( !DD!.-#0!2'( F#-!%7*( ;%#-&4( /#&M( 2M(
Restrict Entry of People 





















+D%-!5#'7( #'$( 60#&!#'7( dcXh( #'$( cRhC(
-%7B%50!F%&4e( completely( #.-%%( 0/#0( %'0-4( 02(
0/%(523'0-4(7/23&$(,%(D2-%(-%70-!50%$C(,30( !0(
!7('20(2'&4(B%2B&%( !'(1%#&0/4(523'0-!%7(1/2(
1#'0( 02( %-%50( D2-%( ,#--!%-7( #.#!'70(
M2-%!.'%-7*(I/-%%Zb3#-0%-7(2M( 0/27%(73-F%4%$(
!'( 0/%( 6F2-4( @2#70( dUXheC( 012Z0/!-$7( !'(
9230/(+M-!5#( dXUheC(#'$(D#`2-!0!%7( !'("#&!C(
6'$!#C( I3-:%4C( f%'%>3%&#( #'$( ?3#0%D#&#(
M%%&(70-2'.&4(#,230(0/!7(#7(1%&&*(
6'(<#B#'C(1/!5/(#&-%#$4(/#7(72D%(2M( 0/%(
12-&$K7( 023./%70( !DD!.-#0!2'( &#17( #'$( 0/%(
&21%70( !DD!.-#0!2'( -#0%( #D2'.( #$F#'5%$(
725!%0!%7C( `370( VQh( 52DB&%0%&4( #.-%%( 0/#0(
023./%-( -%70-!50!2'7( 7/23&$( ,%( B&#5%$( 2'(
B%2B&%( %'0%-!'.( 0/%( 523'0-4*( E2&#'$C(
83&.#-!#( #'$( 9230/()2-%#( /#F%( %F%'( &21%-(
&%F%&7(2M(!'0%'7%(2B!'!2'(#,230(0/!7(!773%*(
Favorable Views of Multinationals 
+'0!Z.&2,#&!>#0!2'( B-20%702-7( /#F%( &2'.(
&%F%&%$(0/%!-(M!-%(#0(#('3D,%-(2M(!'70!030!2'7(g(
!'0%-'#0!2'#&( 52-B2-#0!2'7C( 0/%(S2-&$( I-#$%(
G-.#'!>#0!2'C( 0/%( S2-&$( 8#':( #'$(
6'0%-'#0!2'#&( "2'%0#-4( [3'$( g( 0/#0( 0/%4(
5&#!D( B-2D20%( #'$( #,37%( .&2,#&!>#0!2'*( [2-(
0/%( D270( B#-0C( 0/%( B3,&!5( -%`%507( 0/%(
5-!0!5!7D7(2M( 0/%7%( 74D,2&7(2M( #('%1(.&2,#&(
2-$%-*
6'( WW( 2M( cW( 523'0-!%7( !'( 1/!5/( 0/%(
b3%70!2'( 1#7( #7:%$C( D#`2-!0!%7( 0/!':( 0/#0(
M2-%!.'( 52-B2-#0!2'7( /#F%( #( .%'%-#&&4(
B27!0!F%( !'M&3%'5%( 2'( 0/%!-( 523'0-!%7*(
"#`2-!0!%7(!'(%F%-4(+M-!5#'(523'0-4(73-F%4%$(













North America a% a% a% a% a%
[#/2$;%S2-2$4% _&% X)% _)% &)% `W%
L-#-;-% XU% XX% _U% &W% WU%
% % % % % %
Western Europe % % % % %
Y.$-2%Z./2-/#% _V% _c% _V% &W% W&%
\.-#6$% XW% X)% __% UU% WU%
Y$.=-#C% _X% XV% __% &U% `U%
02-5C% &`% Xc% X`% (V% `&%
% % % % % %
Eastern Europe % % % % %
Z"58-./-% &`% XX% U`% c_% _`%
LH$6+%Q$A"9@% _(% _)% V)% c`% W&%
P75-#;% U)% UU% X)% (c% V`%
Q"44/-% &V% U(% U(% W% `c%
S57?->%Q$A"9@% Xc% Vc% VU% &(% W&%
[>.-/#$% &`% XX% _(% ()% VV%
% % % % % %
Conflict Area % % % % %
<8CA2% j% j% j% j% j%
!7.;-#% &`% U(% &(% (&% XV%
]$9-#7#% U_% XV% UU% (U% `U%
P->/42-#% Uc% (W% (&% W% (&%
*".>$C% Uc% Uc% (U% (W% _V%
[H9$>/42-#% X(% V_% `X% X% __%
% % % % % %
Latin America % % % % %
D.8$#2/#-% c(% (X% c_% (U% VV%
Z75/?/-% _X% _c% _U% UV% `&%
Z.-H/5% U&% _&% &)% &c% _X%
Y"-2$=-5-% X(% _`% V&% UU% `c%
e7#;".-4% XV% _V% _W% U_% V)%
:$G/67% UX% _U% XW% &V% VU%
P$."% _(% XV% XX% (`% XV%
K$#$H"$5-% U&% VX% _`% &U% `c%
% % % % % %
Asia % % % % %
Z-#85-;$4+% UU% U`% U(% ((% V(%
L+/#-% UW% V_% V)% j% Vc%
0#;/-% X`% U_% X)% (U% UX%
0#;7#$4/-% _U% Vc% U`% ()% _c%
!-A-#% X_% _&% XV% cV% XX%
S7"2+%T7.$-% __% X_% X`% (c% Vc%
P+/5/AA/#$4% VX% VU% `c% XU% `c%
K/$2#-=% W(% W&% `X% (&% `&%
% % % % % %
Africa % % % % %
D#875-% U`% _W% VU% (V% VX%
Y+-#-% V_% `X% V(% &_% W)%
0?7.C%L7-42% _`% `X% `V% U&% W(%
T$#C-% VX% V`% Vc% (c% WX%
:-5/% _V% _X% _W% ()% `&%
E/8$./-% `(% VX% VW% (`% `c%
S$#$8-5% VV% `&% `c% ((% W_%
S7"2+%D3./6-% XW% V`% _`% UU% V_%
*-#H-#/-% XU% X&% X&% ()% _(%




example(s) for each nation] 
j%L$.2-/#%1"$42/7#4%#72%A$.=/22$;%/#%<8CA2%-#;%L+/#-@%
TR
+7!#'7( #&72( /#F%( #( M#F2-#,&%( F!%1( 2M( D3&0!'#0!2'#&7C( #&0/23./(
2B!'!2'7( #-%( 72D%1/#0( &%77( B27!0!F%( 0/#'( !'( +M-!5#*( +BB-2F#&( 2M(
M2-%!.'(M!-D7(!7(/!./&4(M#F2-#,&%(!'(f!%0'#D(dTWheC(@/!'#(dUXhe(#'$(
0/%(E/!&!BB!'%7(dUcheC(,30( &%77(72(!'(9230/()2-%#(dPXheC(8#'.&#$%7/(
dcRhe( #'$( 6'$!#( dcXhe*( J#0!'( +D%-!5#'7( #&72( /#F%( #( .%'%-#&&4(
M#F2-#,&%( F!%1( 2M( D3&0!'#0!2'#&7( g( 1!0/( 0/%( '20#,&%( %\5%B0!2'( 2M(
+-.%'0!'#C(1/%-%( `370( #( b3#-0%-( 2M( -%7B2'$%'07( ,%&!%F%(D#`2-( M2-%!.'(
52DB#'!%7(/#F%(/#$(#(B27!0!F%(!DB#50(2'(0/%!-(523'0-4*((
84( 52'0-#70C( +D%-!5#'7( #'$( =3-2B%#'7( /#F%( D2-%( D%#73-%$(
2B!'!2'7( 2M( 52DB#'!%7( M-2D( 20/%-( 523'0-!%7*( <370( /#&M( 2M( 0/27%(
73-F%4%$(!'(0/%(a*9*(dPQheC([-#'5%(dPQhe(#'$(60#&4(dPOhe(.!F%(.&2,#&(
M!-D7( .22$(D#-:7*("3&0!'#0!2'#&( 52DB#'!%7( #-%( F!%1%$( M#F2-#,&4( ,4(
%F%'( M%1%-( -%7B2'$%'07( !'( E2&#'$( dcche( #'$( L377!#( dcVheC( 1/!5/(
/#F%(7%%'(#('3D,%-(2M(,!.(M2-%!.'(52DB#'!%7(#5b3!-%(&25#&(,37!'%77%7*((
60( !7( !DB2-0#'0( 02( '20%( 0/#0( 1/!&%( 2B!'!2'( 2M( D3&0!'#0!2'#&7( !7(
M#F2-#,&%( !'( D270( 523'0-!%7C( D270( B%2B&%( 7#4( 735/( M!-D7( /#F%( #(
72D%1/#0(.22$( !'M&3%'5%(2'( 0/%!-( 523'0-!%7C( -#0/%-( 0/#'(#(F%-4(.22$(
!'M&3%'5%*(6'(;2-0/(+D%-!5#(#'$(=3-2B%C(#0(D270(2'&4(#,230(2'%Z!'Z0%'(
7#4(M2-%!.'(M!-D7_(!'M&3%'5%(/#7(,%%'(F%-4(B27!0!F%*(
+7( D!./0( ,%( %\B%50%$C( 0/%-%( !7( #( 52--%&#0!2'( ,%01%%'( B3,&!5(
7%'0!D%'0( 021#-$( .&2,#&!>#0!2'( #'$( D3&0!'#0!2'#&( 52DB#'!%7*( E%2B&%(
1/2(0/!':(1%&&(2M(,!.(52DB#'!%7(M-2D(20/%-(523'0-!%7(.%'%-#&&4(0#:%(#(
D2-%(B27!0!F%(F!%1(2M( 0/%(%MM%50(2M(.&2,#&!>#0!2'(2'( 0/%!-('#0!2'( 0/#'(
0/27%(1/2(7%%(M2-%!.'(52DB#'!%7(#7(#(B-2,&%D*(I/!7(B#00%-'(!7(7%%'(!'(
#&&(#$F#'5%$(%52'2D!%7*( 60( !7(#&72('20#,&%( !'(#('3D,%-(2M($%F%&2B!'.(
'#0!2'7C( 735/( #7(82&!F!#C( 6'$!#C( 0/%(E/!&!BB!'%7C(L377!#( #'$(83&.#-!#C(
0/23./(!'(D270('#0!2'7C(%F%'(0/27%(5-!0!5#&(2M(!'0%-'#0!2'#&(M!-D7(/#F%C(
2'(,#&#'5%C(M#F2-#,&%(F!%17(2M(.&2,#&!>#0!2'*
Good Ratings for IMF, World Bank 
E3,&!5( 73BB2-0( !7( %F%'(D2-%( %\0%'7!F%( M2-( !'0%-'#0!2'#&( M!'#'5!#&(
2-.#'!>#0!2'7( 735/( #7( 0/%( S2-&$( 8#':C( 0/%( 6'0%-'#0!2'#&( "2'%0#-4(
[3'$( d6"[e( #'$( 0/%( S2-&$( I-#$%( G-.#'!>#0!2'( dSIGe*( 6'( D270(
$%F%&2B!'.( 523'0-!%7( !'(+M-!5#C(+7!#C( J#0!'(+D%-!5#( #'$( 0/%("!$$&%(
=#70C( D#`2-!0!%7( 0/!':( 735/( !'0%-'#0!2'#&( !'70!030!2'7( /#F%( #( .22$(
TT
!'M&3%'5%( 2'( 0/%!-( 725!%0!%7*( ;%#-&4( 7!\Z!'Z0%'( B%2B&%( !'( ;2-0/(
+D%-!5#C(S%70%-'(=3-2B%(#'$(<#B#'(#.-%%*((
@-!0!5!7D( M2-( 0/%7%(D3&0!&#0%-#&( !'70!030!2'7( !7( &#-.%&4( 52'M!'%$( 02(
523'0-!%7( 0/#0(/#F%(-%5%'0&4(73MM%-%$(M-2D(%52'2D!5(,%&0Z0!./0%'!'.(g(
.2F%-'D%'0( 7B%'$!'.( 5307C( /!./%-( !'0%-%70( -#0%7( g( !DB27%$( ,4( 0/%(
S2-&$(8#':(#'$( 6"[( !'( -%03-'( M2-( !'0%-'#0!2'#&( &2#'7*(I12Z0/!-$7(2M(
+-.%'0!'%7( dXXheC(D2-%( 0/#'(/#&M(2M(I3-:7( dPUhe(#'$('%#-&4(/#&M(2M(
8-#>!&!#'7( dcRhe( 7#4( 735/( !'70!030!2'7( /#F%( ,%%'( ,#$( M2-( 0/%!-(
523'0-!%7*
;20#,&4C( #,230( M23-Z!'Z0%'( -%7B2'$%'07( !'( 8#'.&#$%7/( #'$(
6'$!#C( #'$( 7!\Z!'Z0%'( !'( E#:!70#'C( 2MM%-%$( '2( 2B!'!2'( #,230( 0/%7%(
!'70!030!2'7C( #&0/23./( 0/%!-( 523'0-!%7( /#F%( -%5%!F%$( ,!&&!2'7( 2M(
$2&&#-7( !'( &2#'7( M-2D( 0/%( S2-&$( 8#':( #'$( 6"[*( 90!&&C( B27!0!F%(
#77%77D%'07( 2M( 0/%7%( !'70!030!2'7( M#-( 230'3D,%-( '%.#0!F%( 2'%7( !'(
6'$!#( #'$( 8#'.&#$%7/C( ,30( !'( E#:!70#'!7( #-%( $!F!$%$( dVWh(
B27!0!F%oORh('%.#0!F%e*((
@-!0!5!7D( 2M( 0/%7%( 2-.#'!>#0!2'7( !7( D270( 5&%#-&4( &!':%$( 02(
2F%-#&&( 52'5%-'7( #,230( .&2,#&!>#0!2'( !'( ;2-0/( +D%-!5#C(S%70%-'(
=3-2B%( #'$( B#-07( 2M(=#70%-'(=3-2B%*(S/!&%( 0/%(S2-&$(8#':C( 0/%(
6"[(#'$(0/%(SIG(#-%(.%'%-#&&4(-#0%$(#7(/#F!'.(#(.22$(!'M&3%'5%(
!'( 0/%7%( B#-07( 2M( 0/%( 12-&$C( B%2B&%( 0/%-%( 1/2( #-%( 5-!0!5#&( 2M(
.&2,#&!>#0!2'( 2F%-#&&( 0#:%( #( 7!.'!M!5#'0&4( $!DD%-( F!%1( 2M( 0/%7%(
!'70!030!2'7*
Anti-Globalization Protesters: Not Widely Known 
I2(#(52'7!$%-#,&%($%.-%%C(#'0!Z.&2,#&!>#0!2'(B-20%702-7(/#F%(7!DB&4(





D270&4( !'(;2-0/(+D%-!5#(#'$(S%70%-'(=3-2B%(g( 0/%!-( !D#.%( !7( M#!-&4(
'%.#0!F%*( 6'( 60#&4C( 0/%( 7!0%( 2M( #( ,&22$4( 5&#7/( !'F2&F!'.( #'0!Z
.&2,#&!>#0!2'(B-20%70%-7(#0(0/%(VQQO(?ZR(73DD!0C('%.#0!F%(2B!'!2'7(2M(
0/%( B-20%70%-7( 230'3D,%-( B27!0!F%( 2'%7( ,4( 012Z02Z2'%( dPchZVUhe*(



























I/%( E/!&!BB!'%7( !7( 0/%( 2'&4( 523'0-4( !'( 1/!5/( #( D#`2-!04( dPche(
,%&!%F%7( 0/%(#'0!Z.&2,#&!>#0!2'(B-20%70%-7(/#F%(#(B27!0!F%( !'M&3%'5%(2'(
0/%!-( 523'0-4*( 830( 0/%-%( #-%( 7%F%-#&( 523'0-!%7( !'( 1/!5/( 7!>#,&%(
D!'2-!0!%7(.!F%(0/%D(B27!0!F%(-#0!'.7C(!'5&3$!'.([-#'5%(dcch(B27!0!F%eC(
1/%-%( #'0!Z.&2,#&!>#0!2'( &%#$%-( <27r( 82Fr( ,3&&$2>%$( #( "5A2'#&$7(
72D%(4%#-7(#.2C(9230/(+M-!5#(dccheC(?3#0%D#&#(dccheC(#'$(H2'$3-#7(
dcXhe*( 6'( 82&!F!#C( 1/%-%( B2B3&#-( -%7!70#'5%( 02( 0/%( B-!F#0!>#0!2'( #'$(
7#&%( 2M(D3'!5!B#&(1#0%-( 73BB&!%7( !7( 2'.2!'.C( '%#-&4( /#&M( dcUheC( .!F%(
0/%(B-20%702-7(B27!0!F%(-#0!'.7*(
NGOs, Unions Popular 
;2'Z.2F%-'D%'0#&(7%-F!5%(2-.#'!>#0!2'7(d;?G7eC(735/(#7(0/%(L%$(
@-277C(@#-%( 6'0%-'#0!2'#&(#'$(+D'%704( 6'0%-'#0!2'#&C( #-%(1%&&(:'21'(
#'$(1%&&( &!:%$*( 92&!$(D#`2-!0!%7( !'(D270( 523'0-!%7( g(D2-%( 0/#'( 0/-%%(
b3#-0%-7(!'(;2-0/(+D%-!5#(#'$(=3-2B%C(1!0/(0/%(%\5%B0!2'(2M(83&.#-!#(
dXRhe( g( ,%&!%F%( '2'Z.2F%-'D%'0#&( 2-.#'!>#0!2'7( /#F%( #( B27!0!F%(
!'M&3%'5%(2'(0/%!-(523'0-!%7*
93BB2-0(M2-( 0/%7%(2-.#'!>#0!2'7C(1/!5/($%&!F%-(/3D#'!0#-!#'(-%&!%M(










72D%1/#0( /!./%-( B%-5%'0#.%7( 2M( ?%-D#'7( dXPhe( #'$( 8-!0!7/( dXUhe(
0/!':(2-.#'!>%$(&#,2-(/#7(#(.22$(!'M&3%'5%(!'(0/%!-(725!%0!%7*
830( #7( !7( 0/%( 5#7%( 1!0/( 52-B2-#0!2'7C( 73BB2-0( M2-( &#,2-( 3'!2'7( !7(
,-2#$(,30(0%DB%-%$*(=F%'(!'(;2-0/(+D%-!5#(#'$(=3-2B%C(1/%-%(B%2B&%(






#&72( !7(1!$%7B-%#$( !'( <2-$#'( dPUh('%.#0!F%e( #'$( !'(f%'%>3%&#( dPPh(
'%.#0!F%eC(1/%-%(70-!:%7(-%5%'0&4(5-!BB&%$(0/%(%52'2D4*((
Questions of Sovereignty: Environment, Criminal Court  
6'(!'70#'5%7(1/%-%(0/%(#30/2-!04(2M(!'0%-'#0!2'#&(2-.#'!>#0!2'7(#'$(
'#0!2'#&( .2F%-'D%'07( 52D%( !'02( 52'M&!50( g( #7( 1!0/( .&2,#&(
%'F!-2'D%'0#&( %MM2-07( #'$( 0/%( 6'0%-'#0!2'#&( @-!D!'#&( @23-0( g(
+D%-!5#'7( 52D%( $21'( 2'( 0/%( 7!$%( 2M( '#0!2'#&( 72F%-%!.'04C( 1/!&%(
=3-2B%#'7(0%'$(02(,%(D2-%(73BB2-0!F%(2M(!'0%-'#0!2'#&(#30/2-!04*(
830(0/%-%(#-%(!'0%-%70!'.(F#-!#0!2'7(!'(=3-2B%#'(F!%17(
2'( 0/%7%( !773%7*( [2-( %\#DB&%C( 012Z0/!-$7( 2M( 0/%( [-%'5/(
dXPheC( #&2'.( 1!0/( D270( +D%-!5#'7( dPcheC( 7#4( 0/%!-(
'#0!2'#&( .2F%-'D%'07( 7/23&$( /#F%( 0/%( M!'#&( 12-$( 2'(
.&2,#&( %'F!-2'D%'0#&( $!7B30%7( #7( 2BB27%$( 02( #'(
!'0%-'#0!2'#&( 2-.#'!>#0!2'( &!:%( 0/%(a*;*(I/%( ,#&#'5%( 0!&07(
0/%( 20/%-( 1#4( g( 021#-$( .!F!'.( #'( !'0%-'#0!2'#&(
2-.#'!>#0!2'( M!'#&( 7#4( g( !'( ?-%#0( 8-!0#!'( dPche( #'$(
?%-D#'4( dXUhe*(L377!#'7( #-%( $!F!$%$C(1!0/( cPh( 7#4!'.(
0/%( M!'#&( $%5!7!2'( 7/23&$( -%70( 1!0/( 0/%( a*;*( 2-( #'20/%-(
!'0%-'#0!2'#&( ,2$4( #'$( cWh( 7#4!'.( 0/%( L377!#'(
.2F%-'D%'0*(
+D%-!5#'7( #-%( `370( #7( -%7!70#'0( 02( 5%$!'.( #30/2-!04(
2F%-(a*9*(D!&!0#-4( M2-5%7*( <370( WUh( 7#4( 0/%( 6'0%-'#0!2'#&(
@-!D!'#&(@23-0( 7/23&$(/#F%( `3-!7$!50!2'(2F%-(a*9*( 0-22B7(
#5537%$( 2M( 1#-( 5-!D%7C( %F%'( !M( 0/%( a*9*( .2F%-'D%'0(
-%M37%7(02(0-4(0/%D*(E%2B&%(!'(L377!#(#.-%%(g(`370(2'%Z!'Z
0/-%%( L377!#'( -%7B2'$%'07( M#F2-( .!F!'.( 0/%( 6'0%-'#0!2'#&( @-!D!'#&(
@23-0( 0/%( -!./0( 02( 0-4( L377!#'( 0-22B7*( 830( 0/%( [-%'5/( 7!$%( 1!0/( 0/%(
?%-D#'7( #'$( 8-!0!7/( !'( 73BB2-0!'.( 0/%( #30/2-!04( 2M( 0/%( !'0%-'#0!2'#&(
523-0(02(0-4(0/%!-(523'0-!%7_(0-22B7(!M(0/%!-(.2F%-'D%'07(-%M37%(02($2(72*((
International Criminal Courts 
Should Have Authority to  
Try Nation’s Soldiers 
















International Orgs Should 
Have Final Say on Environment 

















SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC VALUES 
-%%ZD#-:%0( %52'2D!%7( #'$( 0/%( !'$!F!$3#&( M-%%$2D7( 0/#0(
3'$%-&!%( 0/%D(#-%(/!./&4(M#F2-%$(#-23'$(0/%(12-&$*("#`2-!0!%7(
!'( WW( 2M( cc( 523'0-!%7( 73-F%4%$( ,4( 0/%(Pew Global Attitudes 
Project( ,%&!%F%( 0/#0( B%2B&%( #-%( ,%00%-( 2MM( !'( #( M-%%ZD#-:%0( %52'2D4C(
%F%'( !M( !0( &%#$7( 02( $!7B#-!0!%7( !'( 1%#&0/( #'$( !'52D%*( 830( 0/!7( .&2,#&(
%'$2-7%D%'0( 2M( 5#B!0#&!7D( .2%7( /#'$Z!'Z/#'$( 1!0/( %b3#&&4( ,-2#$(
73BB2-0( M2-(#(.2F%-'D%'0(7#M%04('%0*(I/%('%%$(M2-(#50!F%(.2F%-'D%'0(
%MM2-07( 02( /%&B( 0/%( B22-( !7( %'$2-7%$( 0/-23./230( 0/%(12-&$( g(1!0/( 0/%(
a'!0%$(90#0%7(#('20#,&%(%\5%B0!2'*(+D%-!5#'7(#&72(#-%(D2-%(&!:%&4(0/#'(
B%2B&%( !'( #&D270( #'4( 20/%-( '#0!2'( 73-F%4%$( 02( M%%&( 0/#0( 0/%( :%4( 02(
B%-72'#&(7355%77(2-(M#!&3-%(!7(1!0/!'(%#5/(!'$!F!$3#&_7(52'0-2&*(
G0/%-( 725!#&( !773%7C( D2-%( 0/#'( %52'2D!57C( $!F!$%( 0/%( 12-&$_7(




+M-!5#'( 523'0-!%7( g( '20#,&4( )%'4#( #'$( 9%'%.#&( g( 0/#0( 2BB27!0!2'( !7(
F!-03#&&4(3'#'!D237*((
?&2,#&( 2B!'!2'( !7( 7B&!0C( #&2'.( -23./&4( 7!D!&#-( .%2.-#B/!5( &!'%7C(
2F%-(0/%(&!':#.%(,%01%%'(,%&!%M(!'(?2$(#'$(D2-#&!04*(I/%(52'7%'737(!'(
=3-2B%(!7(0/#0(!0(!7('20('%5%77#-4(M2-(#(B%-72'(02(,%&!%F%(!'(?2$(02(,%(
D2-#&( #'$( /#F%( .22$( F#&3%7*( 6'( %F%-4( 20/%-( 523'0-4( 1/%-%( 0/!7(
b3%70!2'(1#7(#7:%$(g(!'5&3$!'.(0/%(a'!0%$(90#0%7(g(D#`2-!0!%7(7#4(0/#0(
,%&!%M(!'(?2$(!7(#(B-%-%b3!7!0%(M2-(D2-#&!04*(
In Praise of Free Markets  
+7(D!./0(,%(%\B%50%$C( 0/%-%( !7(%\0%'7!F%(73BB2-0( M2-( M-%%(D#-:%07(
#D2'.(B%2B&%(&!F!'.(!'(#$F#'5%$(%52'2D!%7*([3&&4(7%F%'Z!'Z0%'(!'(0/%(
a*9*( dUVheC( 60#&4( dUOhe( #'$( ?%-D#'4( dXThe( #.-%%( 0/#0( B%2B&%( #-%(
,%00%-(2MM(!'(M-%%(D#-:%07C(#'$(73BB2-0(!7(2'&4(72D%1/#0(&%77(!'(?-%#0(
8-!0#!'( dXXheC( [-#'5%( dXOhe( #'$( @#'#$#( dXOhe*( <#B#'C( 1/%-%( 0/%(
%52'2D4(/#7( ,%%'( 70-3..&!'.( M2-( 4%#-7C( !7( #( '20#,&%( %\5%B0!2'*(G'&4(





7%F%-#&( 70!&&Z$%F%&2B!'.( +M-!5#'( 523'0-!%7C( B#-0!53&#-&4(




2'( %\B%-!%'5%( !'( 0/%( M2-D%-( 5#7%( #'$( /2B%M3&(
%\B%50#0!2'(!'(0/%(&#00%-*
93BB2-0( M2-( M-%%(D#-:%07( !7( 7!.'!M!5#'0&4(1%#:%-( !'(
7%F%-#&( D!$$&%Z!'52D%( 523'0-!%7C( D#'4( 2M( 1/!5/( #-%(
70-3..&!'.( 02( D#:%( 5#B!0#&!7D( 12-:*( GB!'!2'( 2'( 0/!7(
!773%( F#-!%7(1!$%&4( #D2'.( 523'0-!%7( 5&#77!M!%$( ,4( I/%(
S2-&$( 8#':( #7( i&21( D!$$&%Z!'52D%j( #'$( i3BB%-(
D!$$&%Z!'52D%*j( 830C( 2'( #F%-#.%C( 2'&4( #( '#--21(
D#`2-!04( dPche( !'( 0/%( D!$$&%Z!'52D%( 523'0-!%7(
73-F%4%$( #.-%%7( 0/#0( B%2B&%( #-%( ,%00%-( 2MM( !'( M-%%(
D#-:%07*((
6'( +-.%'0!'#C( 1/!5/( !7( M#5!'.( #( 7%F%-%( %52'2D!5(
5-!7!7C( 2'&4( #,230( #( b3#-0%-( 2M( -%7B2'$%'07( dVXhe( M%%&(
0/#0( B%2B&%( #-%( ,%00%-( 2MM( !'( M-%%( D#-:%07*( I/%-%( !7(
'20#,&%( &#5:( 2M( 73BB2-0( M2-( M-%%( D#-:%07( !'( 0/-%%(
0-#'7!0!2'#&( %52'2D!%7( !'( =#70%-'( =3-2B%( g( L377!#(
dcPheC(E2&#'$(dcche(#'$(83&.#-!#(dWOhe
G'( 0/%( 20/%-( /#'$C( 72D%( D!$$&%Z!'52D%( =#70%-'(
=3-2B%#'( B2B3&#0!2'7( 7/21( 73-B-!7!'.( 73BB2-0( M2-( M-%%(
D#-:%07C( 1!0/( a:-#!'%( dXche( #'$( 0/%( @>%5/( L%B3,&!5(
dXVhe( 2'( B#-( 1!0/( @#'#$#( #'$( [-#'5%*( 9!D!&#-&4( !'(
@/!'#C( 1/%-%( #( $!MM%-%'0( F%-7!2'( 2M( 0/%( b3%70!2'( 1#7(
#7:%$( #,230( 0/%( 523'0-4_7( !'5-%#7!'.&4( M-%%ZD#-:%0(
%52'2D4C(7%F%'Z!'Z0%'(#.-%%$(1!0/(0/%(70#0%D%'0(iD270(
B%2B&%( /#F%( #( ,%00%-( &!M%( '21C( %F%'( 0/23./( 72D%( #-%(
-!5/(#'$(72D%(#-%(B22-*j(
Still a Need for a Safety Net 
+&2'.(1!0/(1!$%7B-%#$(#55%B0#'5%(2M( M-%%(D#-:%07C(
B%2B&%(#-23'$( 0/%(12-&$(B%-5%!F%( 0/%('%%$(M2-(#(725!#&(









































































































































7#M%04( '%0( #'$( ,%&!%F%( 0/%( .2F%-'D%'0( /#7( #(
-%7B2'7!,!&!04( 02( 5#-%( M2-( 0/%( B22-*( 830( 7!.'!M!5#'0(
$!MM%-%'5%7( %D%-.%(1/%'(B%2B&%( #-%( #7:%$( 02(1%!./(
0/%(-%&#0!F%(!DB2-0#'5%(2M(#(.2F%-'D%'0(.3#-#'0%%(2M(




02( %'73-%( 0/#0( '2( 2'%( !7( !'( '%%$( 0/#'( !0( !7( M2-(
!'$!F!$3#&7( 02( ,%( M-%%( 02( B3-73%( .2#&7( 1!0/230(
.2F%-'D%'0( !'0%-M%-%'5%*( I/!7( F!%1( !7( B-%F#&%'0( !'(
M2-D%-( 92F!%0( 523'0-!%7( g( '20#,&4( L377!#( dUcheC(
a:-#!'%( dUXhe( #'$( 0/%( 9&2F#:( L%B3,&!5( dUQhe*(





0/#'( #,230( .2F%-'D%'0( #773-#'5%7( 2M( #'( %52'2D!5(
7#M%04( '%0*(;%#-( 7!\Z!'Z0%'( dPRhe( F#&3%( 0/%( M-%%$2D(
02( B3-73%( !'$!F!$3#&( .2#&7( 1!0/230( .2F%-'D%'0(
!'0%-M%-%'5%C(1/!&%(,#-%&4(#(0/!-$(dWche(7#4(!0(!7(D2-%(
!DB2-0#'0( M2-( 0/%( .2F%-'D%'0( 02( 0#:%( #'( #50!F!70(
#BB-2#5/(02(.3#-#'0%%!'.(0/#0('2(2'%(!7(!'('%%$*
G0/%-( '#0!2'7( 1/%-%( &#-.%( D#`2-!0!%7( M#F2-(
B%-72'#&(M-%%$2D(2F%-(#(.2F%-'D%'0(.3#-#'0%%(2M(#!$(
M2-( 0/%( B22-( !'5&3$%( f%'%>3%&#( dXRheC( H2'$3-#7(
dXRheC( ?3#0%D#&#( dXOheC( ?/#'#( dXWheC( ;!.%-!#(
dXOhe(#'$(E#:!70#'(dXOhe*(6'(#&&(0/%7%('#0!2'7C(#7(!7(
7/21'( /%-%C( 7!.'!M!5#'0( D#`2-!0!%7( #&72( 7#4( 0/%!-(





































































































































Tepid Support for Safety Net in U.S.
93BB2-0(M2-(#(725!#&(7#M%04('%0(!7(-%&#0!F%&4(1%#:(!'(0/%(a*9*C(%F%'(
1/%'( 0/%-%( !7( '2( B20%'0!#&( 5270( !'( .2F%-'D%'0( !'0%-M%-%'5%( 1!0/(
B%-72'#&( &!,%-04*(+7:%$( 7!DB&4( !M( .2F%-'D%'0( /#7( #( -%7B2'7!,!&!04( 02(
5#-%( M2-( 0/%( B22-C( UWh( 2M( +D%-!5#'7( #.-%%C( ,30( 0/#0( !7( #( 7D#&&%-(
B%-5%'0#.%( 0/#'( !'(#'4(20/%-(523'0-4(%\5%B0( <2-$#'( dXOhe(#'$(<#B#'(
dXPhe*
A!MM%-%'5%7(2F%-(0/!7(!773%(#-%(%F%'(D2-%(#BB#-%'0(!'(0/%(!'0%'7!04(
2M( 2B!'!2'*( <370( 0/-%%Z!'Z0%'( +D%-!5#'7( dVThe( completely #.-%%( 0/#0(
.2F%-'D%'0(/#7(#(-%7B2'7!,!&!04(02(/%&B(0/%(B22-*(6'(WU(2M(0/%(cV(20/%-(
523'0-!%7( 1/%-%( 0/!7( b3%70!2'( 1#7( #7:%$C( #0( &%#70( M23-Z!'Z0%'(





7%F%-#&( =#70%-'( =3-2B%#'( 523'0-!%7( g( %7B%5!#&&4( L377!#( #'$( 0/%(
a:-#!'%(g(2'(0/%(-%&#0!F%(!DB2-0#'5%(
2M(B%-72'#&(M-%%$2D(#'$(.2F%-'D%'0(
.3#-#'0%%7( 2M( #!$( M2-( 0/%( B22-*( 6'(
OTTOC(`370(#(0/!-$(2M(L377!#'7(-#0%$(#(
.2F%-'D%'0( 2,&!.#0!2'( 02( /%&B( 0/%(
B22-( #7( #( .-%#0%-( B-!2-!04( 0/#'(
B%-72'#&( M-%%$2D*( I/#0( B%-5%'0#.%(
/#7(D2-%(0/#'($23,&%$(2F%-(0/%(B#70(
OV( 4%#-7( 02( Uch( 53--%'0&4*( I/%(
5/#'.%( /#7( ,%%'( '%#-&4( #7( $-#D#0!5(
!'(a:-#!'%C(1/%-%(UXh('21(F!%1(#(
.2F%-'D%'0( .3#-#'0%%( 02( /%&B( 0/%(
B22-( #7( D2-%( !DB2-0#'0( d52DB#-%$(
1!0/(WUh(!'(OTTOe*(




Differing Views of Social Safety Net 
Govt should guarantee 
no one in need 
Govt has responsibility 
to care for poor* 
% cWWc% ())( Change cWWc% ())( Change
% a% a% a% a%
Q"44/-% &&% VU% +41 V)% V)% 0
[>.-/#$% &V% V_% +39 _W% XV% -12
LH$6+%Q$A"95/6% &X% X`% +23 _V% XV% -10
S57?->%Q$A"95/6% Xc% V)% +19 _(% Xc% -11
% % %
\.-#6$% Xc% _(% +11 _(% X)% -12
Y$.=-#C%^*72-5b% UV% XV% +10 X)% UX% -5
   Former W. Ger. 41 52 +11 45 43 -2 
   Former E. Ger. 67 77 +10 64 51 -13 
02-5C% _U% Vc% +7 __% U`% -18
Z"58-./-% _)% _V% +7 `c% _V% -14
Y.$-2%Z./2-/#% XW% _(% +3 _(% XW% -3
% % %
[#/2$;%S2-2$4% &_% &U% -2 (&% (W% +6 
P75-#;% V&% _U% -9 X_% XW% +3 
% % %




Resistance to Shutting Inefficient Factories  
E%2B&%( #-23'$( 0/%( 12-&$( %\B-%77( ,-2#$( 73BB2-0C( !'( B-!'5!B&%C( M2-(
M-%%(D#-:%07*(830( 0/%-%( !7( M#-(D2-%(B3,&!5( -%7!70#'5%( 02( !DB&%D%'0!'.(
735/( 7B%5!M!5( B2&!5!%7( #7( 5&27!'.( &#-.%C( !'%MM!5!%'0( M#502-!%7( !M( 0/#0(
%'0#!&7(73,70#'0!#&(B%-72'#&(52707*
"#`2-!0!%7( !'(D270( 523'0-!%7(1/%-%( 0/%( b3%70!2'(1#7(
#7:%$(7#4(0/#0(&#-.%C(!'%MM!5!%'0(%'0%-B-!7%7(7/23&$('20(,%(
#&&21%$( 02( 5&27%( ,%5#37%( !0( 123&$( 5#37%( 022( D35/(
/#-$7/!B( 2'( B%2B&%*( G'&4( !'( #( /#'$M3&( 2M( 523'0-!%7( g(
'20#,&4(f!%0'#DC(0/%(@>%5/(L%B3,&!5(#'$(I#'>#'!#(g($2(
D270( B%2B&%( ,%&!%F%( 735/( M#502-!%7( 2-( %'0%-B-!7%7( 7/23&$(
,%(5&27%$C(%F%'(!M(/#-$7/!B7(-%73&0*
I/%( 52'0-#70( ,%01%%'( B-!'5!B&%( #'$( -%#&!04( !7( D270(
#BB#-%'0( !'( ?3#0%D#&#C( 1/%-%( XOh( M#F2-( #( M-%%( D#-:%0(
,30( UQh( 7#4( 5&27!'.( !'%MM!5!%'0( M#502-!%7( !7( 022( .-%#0( #(
/#-$7/!B*(9!D!&#-&4( !'( 6'$!#C(PWh(M#F2-( M-%%(D#-:%07(,30(
URh( 2BB27%( 5&27!'.( !'%MM!5!%'0( M#502-!%7*( GB!'!2'( !7(
-23./&4(7!D!&#-(!'(I3-:%4C(1/%-%(PVh(M#F2-(M-%%(D#-:%07(
,30(UQh(2BB27%(5&27!'.(!'%MM!5!%'0(M#502-!%7*(
Success: Out of One’s Control  
;2-0/( +D%-!5#'7( M%%&( #( D35/( .-%#0%-( 7%'7%( 2M( B%-72'#&(
%DB21%-D%'0( 0/#'( $2( B%2B&%( !'( 0/%( -%70( 2M( 0/%( 12-&$*( 90-2'.(
D#`2-!0!%7(!'(0/%(a'!0%$(90#0%7(dXPhe(#'$(@#'#$#(dXWhe(-%`%50(0/%(!$%#(
0/#0( i7355%77( !'( &!M%( !7( B-%004(D35/($%0%-D!'%$(,4( M2-5%7(2307!$%(23-(
52'0-2&*j( G307!$%( 2M( ;2-0/( +D%-!5#C( 2'&4( !'( <#B#'( $2%7( #( D#`2-!04(
dPVhe( $!7#.-%%( 1!0/( 0/%( !$%#( 0/#0( 7355%77( &!%7( 1!0/( M2-5%7( 2307!$%(
!'$!F!$3#&(52'0-2&*(
I/-23./230(0/%(-%70(2M(0/%(12-&$C(D270(B%2B&%(M%%&(0/#0(7355%77(M2-(
0/%( D270( B#-0( &!%7( 230( 2M( 0/%!-( B%-72'#&( 52'0-2&*( I/!7( 2B!'!2'( !7(
$2D!'#'0( #5-277( #( $!F%-7%( .-23B( 2M( 523'0-!%7( g( !'5&3$!'.( I3-:%4(
dUXheC(9230/()2-%#(dUPheC("#&!(dUOhe(#'$(?%-D#'4(dXRhe*((




Highest Support a% a% a%
K/$2#-= 66 (W% X%
LH$6+%Q$A"95/6% 63 &&% U%
*-#H-#/-% 54 &U% c(%
S57?->%Q$A"95/6% 50 UV% &%
% % %
Highest Opposition % % %
0#;/-% c`% 78 U
D.8$#2/#-% c_% 74 c)
!7.;-#% (V% 72 c
Y"-2$=-5-% ((% 70 V
*".>$C% ((% 70 `
:-5/% (W% 68 &
K$#$H"$5-% &(% 66 (
e7#;".-4% (X% 64 cc
Z.-H/5% (W% 65 _
Q"44/-% (V% 64 W
OQR
6'( =3-2B%C( D#`2-!0!%7( !'( %F%-4( 523'0-4( g( %\5%B0(
?-%#0( 8-!0#!'( #'$( 0/%( @>%5/( #'$( 9&2F#:( L%B3,&!57( g(
,%&!%F%( 0/#0( M2-5%7(2307!$%(2M(#'( !'$!F!$3#&_7(B%-72'#&(
52'0-2&( $%0%-D!'%( 7355%77*( =F%'( !'( 0/27%( 523'0-!%7C(
2B!'!2'( !7( $!F!$%$C( 1!0/( '%#-&4( /#&M( !'( %#5/( 7#4!'.(
7355%77( !7( '20( 1!0/!'( #'( !'$!F!$3#&_7( 52'0-2&( dcTh(
9&2F#:( L%B3,&!5C( cRh( ?-%#0( 8-!0#!'C( cUh( @>%5/(
L%B3,&!5e*
I/%( B%-5%'0#.%( 2M( +D%-!5#'7( 1/2( ,%&!%F%( 0/#0(
7355%77( !7( $%0%-D!'%$( ,4( M2-5%7( 2307!$%( 0/%!-( 52'0-2&(
/#7( M#&&%'( D2$%70&4( 7!'5%( OTRR^M-2D( cOh( 02( WVh*(
=&7%1/%-%(0/%-%(/#7(,%%'(&!00&%(5/#'.%(!'(-%5%'0(4%#-7C(
1!0/(#(M%1(%\5%B0!2'7*(+(.-21!'.('3D,%-(2M(?%-D#'7(
M%%&( 7355%77( !7( 2307!$%( 2M( 0/%!-( 52'0-2&( g( XRh( #.-%%(
1!0/( 0/#0(70#0%D%'0('21(52DB#-%$(1!0/(PTh(!'(OTTO*(
"2-%( !DB2-0#'0C( 0/%( '3D,%-( completely #.-%%!'.( /#7(
'%#-&4( $23,&%$C( M-2D( OVh( 02( VWhC( 2F%-( 0/%( 7#D%(
B%-!2$*
6'( 83&.#-!#C( ,4( 52DB#-!72'C( 0/%-%( /#7( ,%%'( #(
$%5&!'%( 7!'5%( OTTO( !'( 0/%( B%-5%'0#.%( 2M( 0/%( B3,&!5(
7#4!'.( 0/#0( 7355%77( &!%7( ,%42'$( #'( !'$!F!$3#&_7(
B%-72'#&(52'0-2&(dM-2D(UWh(02(Pche*(+'$(0/%('3D,%-(
1/2( 52DB&%0%&4( #.-%%( 0/#0( 2307!$%( M2-5%7( $%0%-D!'%(
!'$!F!$3#&(7355%77(/#7(03D,&%$(M-2D(cOh(02(OVh*
Failure: Not Society’s Fault  




7!\Z02Z2'%C( +D%-!5#'7( 7#4( 0/#0( B%2B&%( 1/2( $2( '20(
7355%%$($2(72(,%5#37%(2M(0/%!-(M#!&3-%7C('20(725!%04_7*(
I/#0( F!%1( !7( 7/#-%$( #5-277( #( 1!$%( -#'.%( 2M(
523'0-!%7*( GB!'!2'( !'( 6'$2'%7!#( !7( %F%'( D2-%( 2'( 0/%(
7!$%(2M(!'$!F!$3#&(#5523'0#,!&!04(0/#'(!'(0/%(a*9*Y([3&&4(
RUh( 2M( 6'$2'%7!#'7( /2&$( !'$!F!$3#&7( -%7B2'7!,&%( M2-(
Success Determined by 







































































































































0/%!-( M#!&3-%7C( 52DB#-%$( 1!0/( OOh( 1/2( ,&#D%(
725!%04*(9!D!&#-&4C(70-2'.(D#`2-!0!%7(!'(0/%(@>%5/(
L%B3,&!5( dRVheC( a>,%:!70#'( dUTheC( H2'$3-#7(
dUUheC( ?3#0%D#&#( dUXheC( "%\!52( dUXheC( ?-%#0(
8-!0#!'( dUPhe( #'$( ?%-D#'4( dUche( ,%&!%F%( 0/#0(
M#!&3-%( 5#'( ,%( ,&#D%$( 2'( !'$!F!$3#&(
7/2-052D!'.7*(
90!&&C( 0/!7( F!%1( !7( '20( 3'!F%-7#&&4( 7/#-%$*( 6'(
E2&#'$C(#(PPh(D#`2-!04(,&#D%7(M#!&3-%(2'(725!%04(
g( '20( 0/%( !'$!F!$3#&( g( #'$( 73,70#'0!#&(D!'2-!0!%7(
!'( a:-#!'%( dcRheC( 83&.#-!#( dcUhe( #'$( L377!#(
dWRhe(#.-%%*( 6'(+M-!5#(#7(1%&&C( -%7B2'$%'07(#&72(
#-%( &%77( &!:%&4( 02( ,&#D%( M#!&3-%( 2'( !'$!F!$3#&(
7/2-052D!'.7( 0/#'( 2'( 725!%04C( #'$( 2B!'!2'( !7(
%F%'&4($!F!$%$(2'(0/!7(B2!'0( !'(+-.%'0!'#C(8-#>!&(
#'$(I3-:%4*(
Government: Inefficient And Controlling, But... 
E%2B&%( /#F%( 52DB&%\( #'$( 72D%1/#0(
52'0-#$!502-4( M%%&!'.7( #,230( 0/%!-( 21'(
.2F%-'D%'07*( I/%-%( !7( #( 1!$%7B-%#$( 7%'7%( 0/#0(
.2F%-'D%'0(!7(!'%MM!5!%'0C(#'$(D#`2-!0!%7(!'(D#'4(








6'( %MM%50C( B%2B&%( 0#:%( #( 52DB#-0D%'0#&!>%$(
F!%1( 2M( .2F%-'D%'0*( +D%-!5#'7( #-%( 04B!5#&( !'(
0/!7( -%.#-$Y( [3&&4( 7!\Z!'Z0%'( 7#4( .2F%-'D%'0( !7(
!'%MM!5!%'0( dXWhe( #'$( 2F%-&4( 52'0-2&&!'.( dXQheC(
,30(D270(dXPhe(#&72(#.-%%(1!0/(0/%(70#0%D%'0(0/#0(
0/%(.2F%-'D%'0( i!7( -3'( M2-( 0/%(,%'%M!0( 2M( #&&( 0/%(
Mixed Views of Government 













North America a% a% a%
[#/2$;%S2-2$4% _)% _&% _X%
L-#-;-% XV% _c% _W%
Western Europe % % %
Y.$-2%Z./2-/#% XU% __% __%
\.-#6$% XX% V)% U)%
Y$.=-#C% _)% _X% `_%
02-5C% _U% `(% ``%
Eastern Europe % % %
Z"58-./-% &_% UX% &V%
LH$6+%Q$A"95/6 U(% X_% X_%
P75-#;% (`% _c% ``%
Q"44/-% &U% XV% X)%
S57?->%Q$A"95/6 UX% X`% XU%
[>.-/#$% X&% _U% &(%
Conflict Area 
<8CA2% j% j% W)%
!7.;-#% U_% U`% X)%
]$9-#7#% _X% X_% V`%
P->/42-#% V`% U&% V(%
*".>$C% XW% _U% VW%
[H9$>/42-#% `c% &(% `X%
Latin America 
D.8$#2/#-% Uc% Vc% cV%
Z75/?/-% U&% _V% U(%
Z.-H/5% VU% `U% Xc%
Y"-2$=-5-% U`% V`% UX%
e7#;".-4% XW% V_% _&%
:$G/67% _)% __% UV%
P$."% &X% _U% Xc%
K$#$H"$5-% &W% _U% XU%
Asia 
Z-#85-;$4+% &W% _W% W&%
L+/#-% j% j% j%
0#;/-% U`% _)% Vc%
0#;7#$4/-% (`% X&% _V%
!-A-#% U(% VU% (_%
P+/5/AA/#$4% UW% _W% `U%
S7"2+%T7.$-% U`% `c% X)%
K/$2#-=% j% j% j%
Africa 
D#875-% ()% U_% _U%
Y+-#-% &&% XW% `X%
0?7.C%L7-42% U_% X(% _W%
T$#C-% _c% _&% V&%
:-5/% X`% __% _c%
E/8$./-% XV% V_% VU%
S$#$8-5% &`% U)% X&%
S7"2+%D3./6-% _&% _c% VX%
*-#H-#/-% XV% _&% VX%





J!:%(+D%-!5#'7C( 0/%(8-!0!7/(F!%1( 0/%!-(.2F%-'D%'0(#7( !'%MM!5!%'0(#'$(
%\5%77!F%&4( 52'0-2&&!'.( dPchC( XXh( -%7B%50!F%&4e*(830( 012Z0/!-$7( #&72(
7#4( 0/%(.2F%-'D%'0( !7( -3'(M2-( 0/%(,%'%M!0(2M(#&&( 0/%(B%2B&%*(E%2B&%( !'(
@#'#$#C( H2'$3-#7C( J%,#'2'C( I3-:%4( #'$( D#'4( 20/%-( 523'0-!%7( g(
!'5&3$!'.(7%F%-#&(!'(+M-!5#(g(0#:%(#(7!D!&#-(F!%1(2M(0/%!-(.2F%-'D%'07*(
I/!7( B%-7B%50!F%C( 0/23./C( !7( '20( 3'!F%-7#&*( L%7B2'$%'07( !'(
+-.%'0!'#( #'$( <#B#'( #-%( /!./&4( 5-!0!5#&( 2M( 0/%!-( .2F%-'D%'07( M2-(
!'%MM!5!%'54( #'$( M2-( '20( 2B%-#0!'.( M2-( 0/%( ,%'%M!0( 2M( #&&( 5!0!>%'7*( <370(
OUh(2M(+-.%'0!'%7(#'$(VXh(2M(<#B#'%7%(7#4(0/%!-(.2F%-'D%'07(2B%-#0%(
M2-( %F%-42'%_7( ,%'%M!0*( 830( -%7B2'$%'07( !'( 0/%7%( 523'0-!%7( $2( '20(
,%&!%F%(0/%!-(.2F%-'D%'07(#-%(022(52'0-2&&!'.k(2'&4(#,230(M23-Z!'Z0%'(!'(
%#5/(/2&$(0/#0(F!%1(dcVh(!'(<#B#'C(cOh(!'(+-.%'0!'#e*(
E2B3&#0!2'7( !'( +M-!5#C( 0/%( "!$$&%( =#70o@2'M&!50( +-%#( #'$( 72D%(
+7!#'('#0!2'7(#-%('20#,&%( M2-( 0/%(F%-4(B27!0!F%(#77%77D%'07( 0/%4(.!F%(
02( 0/%!-( .2F%-'D%'07_( M#!-'%77*( GF%-1/%&D!'.( D#`2-!0!%7( !'( D270( 2M(
0/%7%( 523'0-!%7( 7#4( 0/%!-( .2F%-'D%'07( #-%( -3'( M2-( 0/%( ,%'%M!0( 2M( #&&C(
D270( '20#,&4( !'( 8#'.&#$%7/( dTWheC( =.4B0( dTQheC( a.#'$#( dRXheC(
?/#'#( dRPheC(a>,%:!70#'( dRPhe( #'$( 0/%(E/!&!BB!'%7( dRche*(=F%'( !'(
I3-:%4C( 1/%-%( D270( 7%%( 022( D35/( 52'0-2&( #'$( !'%MM!5!%'54( ,4( 0/%(










'%#-&4( '!'%Z!'Z0%'( E2&%7( dRRhe( ,%&!%F%( 0/%( .2F%-'D%'0( !7( M#!-( 02(
%F%-42'%*
OOO
[2-( 0/%( D270( B#-0C( #00!03$%7( 021#-$( .2F%-'D%'0( !'( 0/%( a*9*( #'$(
=3-2B%( /#F%( '20( 5/#'.%$( $-#D#0!5#&&4( 7!'5%( 0/%( M#&&( 2M( 52DD3'!7D*(
830(0/%-%(#-%(72D%(D#`2-(%\5%B0!2'7C(%7B%5!#&&4(!'(2B!'!2'(2'(1/%0/%-(
.2F%-'D%'0(!7(-3'(02(0/%(,%'%M!0(2M(%F%-42'%*(6'(E2&#'$(#'$(?%-D#'4C(






M-2D(WRh( !'(OTTO( 02(XQh( !'( 0/%(53--%'0( 73-F%4*(+7( !7( 0/%(5#7%(1!0/(
?%-D#'( F!%17( 2'( .2F%-'D%'0_7( M#!-'%77C( 0/%( 5/#'.%( /#7( 2553--%$(
#,230( %b3#&&4( #D2'.( -%7!$%'07( 2M( M2-D%-( =#70( ?%-D#'4( #'$( M2-D%-(
S%70(?%-D#'4*( 6'(L377!#C( ,4( 52DB#-!72'C( 0/%( 0-%'$( /#7( .2'%( !'( 0/%(
-%F%-7%( $!-%50!2'*( [%1%-( B%2B&%( 7#4( 0/%( .2F%-'D%'0( !7( 2F%-&4(
52'0-2&&!'.('21(0/#'($!$(72(!'(OTTO(dWch('21C(cTh(0/%'e*
Environment vs. Growth
I/%-%( !7( M#!-&4( 1!$%( #.-%%D%'0( #D2'.( B%2B&%( !'(
#$F#'5%$( %52'2D!%7( 0/#0( %'F!-2'D%'0#&( B-20%50!2'(
7/23&$( ,%( #( B-!2-!04C( %F%'( !M( !0(D%#'7( 7&21%-( %52'2D!5(
.-210/*(830(0/%-%(#-%('20#,&%(.#B7(!'(0/%(70-%'.0/(2M(0/!7(




12-0/( 0/%( 5270( !'( `2,7( #'$( 7&21%-( .-210/*( L23./&4(
7%F%'Z!'Z0%'(!'(<#B#'C(0/%(a*9*(#'$(M2-D%-(=#70(?%-D#'4(
#.-%%*( +,230( M23-Z!'Z0%'( !'( @#'#$#( #'$( 60#&4( dcVhC(
cQheC completely #.-%%( 0/#0( %'F!-2'D%'0#&( B-20%50!2'( !7( 12-0/( 0/%(
5270C( #'$( #0( &%#70( #( 0/!-$( !'( <#B#'( dWUhe( ?-%#0( 8-!0#!'( dWXhe( #'$(
?%-D#'4(dWche(52DB&%0%&4(#.-%%*(
9D#&&%-( B%-5%'0#.%7C( !'( 0/%( a*9*( #'$( [-#'5%( B#-0!53&#-&4C(
52DB&%0%&4( #.-%%( 0/#0( %'F!-2'D%'0#&( B-20%50!2'( !7( 12-0/( 0/%( &277( 2M(
`2,7(#'$(%52'2D!5(.-210/(dVPh(!'(%#5/(523'0-4e*(6'(#$$!0!2'C(2F%-#&&(
Protect the Environment, Even if 




% a% a% a%
L-#-;-% `(% c_% c%
02-5C% `(% c&% U%
Y.$-2%Z./2-/#% `c% cV% (%
Former W. Ger. 81 19 0 
Y$.=-#C%^*72-5b% V`% (c% c%
!-A-#% V(% (&% X%
Former E. Ger. 68 30 2 
[#/2$;%S2-2$4% _W% (_% U%
\.-#6$% __% &&% c%
D4>$;%7#5C%/#%4$5$62$;%-;?-#6$;%$67#7=/$4@%
OOV
2BB27!0!2'( 02( 0/#0( !$%#( !7( /!./%-( !'( [-#'5%( dWWheC( !'( M2-D%-( =#70(
?%-D#'4(dWQhe(#'$(0/%(a*9*(dVXhe*(
More Tolerance in U.S., Canada 






6'(@#'#$#C( 0/%-%( #&72( !7( #( /!./( &%F%&( 2M( 02&%-#'5%( M2-( 0/%( &%#$!'.(
D!'2-!04( .-23BC( %0/'!5([-%'5/*([3&&4( 0/-%%Zb3#-0%-7( 2M(@#'#$!#'7( 7#4(
0/%( [-%'5/( /#F%( /#$( #( B27!0!F%( !'M&3%'5%( 2'( @#'#$#*( S%70%-'(
=3-2B%#'7C( ,4( 52'0-#70C( /#F%( #( D35/( D2-%( '%.#0!F%( 2B!'!2'( 2M( 0/%(
%0/'!5(D!'2-!0!%7(!'(0/%!-(523'0-!%7*(
[3&&4( %!./0Z!'Z0%'( 60#&!#'7( 7#4( %0/'!5( +&,#'!#'7( /#F%( /#$( #( ,#$(
!'M&3%'5%(2'(60#&4(g(#'$('%#-&4(/#&M(dcRhe(7#4(0/%!-(!'M&3%'5%(/#7(,%%'(
very ,#$*( 6'( [-#'5%C( #,230( /#&M( 2M( -%7B2'$%'07( dPOhe( ,%&!%F%( ;2-0/(
+M-!5#'7(/#F%(#(,#$(!'M&3%'5%(2'([-#'5%C(1/!&%(cWh(7#4(0/%4(/#F%(#(
B27!0!F%( !'M&3%'5%*(?%-D#'7(#-%(72D%1/#0(D2-%(B27!0!F%( !'(#77%77!'.(
0/%( !'M&3%'5%( 2M( %0/'!5( I3-:7( dcUh( B27!0!F%C( cOh( '%.#0!F%e*( I/%(
8-!0!7/( 0#:%(#( -%&#0!F%&4( M#F2-#,&%(F!%1(2M(,&#5:7(#'$(+7!#'7( !'( 0/%!-(
523'0-4Y(XWh(7#4(0/%!-(!'M&3%'5%(!7(.22$C(1/!&%(VXh(7#4(!0(!7(,#$*(
+( 7%B#-#0%( 73-F%4( &#70( M#&&( 3'$%-752-%7( 0/%( '%.#0!F%( !DB-%77!2'(
D#'4( !'( =3-2B%( /#F%( 2M( %0/'!5( D!'2-!0!%7( #'$( M2-%!.'%-7( D2-%(
.%'%-#&&4*( +7:%$( 7B%5!M!5#&&4( 1/%0/%-( !0( !7( #( .22$( 2-( ,#$( 0/!'.( 0/#0(
B%2B&%( M-2D( i0/%( "!$$&%( =#70( #'$( ;2-0/( +M-!5#j( 1%-%( &!F!'.( #'$(
12-:!'.( !'( 0/%!-( 523'0-4C( D#`2-!0!%7( !'( ?%-D#'4( dPThe( #'$( [-#'5%(
dPWhe(7#4(!0(!7(#(,#$(0/!'.*(6'(?-%#0(8-!0#!'C(2B!'!2'(!7($!F!$%$(g(PWh(




0/%!-( 523'0-4*(I/%(8-!0!7/( #-%( 72D%1/#0(D2-%(B27!0!F%( #,230(=#70%-'(
OOW
=3-2B%#'7( g( PWh( 7#4( 0/%!-( B-%7%'5%( !'( ?-%#0( 8-!0#!'( !7( #(
.22$(0/!'.C(1/!&%(cOh(7%%(!0(#7(,#$*
"#`2-!0!%7( !'( #&&( 0/-%%( 523'0-!%7( ,%&!%F%( !0( !7( .22$( 0/#0(
B%2B&%(M-2D(20/%-(=3-2B%#'(a'!2'(523'0-!%7(#-%(&!F!'.(#'$(
12-:!'.( !'( 0/%!-( 523'0-4*( 9!\Z!'Z0%'( !'( [-#'5%( #'$( ?-%#0(
8-!0#!'( dXchC( XWhe( F!%1( M%&&21( =3-2B%#'7( !'( B27!0!F%(
0%-D7C(,30(?%-D#'7(#-%(D2-%($!F!$%$(dPch(.22$(0/!'.C(WTh(
,#$e*
Most Favor Both Spouses Working 
(I/%( !'5-%#7!'.( -2&%( 2M( 12D%'( !'( 0/%( 12-:B&#5%( !7(
73BB2-0%$(!'(D270(2M(0/%(cc(523'0-!%7(73-F%4%$*(I/-23./230(
=3-2B%C(;2-0/(+D%-!5#C(+7!#(#'$(+M-!5#C(D#`2-!0!%7(,%&!%F%(
0/#0( 0/%(D2-%( 7#0!7M4!'.(1#4( 2M( &!M%( !7( M2-( ,20/( 7B237%7( 02(
/2&$(`2,7(#'$(7/#-%(!'(/237%/2&$(#'$(5/!&$(5#-%($30!%7*(
6'( S%70%-'( =3-2B%C( 0/!7( 2B!'!2'( !7( $2D!'#'0C(
B#-0!53&#-&4( !'( [-#'5%*( 6'( [-#'5%C( RXh( M#F2-( ,20/( 7B237%7(
12-:!'.C( 1/!&%( `370( OWh( 0/!':( 0/%( B-%M%--%$( D2$%&( M2-(
D#--!#.%( !7( 1/%'( 0/%( /37,#'$( #&2'%( 73BB2-07( 0/%( M#D!&4*(
I/%(!$%#(2M(,20/(7B237%7(12-:!'.(!7(&%77(B2B3&#-(!'(B#-07(2M(
=#70%-'( =3-2B%( #'$( 0/%( a'!0%$( 90#0%7*( +( D#`2-!04( 2M(
L377!#'7(dPXhe(M#F2-(,20/(7B237%7(12-:!'.C(,30(D2-%(0/#'(
M23-Z!'Z0%'( dcVhe($!7#.-%%*(GB!'!2'( !'( 0/%(a'!0%$(90#0%7( !7(
7!D!&#-&4( $!F!$%$k( PRh( 73BB2-0( ,20/( 7B237%7( 12-:!'.( #'$(
WUh($!7#.-%%*
I/%-%(#-%(D#`2-($!MM%-%'5%7(!'(#00!03$%7(2'(0/!7(b3%70!2'(
#D2'.( B-%$2D!'#'0&4( "37&!D( 523'0-!%7*( =.4B0C( E#:!70#'(
#'$( <2-$#'( #-%( 0/%( 2'&4( 523'0-!%7( 73-F%4%$( !'( 1/!5/(
D#`2-!0!%7( M#F2-( 0/%( 0-#$!0!2'#&( D#-!0#&( $!F!7!2'( 2M( $30!%7*(
I/!7( !7( 52'7!70%'0( 1!0/( 0/%( -%&#0!F%&4( &21( &%F%&( 2M( 73BB2-0(
#D2'.("37&!D7(!'(<2-$#'(#'$(E#:!70#'(M2-(12D%'(12-:!'.(
2307!$%( 0/%( /2D%*( GM("37&!D7C( `370( Och( !'( <2-$#'( #'$( #(
0/!-$( !'( E#:!70#'( 52DB&%0%&4( #.-%%( 0/#0( 12D%'( 7/23&$( ,%(
#,&%( 02( 12-:( 2307!$%( 0/%( /2D%k( 0/!7( b3%70!2'( 1#7( '20(











































































































































G0/%-( "37&!D( 523'0-!%7( ,-2#$&4( #55%B0( 0/%( !$%#( 2M(
,20/( 7B237%7( /2&$!'.( `2,7*( 6'( I3-:%4C( J%,#'2'( #'$(
a>,%:!70#'C( 72&!$( D#`2-!0!%7( ,%&!%F%( 0/%( /37,#'$( #'$(
1!M%( 7/23&$( 12-:( #'$( 7/#-%( 5/!&$( 5#-%( -%7B2'7!,!&!0!%7*(
I/#0( #&72( !7( 0/%( 5#7%( !'( 9%'%.#&C("#&!( #'$(;!.%-!#C( 0/%(
+M-!5#'( 523'0-!%7( 73-F%4%$( 1!0/( &#-.%( "37&!D(
B2B3&#0!2'7*
Birth Control Mostly Popular 
8!-0/(52'0-2&(!7(1!$%&4(F!%1%$(#7(2'%(2M(0/%(B27!0!F%(
#7B%507( 2M( D2$%-'( &!M%*( "#`2-!0!%7( !'( Wc( 2M( 0/%( cc(
523'0-!%7(73-F%4%$(7#4(,!-0/(52'0-2&(#'$(M#D!&4(B&#''!'.(
/#F%( 5/#'.%$( 0/!'.7( M2-( 0/%( ,%00%-*( 6'( B#-0!53&#-C( ,!-0/(
52'0-2&( !7( ,-2#$&4( 73BB2-0%$( !'( 0/%( 12-&$_7( D270(
B2B3&237( 523'0-!%7*( L23./&4( '!'%Z!'Z0%'( 6'$!#'7( dRUhe(




,!-0/( 52'0-2&*( 6'( <#B#'C( 1/%-%( 0/%( .2F%-'D%'0( $!$( '20(
#&&21(7#&%(2M(,!-0/(52'0-2&(B!&&7(3'0!&(M23-(4%#-7(#.2C(`370(
WVh(7#4(,!-0/(52'0-2&(/#7(5/#'.%$(&!M%(M2-(0/%(,%00%-(#'$(
'%#-&4( #7(D#'4( dVThe( 7#4( !0( /#7(D#$%( 0/!'.7(12-7%*( 6'(
a:-#!'%( #'$( 83&.#-!#C( B&3-#&!0!%7( dcchC( WThe( ,%&!%F%(
,!-0/( 52'0-2&( /#7( D#$%( 0/!'.7( 12-7%*( G'&4( M23-Z!'Z0%'(
60#&!#'7(dcOhe(7#4(,!-0/(52'0-2&(/#7(!DB-2F%$(&!M%C(1/!&%(
WQh(7#4(!0(/#7(D#$%(0/!'.7(12-7%*(
[2-( 0/%( D270( B#-0C( D%'( #'$( 12D%'( 0#:%( #( 7!D!&#-(





































































































































Global Divide on Homosexuality… 
I/%( b3%70!2'( 2M( /2D27%\3#&!04( /!./&!./07( #( 70#-:(
.&2,#&( $!F!$%( 2F%-( 725!#&( F#&3%7*( 6'( M!F%( +M-!5#'(
523'0-!%7C( D2-%( 0/#'( '!'%Z!'Z0%'( ,%&!%F%(
/2D27%\3#&!04( 7/23&$( '20( ,%( #55%B0%$( ,4( 725!%04*(
GB!'!2'(!7(#(,!0(&%77(&2B7!$%$C(,30(70!&&(/!./&4('%.#0!F%(
021#-$( /2D27%\3#&!04C( %&7%1/%-%( !'( +M-!5#( #'$(
0/-23./230(0/%("!$$&%(=#70o@2'M&!50(+-%#*
S%70%-'( =3-2B%#'7C( ,4( '%#-&4( #7( &#-.%( D#-.!'7C(
0#:%( 0/%( 2BB27!0%( F!%1*( "2-%( 0/#'( 7%F%'Z!'Z0%'(
-%7B2'$%'07( !'(?%-D#'4( dRWheC([-#'5%( dUUheC(?-%#0(
8-!0#!'( dUche( #'$( 60#&4( dUVhe( 0/!':( 0/#0(
/2D27%\3#&!04(7/23&$(,%(#55%B0%$(,4(725!%04*(GB!'!2'(
!'( @#'#$#( dXThe( 5&27%&4( D!--2-7( 0/#0( 2M( S%70%-'(
=3-2B%*
+D%-!5#'( 2B!'!2'( !7( 7B&!0( 2'( 0/!7( !773%*( +( ,#-%(
D#`2-!04( 2M( +D%-!5#'7( dPOhe( ,%&!%F%( /2D27%\3#&!04(





(+D%-!5#'7( #'$( =3-2B%#'7( $!MM%-( 2F%-( M2-%!.'(
B2&!54(#'$(20/%-( !773%7C(,30( 0/27%($!7#.-%%D%'07(B#&%(
!'( 52DB#-!72'( 02( 0/%( 0-#'7#0&#'0!5( .3&M( 2F%-( -%&!.!2'(
#'$(D2-#&!04*(S/!&%(PRh(2M(+D%-!5#'7(7#4(0/#0(,%&!%M(




+D%-!5#'7( M-2D( B3,&!57( !'( =#70%-'( =3-2B%*( +&2'.(
1!0/(0/%([-%'5/C(@>%5/(-%7B2'$%'07(#-%(D270(&!:%&4(02(
-%`%50( &!':#.%( ,%01%%'( -%&!.!2'( #'$( D2-#&!04( dRPhZ
OWhe*( 9D#&&%-( ,30( 73,70#'0!#&( D#`2-!0!%7( !'( L377!#(
dUVheC(E2&#'$(dXQheC(83&.#-!#(dPThe(#'$(0/%(9&2F#:(

























































































































L%B3,&!5( dPWhe( #&72( 7#4( !0( !7( '20( '%5%77#-4( 02( ,%&!%F%( !'(?2$( 02( ,%(
D2-#&*( a:-#!'%( !7( 0/%( 2'&4( 523'0-4( 2M( 0/%( 0%'( =3-2B%#'( '#0!2'7(
73-F%4%$(!'(1/!5/(#(D#`2-!04(dXOhe($!77%'07(M-2D(0/#0(F!%1*(
GB!'!2'( 2'( ?2$( #'$( D2-#&!04( !'( 0/%( a*9*( !7( M#-( 5&27%-( 02( 0/#0(
%\B-%77%$( !'( 72D%( J#0!'( +D%-!5#'( 523'0-!%7( 73-F%4%$( d"%\!52C(
f%'%>3%&#(#'$(+-.%'0!'#e(0/#'(!0(!7(02(=3-2B%*(I/!7(B#00%-'(!7(7!D!&#-(
02( M!'$!'.7( 2'( 0/%( B%-72'#&( !DB2-0#'5%( 2M( -%&!.!2'C( 1/!5/( 1%-%(
-%&%#7%$( !'( A%5%D,%-( VQQV*( I/%( a'!0%$( 90#0%7( !7( 0/%( 2'&4( 1%#&0/4(
523'0-4(!'(1/!5/(#(D#`2-!04(7#!$(-%&!.!2'(1#7(F%-4(!DB2-0#'0(02(0/%D(
B%-72'#&&4*( da*9*( 90#'$7(+&2'%( !'( 607( =D,-#5%( 2M(L%&!.!2'C(A%5*( OTC(
VQQVe*




.%'%-#0!2'( .#B( 2F%-( /2D27%\3#&!04C( 0/%( -2&%( 2M( 12D%'( !'( 0/%(
12-:B&#5%C(#'$(?2$(#'$(D2-#&!04*(
I/%7%($!MM%-%'5%7(#-%(D270(B-2'23'5%$(2'(0/%(b3%70!2'(2M(1/%0/%-(
725!%04( 7/23&$( #55%B0( /2D27%\3#&!04*( 6'( <#B#'C( D2-%( 0/#'( 0/-%%Z
b3#-0%-7( 2M( 0/27%( 3'$%-( #.%( WQ( M#F2-( 725!%0#&( #55%B0#'5%( 2M(
/2D27%\3#&!04( dUUhek( `370( #( b3#-0%-( 2M( 0/27%( #.%(XP( #'$(2&$%-( #.-%%(
dVche*( 6'( E2&#'$C( 0/%( $!MM%-%'5%7( #-%( %F%'( 70#-:%-*( 9!\Z!'Z0%'( E2&%7(
3'$%-( #.%( WQ( ,%&!%F%( 725!%04( 7/23&$( #55%B0( /2D27%\3#&!04*( I/%(
'3D,%-(/2&$!'.(0/#0(F!%1($%5&!'%7(#D2'.(2&$%-(#.%(.-23B7C(02(`370(Th(
2M(0/27%(XP(#'$(2&$%-*(
+.%( $!MM%-%'5%7( #&72( !'M&3%'5%( 2B!'!2'( 2'( 1/%0/%-( ,20/( 7B237%7(
7/23&$( 12-:*( E2&%7( 3'$%-( 0/%( #.%( 2M( WQ( 2F%-1/%&D!'.&4( M#F2-( ,20/(










2&$%-( dPWh( F7*( XRhe*( 6'( @#'#$#( #'$(S%70%-'( =3-2B%C( D#`2-!0!%7( !'(
%F%-4(#.%(.-23B(/2&$( 0/%(2BB27!0%(F!%1C( 0/23./( !'( 0/%7%(523'0-!%7(#7(
1%&&C(423'.%-(-%7B2'$%'07(#-%(D2-%(&!:%&4(0/#'(2&$%-(B%2B&%(02(7#4(0/#0(
,%&!%M(!'(?2$(!7('20(#(B-%-%b3!7!0%(M2-(D2-#&!04*(
830( 2B!'!2'( !'( E2&#'$( 2'( ?2$( #'$( D2-#&!04( !7( 7/#-B&4( $!F!$%$(









Pew Global Attitudes Project—The Research Process
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June 3, 2003: if!%17(2M(#(@/#'.!'.(S2-&$C(<3'%(VQQWCj(-%&%#7%$*(
I/%(-%73&07(2M(0/%(73-F%47(1%-%(#'#&4>%$C(!'0%-B-%0%$(#'$(#-%(B-%7%'0%$(!'(0/!7(-%B2-0(,4(0/%(Pew
Global Attitudes Project(0%#D(#'$(70#MM(#0(0/%(E%1(L%7%#-5/(@%'0%-(#'$(E-!'5%02'(93-F%4(
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Methodological Appendix: 44-Nation Major Survey (2002) 













































































































































































































































































































































































































@23'0-4Y( United States 
@2DB#'4Y( E-!'5%02'(A#0#(923-5%(
9#DB&%($%7!.'Y( E-2,#,!&!04((
"2$%Y( I%&%B/2'%(#$3&07(OR(B&37(
J#'.3#.%7Y( ='.&!7/(
[!%&$12-:($#0%7Y( +3.370(OTZ9%B0%D,%-(RC(VQQV(
9#DB&%(7!>%Y( OPQO(
"#-.!'(2M(=--2-Y( V*Rh(
L%B-%7%'0#0!F%Y( OQQh(2M(0%&%B/2'%(/237%/2&$(
!'(52'0!'%'0#&(a9(
@23'0-4Y( Uzbekistan 
@2DB#'4Y( L2D!-(
9#DB&%($%7!.'Y( E-2,#,!&!04(1!0/(#.%(#'$(
.%'$%-(b320#7(
"2$%Y( [#5%Z02ZM#5%(#$3&07(OR(B&37(
J#'.3#.%7Y( a>,%:(#'$(L377!#'(
[!%&$12-:($#0%7Y( <3&4(VXZ+3.370(TC(VQQV(
9#DB&%(7!>%Y( UQQ(
"#-.!'(2M(=--2-Y( W*Uh(
L%B-%7%'0#0!F%Y( OQQh(#$3&0(B2B3&#0!2'(
@23'0-4Y( Venezuela 
@2DB#'4Y( 9!.D#(A27(f%'%>3%&#(
9#DB&%($%7!.'Y( E-2,#,!&!04((
"2$%Y( [#5%Z02ZM#5%(#$3&07(OR(B&37(
J#'.3#.%7Y( 9B#'!7/(
[!%&$12-:($#0%7Y( <3&4(OWZ+3.370(OC(VQQV(
9#DB&%(7!>%Y( UQQ(
"#-.!'(2M(=--2-Y( W*Uh(
L%B-%7%'0#0!F%Y( A!7B-2B2-0!2'#0%&4(3-,#'(((
@23'0-4Y( Vietnam
@2DB#'4Y( ;[G(f!%0'#D(
9#DB&%($%7!.'Y( E-2,#,!&!04((
"2$%Y( [#5%Z02ZM#5%(#$3&07(OR(02(XP(
J#'.3#.%7Y( f!%0'#D%7%(
[!%&$12-:($#0%7Y( <3&4(XZVVC(VQQV(
9#DB&%(7!>%Y( UUV(
"#-.!'(2M(=--2-Y( W*Ph(
L%B-%7%'0#0!F%Y( A!7B-2B2-0!2'#0%&4(3-,#'(
OVX
